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THE LAST POPULIST - GEORGE WASHINGTON ARMSTRONG
AND THE TEXAS GUBERNATORIAL ELECTION OF 1932,
AND THE 'ZIONIST' THREAT TO LIBERTY AND
CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT
3
by Kenneth E. Hendrickson, ir.
On November 11, 1932, Miriam Amanda "Ma" Ferguson, one of the half
dozen most incompetent people ever to bold the position, was elected to her
second term as governor of Texas. Her nearest rival was Republican Orville
Bullington, a reactionary lawyer from Wichita Falls. Surprisingly, in view of
the financial woes of the time, Bullington made a strong showing because
many Democrats, disgusted by the questionable outcome of the primaries
which had brought defeat to Governor Ross Sterling, and appalled by the
return of "Ma" and her controller husband James B. Ferguson to the political
center stage, had declined to support their party's candidate. l
Lost on most Texans during the campaign was the presence of a third
candidate. His name was George Washington Armstrong, and he represented
an obscure political organization of his own making called the Jacksonian
Democratic Party. A businessman with bases of operation in both Fort Worth
and Natchez, Mississippi, Armstrong had been drawn into politics by his
obsession with the money question. He ran for governor because he wanted to
revolutionize the banking and currency system of Texas and the nation.
George Washlngton Armstrong was born on January 26, 1866, in Joyce
County. His father, Ramsey Clark Armstrong, was a Methodist minister and a
founder of Texas Wesleyan University, His mother, Matilda Smyth Armstrong,
was a daughter of George Washington Smytb, a signer of the Texas
DecIaration of Independence. Young George wac;; educated at the University of
Texas where he received his law degree in 1886. In IKK8 he settled in Fort
Worth where he practiced law for fifteen years. He was elected county judge
of Tarrant County in 1894 and served two terms, Ever after he insisted on
being addressed as "Judge" Armstrong.
Abandoning the practice of law in 1903, Armstrong went into oil, live-
stock, and banking and achieved great success. He was active in the develop-
ment of the Batson field in Hardin County (1903-05), and the Petrolia field in
Clay County (1905-07). He helped found the First National Bank and several
other bUSIness ventures, including Texas Steel Company, in Fort Worth and he
was also a founding member of the Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce. Later,
Annstrong developed a 25,OOO-acre cattle ranch near Hickory, Oklahoma,
which he sold in 1917. He then moved his livestock to new holdings in Adams
County, Mississippi, and there he discovered additional deposits of
petroleum.2
Kenneth E. Hendrickson, Jr., is Hardin Di.~tinguished Professor of History at Midwe.~tenl State
University. He was pn:'sident of Phi Alpha Theta. 2()(}()-2()()/ and president of the East Texas
Historical As.meiatinfl. 2()()J -2002. He is also Fellow of the Associatinn. He thanks the Hardin
Foundation for its suppnrt.
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During World War I, Armstrong over-extended himself in his effort to
produce cattle and manufactured products. When prices collapsed after the
war he was unable to pay his obligations and a two-year struggle to extricate
himself from his troubles failed. Convinced that it was the nation's financial
system and not his own decisions that had led him to ruin, Armstrong began
what he later called "a thorough investigation" of the complex financial
relationships involving the United States government, the Federal Reserve
System, and the leading private banks of the nation. He concluded that he and
many others were victims of a monstrous conspiracy and he outlined his views
in 1922 in a privately published book titled The Crime of '20.3
In The Crime of '20, the first of many books Armstrong wrote on banking
and finance, he argued that the real purpose of the Federal Reserve System
was to rule the country and its primary tool was the gold standard, which he
described as "the most infamous device ever created for controlling prices and
wages and to despoil the producer of a just reward for his toil and the wcalth
hc creates." It was the gold standard, he fumed, through which Jewish bankers
controlled the destiny of men and nations. Through it they could produce a
disparity in exchange value and render many people unable to scll their
products. This led to poverty and suffering throughout the world.
Armstrong observed that the struggle of the farmer and the worker for
higher wages and prices was one of long standing and had led frequently to
bloodshed. It was an injustice that could be ended in an orderly and legal
manner, but only if the problem was properly understood. The contest, wrote
Armstrong, was between the value of money and the value of service; between
those who thrive in prosperous times and those who thrive upon the adversity
of others. It was betwecn money, which represents scrvice long since rendered,
and the present labor of living men. It was between an ample volume of money
issued and regulated by the government and a restricted volume issued and
regulated by bankers.-l
As a result of his "study" of the banking and currency system Armstrong
"discovered" that the Jewish international hanking firm, N.M. Rothschild and
Sons of London. had heen the dominating financial power in the world for
over a century. It was a perpetual family partnership of enonnous wealth that
never published statements or reports. Other international banks were related
to it either as partners or agents. It controlled the Bank of England, and
through its agent, Paul Warburg, it was responsible for creati ng the Federal
Reserve System in the United States.-'
Armstrong also L'learned" that the Jewish international banking firm was
responsible for the establishment of the gold standard and through it controlled
the economies of the world. It was responsible for all the panics, depressions,
and wars of the past century and was then in the process, through the Zionist
movement, of creating a World Empire. Armstrong decided that it was his job
to stop this mighty demonic force and the way to do it, he thought, was to
create an alternative money system. The Judge published his ideas in two
subsequent books, The Calamity of '3D, and A State Currency System: To HeLl
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,,1!ith Wall Street, which appeared in 1931 and 1932. In the former he argued
that the depression of 1929 was attributable largely to the deflationist policies
of the Federal Reserve System in much the same way that the depression of
1921-1922 had been caused by a conspiracy within the national banking
community_ In the second book Armstrong proposed his solution: the abolition
of the Federal Reserve System and its replacement with a state banking system
similar to that which had existed before the Civil War, along with the re-
establishment of the silver standard. Ignoring the fact that the absence of a
centralized banking system had produced financial chaos earlier, Armstrong
argued that his proposal would end the financial woes of the nation and the
state of Tex.as by increasing the money supply. This would lead to higher
wages, higher prices, and more available credit.b
Of course, Armstrong's ideas were not new. They were traceable to the
views of the Greenbackers and Silverites of the Reconstruction era. Neither
were Armstrong's ideas about the gold standard and its advocates entirely
accurate. Those who promoted the gold standard were actually the economic
liberals of the nineteenth century, men who stood for such principles as free
trade, sound money, and a society functioning in accordance with the laws of
nature. These principles, they believed, would lead to progress. They believed
that societies that followed natural law would be harmonious; that social
welfare would result from every man in society following his self-interests;
and that the pursuit of self-interest (provided it followed natural law) was
justifiable and moral. These were the Utilitarians. They might have been
wrong, but they were not conspirators. They thought they had discovered the
pathway to prosperity for all and among them was Nathan Meyer Rothschild
of the House of Rothschild, Annstrong's nemesis.?
Annstrong believed that Paul Warburg was a creature of the Great
Conspiracy he had created in his imagination and that Warburg was
responsible for the creation of the Federal Reserve System, the engine that
drove the conspiracy in America. Warburg did, in fact, playa major role in the
birth of the Fedeml Reserve, but the reality differed considerably from
Armstrong's fantasy. Born in Hamburg, Germany, in 1868, Warburg was
descended from a prominent banking family. In 1895, he married Nora Loeb,
whose father was a partner in Kuhn, Loeb, and Company, one of Wall Street's
most respected banking houses. Six years later he moved his permanent
residence to the United States and accepted a partnership in his father-in-Iaw's
firm. He soon discovered that the structure of the American banking and
financial system was primitive by European standards. Put in simplest terms,
the problem was that the American system, based upon the National Banking
Act of 1863, made for a rigid amount of currency that could not meet unusual
demands and a system of reserves that pyramided in New York City.
Warburg fretted about these problems for years and finally began to speak
out after the panic of 1907. He was an adviser to the National Monetary
Commission created under the terms of the Aldrich-Vreeland Act, and thus
became acquainted with Republican Senator Nelson Aldrich of Rhode Island,
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and head of the commission.
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Warburg believed the United States needed a central banking system that
would give the country an elastic currency based upon modem commercial
bills payable in gold. He also believed that the issuance of bank notes should
be restricted to only a few entities, or maybe even one, and that any new
system should be governed by a combined group of politicians and
businessmen. Warburg did not originate the idea of an elastic currency but he
soon became its foremost advocate.
Senator Aldrich did not agree with Warburg at first, but eventually he
came around to the banker's point of view. Tn 1910, Warburg and several
representatives of the New York banking community asslsted Aldrich in
drafting a bill to be presented to Congress. This bill, subsequently known as
the "Aldrich Plan," called for the establishment of a central bank in
Washington with an elastic issue based upon gold and commercial paper. The
bank was to have fifteen branches located throughout the country. It was to be
the fiscal agent of the United States and a lender of last resort to the banking
community. The bank was also to have the power to rediscount - that is, to
discount commercial paper that members had already discounted - and thus it
could issue new paper money that could stay in circulation until the paper
upon which it was issued was redeemed. The Aldrich Plan was the foundation
upon which the edifice of the Federal Reserve System was constructed
eventually,B
The Federal Reserve Act, which passed Congress in December 1913, was
a compromise including elements of the Aldrich Plan and another plan
proposed by Senator Robert Owen of Oklahoma. The Aldrich Plan, which was
submitted by Senator Carter Glass of Virginia, was thought by many to be too
conservative because it left a great deal of power in the hands of the bankers.
The Owen Bill, on the other hand, contained two principles that appealed to
reformers; that the central governing board should be government appointees
exclusively, and that new currency should be an obligation of the United States
government, not bankers. Debates on these proposals raged from May until
December and resulted in the passage of the Glass-Owen Act.Q
The new system was definitely an improvement. Instead of a single
central bank, it established twelve regional banks. Stock in these banks was
owned by member banks - the country's national banks and any state bank or
trust company that wished to join. The reserve banks received deposits from
and made loans to member banks. Through the Open Market Committee, the
reserve banks could buy and sell bonds and bills of exchange to thus ease or
tighten credit. However, the system was not perfect. Membership was not
required and there remained many more state banks than national banks. Stlll,
eighty percent of the nation's banking resources were held by member banks.
The Federal Reserve Board had no control over state banks and, as events
would show, little over its. own members. This was the system that carried the
nation through World War I and into the 1920s. 10
George Armstrong's views on the causes of his and others' financial woes
early in the 1920s were largely fantasy, but they had some basis in fact. Dur-
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ing World War I the economy experienced significant expansion - it "heated
up," to use a modern slang expression - and the result was that the cost of
living more than doubled between 1913, when the Federal Reserve was
created, and late 1918, when the war ended. This dangerous inflationary trend
resulted directly from Federal Reserve policy during the war. To accommodate
ever increasing demands for credit, the Fed kept interest rates low. This led to
a rapid expansion of the money supply and put strain on the gold reserve ratio
- the relationship between the amount of currency in circulation and the gold
reserves held by the banking community. Responding to this problem in 1920,
the Federal Reserve abruptly raised the rediscount rate from four to seven
percent; this produced a sharp deflationary effect, and by mid-1921 prices had
fallen precipitously. A sharp rise 1n unemployment and a retraction of available
credit affected many people adversely. One of those to suffer was George W.
Armstrong. J 1
It was in this context that Armstrong came to believe that Federal Reserve
policy was part of a vast international Jewish conspiracy. He blamed Paul
Warburg and Federal Reserve Governor Wilham P. Harding for his troubles,
claiming both were party to the conspiracy with many others in the banking
community. The truth was that the Federal Reserve Board was committed to
the gold standard and believed it vital to the maintenance of price stability in
the long run. One might argue that the abrupt policy change in 1920 was an
over-reaction, but little more. The Federal Reserve consistently followed a
policy aimed at price stability throughout the decade. This was. done by off-
setting the effect of gold outflows on the money supply by selling equivalent
amounts of securities. The dominant figure in the development and application
of this policy was Benjamin Strong, governor of the Federal Reserve Bank of
New York. Strong died in 1928 at what turned out to be a critical moment in
the nation's financial history, and no one with his skill and influence came
forward to replace him. During the four year period following Strong's death
the Federal Reserve failed to maintain an effective monetary policy aimed at
price stability and prices spiraled downward thirty percent by 1932. This could
have been avoided by more aggressive action but it was not forthcoming. and
thus Federal Reserve policy was a contributing factor in the economic collapse
that followed. 12
It can be argued that Federal Reserve policy was flawed - few economists
would disagree with that - but there is no persuasive evidence to support the
existence of an international conspiracy such as that which beclouded the
mind of George W. Armstrong. Nevertheless, he pushed on with his crusade,
persuaded now more than ever that reverting to an alternative money system
would rescue Texas and the nation from the havoc of the Great Depression.
Armstrong promoted his ideas through correspondence with friends and
associates and the sale of his books. He mailed his works to many people and
he hired Marcus Bright to travel around the state peddling them in drug stores,
grocery stores, and hotel lobbies. Bright did not sell many books but reported
to the Judge that he had talked to many people who seemed favorably inclined
toward Armstrong's ideas. l ) Armstrong received numerous communications
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from people throughout the country who had heard of his theories. Some were
voices from the past such as William Hope Harvey. Forty years earlier, during
the silver craze of the 1890s, Harvey wrote a pamphlet titled Coin ~Ij' Financial
School which became the veritable bible of the Silverites. Now nearly ninety
years of age, Harvey lived in Monte Ne, Arkansas, and presided over a minis-
cule organization called the Liberty Party. He wrote to Armstrong praising his
work and proposing that the Judge run for governor on the Liberty Party ticket.
Harvey claimed that he could "tum out hundreds of people" who would work
for the Judge in Texas and get the party's name on the ballot. Armstrong
responded with thanks but said that if he ran it would be as a Democrat.
Most of Armstrong's encouragement came from closer to home. For
example, Don H. Biggers of Lampasas wrote: " ... your candidacy certainly
appeals to me ... your.. .idea beats all the newspaper schemes or projects ... it is
more effective and more economical. "14
By early 1932 Armstrong had just about decided that he should run for
office. Politics, he had concluded, offered the only realistic way to present his
ideas to the public. He would run for governor. The incumbent, Houston
millionaire Ross Sterling, was unpopular, and his only real competitors were
former Governor Miriam Ferguson and her husband. The Fergusons had the
support of many country folk but were also despised by many others because
of their association with corruption and incompetence. Armstrong decided that
he could defeat either Sterling or the Fergusons in the Democratic primary. His
plan was to gain control of the Texas Democratic Party by winning the primary
and then put the support of the state behind the presidential candidacy of
Governor "Alfalfa" Bill Murray of Oklahoma, who shared his views on the
money question. IS
On the last day of February 1932, Armstrong opened his campaign with
a radio speech broadcast over station KTAT in Fort Worth. He summari.led his
views on all the major issues of the day, but of course his first priority was the
money question. He argued that increasing the money supply was essential to
the restoration of prosperity and reminded listeners that those in control of the
national government cared nothing about their problems. Congress had
recently considered and rejected three measures that would have produced
inflation. These included a bill calling for the remonetization of silver: the
Patman Bill, which called for the immediate payment of the proposed
Soldiers' Bonus; and the Lafollette~CostiganBill, which would provide $750
million to fund direct relief and road construction. Instead, Congress came out
in favor of selling government bonds to get more money into circulation. This,
said Armstrong, was a smoke screen to cover the Federal Reserve's continued
effort to "steadily and relendessly control both money and credit."l~
In the weeks that followed Armstrong broadened the array of issues he
intended to discuss as he pursued the Democratic nomination. He detailed his
plan for the abolition of the Federal Reserve and the restoration of a state-
controlled banking system, but he also came out against the power and
influence of the railroads. His specific target was a law passed by the Texas
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legislature in 1931 that limited the size of trucks and freight loads to 7000
pounds or less. This law was designed to protect roads, but Armstrong be-
lieved it to be the work of the railroad lobby, which hoped to protect itself from
the competition of the trucking industry. He called for the immediate repeal of
this law. He also demanded that the Railroad Commission be abolished or
restructured because it lacked real power to regulate railroads. The com-
mission, said the Judge, was simply an appendage of the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC), which in tum was controlled by administrators who
worked hand-in-glove with the corporate leaders of the railroads themselves. 17
Even though Armstrong did not have an effective organization, he per-
suaded himself that he had a chance to win the Democratic primary. He thought
that by heaping abuse on Sterling and the Fergusons that he could attract the
support of the masses. He received encouragement from those who agreed with
him but little else. Included among his supporters, in addition to the Murrayites
in Oklahoma, were the Texas Veterans Voters' Union, led by Charles ~ Smith
of Henderson; the Texas Taxpayers' Association, led by D.M. Jones and E.G.
Senter of Dallas; and the Texas Truckers' Alliance, led by R.W. Peckham of
Houston. These groups had small constituencies and little money and were led
by people whose views were as unrealistic as those of Armstrong. Still, their
support bolstered his ego and blinded him to the impossibility of his quest. 18
One of Armstrong's closest friends wa'i John Henry Kirby, a lumber
baron and president of the Kirby Lumber Company in Houston. Kirby had
bailed Armstrong out of his financial troubles a decade earlier and now
Armstrong performed a similar service for Kirby, whose business had been
adversely affected by the Depression. Kirby was the only one of Annstrong's
close associates who disagreed with his banking and financial theories and
opposed his foray into politics. Kirby wrote to Armstrong to dissuade him
from plunging ahead:
I regret very much .. , that you are taking on a political activity that will , ..
imperil your bU!">iness affairs, ... What compensation can you get out of the
certain defeat you must know you will meet in the effon to put over in Texas
the wild Oklahoma Bull, who is no more fit to be President of the United
States ilian Frank Norris is to be Governor of Texas .. , . If the character of
your candidate ... was not in itself a hardship to you the effort you will
make to sell your State Currency plan to the public will. of itself, desrroy
you among those whose favor you must have if you [are to] succeed with
your affairs.
Kirby pleaded with Armstrong to drop his obsession with the structure of
the money system and tend to his hU~lness affairs. "Men with more leisure
than you have and of a wider audience have failed to do what you are trying
to do .... Your effort ... in the few brief weeks of the present campaign, to
make any dent on the public mind is much like the assault of Don Quixote on
the windmill,"
With remarkable foresight Kirby went on to outline the obstacles
Armstrong would face if he proceeded with his venture. He pointed out that
the Judge had no rea] political organization and little money. Worse, there was
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no significant constituency to which he could appeal. Crooked politicians
would not support him because he was "an honest and upright man."
Bootleggers would oppose him because, even though he favored prohibition.
he loathed corruption. Bankers would oppose him because of his financial
views. Businessmen would oppose him because they favored stability "rather
than the chaos that would accompany your new currency scheme." Finally,
Kirby added, nearly all the farmers belonged to the Ferguson group. "So," he
concluded, "where are you going to get your supportT'19
It was a fair question with significant implications, but it was one that
Armstrong chose to ignore. He told Kirby that the governor's office in itself
meant nothing to him. He would run to publicize his financial plan and only
so long a~ he perceived a chance for Murray's nomination. Of course, Murray
never had a chance, but even after that became clear, Annstrong persevered.
He decided to proceed with his campaign as a protest against Franklin Delano
Roosevelt and in the vain hope that he could still "seW' his plan to the people
of Texas. He counseled Kirby not to worry about his campaign expenses.
Those would be derived from the sale of his books.10
Despite the optimism he voiced to Kirby, Armstrong began to see that he
could not win the Democratic nomination for governor. That victory would go
either to Governor Sterling or Miriam Ferguson. To make matters worse, the
"Alfalfa" Bill for President campaign stalled and the nomlnation went to
Governor Franklin Delano Roosevelt of New York. Armstrong did not think
much of Roosevelt and even less of his running mate, House Speaker John
Nance Garner. Disturbed and disappointed by these developments, Armstrong
withdrew from the Democratic primaries but not from the race for govemor. 11
On August 7, 1932, surrounded by about fifty followers in the Baker Hotel
in Dallas, Armstrong founded the Good Government Party and was named its
gubernatorial candidate. His running mate for lieutenant governor was Charles
P. Smith of Henderson, his loyal supporter and leader of the Texas Veterans'
Voters' Union whose purpose was to lobby on behalf of the Patman BilJ. The
platform of the new party was a litany of Armstrong's views. It called for the
abolition of the Federal Reserve System; the remonetization of silver at "16 to
1;" a return to price-and-wage levels as they had existed in April 1920; the
immediate payment of the Veterans' Bonus; a moratorium on the payment of all
bonds and mortgages; an increase in the inheritance tax to one hundred percent
on all estates exceeding $500,000; the l1mitation of campaign expenditures to
$3 million; and the preservation of the Eighteenth Amendment. ~2
Armstrong promised his followers a vigorous campaign, but within a
week after the founding of the Good Government Party he contacted Rentfro
B. Creager, state chairman of the Republican Party, and Orville Bullington, the
Republican candidate for governor. The Judge proposed fusion between the
two parties, arguing that a Republican candidate had no chance to win. He
proposed that Bullington withdraw so he could be the fusion candidate. He
would then be assured of victory because he would have Republican support
plus the votes of the many Democrats who despised the Fergusons. This may
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have been Armstrong's plan from the beginning, but it wa", dreadfully weak
and immediately rebuffed by both Creager and Bullington.23 At that point,
Annstrong probably should have heeded Kirby's advice and dropped out of
the race, but he was determined to push on to the hitter end.
Armstrong's candidacy, of course, was doomed from the start and he
encountered many signs of that dreary fact during the weeks that followed.
The first was a letter from Texas Secretary of State Jane Y. McCallum pointing
out that another organization in Hidalgo County bearing the name Good
Government Party had been in existence since 1925. Armstrong's new party
would have to change its name, a move that was bound to cause confusion.
The Judge and his friends considered several possibilities, including Bolter's
Party, Good Government for All Party, American Good Government Party.
Independent Bimetallic Party, and Jacksonian Democratic Party_ They settled
on the latter.~1
To make matters worse, al1 of John Kirby's unpleasant predictions came
true. Annstrong's campaign received practically no press coverage, he could
not buy time on the well-known radio stations, and Marcus Bright continued to
experience frustration trying to sell his books. Charles P. Smith never left
Henderson to campaign - he had no money - and neither the Voters' Union, the
Taxpayers' Association, nor the Trucker~' Alliance provided effective support. 25
In desperation, Armstrong sought help elsewhere. After Governor
Sterling was eliminated from the race in the highly questionable outcome of
the Democratic primaries, Annstrong a'\kcd for his blessing. He wrote to
Sterling to ....ay that "'your support will ensure my election." Many
Republicans, he pointed out, were fed up with the dictatorial methods of
Rentfro B. Creager. He charged that Creager had engineered Bullington's
nomination because both were tools of the railroad lobhy. Many Republicans,
he declared, were poised to vote either for Ferguson or himself. An endorse-
ment from Sterling would surely move them in Armstrong's direction. Con-
cluding his plea, Armstrong wrote: "While I have sought the office of
Governor in opposition to you, I have done so decently. I have never at any
time made any character or personal attacks on you and I have often gone out
of my way to express my confidence in your integrity."2~
Sterling's mind and memory were apparently much sharper than
Armstrong thought. He told the Judge that practically no one supported his
platform, that Bullington offered the best hope to defeat the Fergusons, and
that he intended to support the Republican candidate. He concluded: 27
I note what you say regarding your campaign and that you did not at any
time make any kind of personal attack on me and that you had often gone
out 01" your way to express confidence in my integrity. I heard you when you
made a radio ~peech in Houston and whal you said about me was anything
but complimentary. You ~ajd Twa~ insipid and incompetent .... This ... is
absolutely false and I am willing to put my record against that of any man
who has ever held the offi.ce of Governor of Texas.
The Judge also attempted to rally the support of the Ku Klux Klan. Late
in October he wrote a desperate letter to Imperial Wizard Hiram W. Evans
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asking for help: "I ought to have the support of the prohibitionists and the
Klan," he wrote, "for I have always been a consistent prohibitionist and a loyal
and consistent friend of the Klan. "2H
Evans responded that he wished Armstrong well, but that the Klan sup-
ported Bullington. The Judge was stunned: "I do not understand your state-
ment that there is reason for the Klan to support Bullington. [He] introduced
the resolution at the Republican state convention condemning the Klan. I am
informed also that he is now trying to corral the negro [sic] vote on grounds
that he has been anti-Klan."19 Apparently, Evans offered no reply, but in any
case the Klan was not a factor in the outcome of the election.
To describe the result of Armstrong's campaign as a disaster would be an
optimistic view. "Ma" Ferguson defeated Orville Bullington by a vote of
522,395 to 317,590, while less than 1,000 ballots were cast for the Judge. JO
When Smith wrote to inquire how many votes they had received, Armstrong
replied that he did not know. The situation had become so bad that he had lost
interest, he said.'1 If he lost interest in politics, Armstrong did not lose interest
in the money question nor did he alter his views in any way. Tluough Smith
he called upon the Fergusons to summon a statewide conference to consider
the establishment of a state banking system, to draw up a plan similar to that
Annstrong had long advocated, and submit it to the legislature. If this were not
done, Smith suggested, financial conditions would continue to deteriorate and
the ultimate result would be revolution.J~The Fergusons ignored this proposal.
As for his political future, Armstrong was uncertain. At one point he would
say that never again would he run for office; at another he would talk about
running for the United States Senate against Tom Connally in 1934. As it turned
out he did not run for office again, but he remained active in public affairs as an
outspoken foe of the New Deal and his favorite target, the international Jewish
conspiracy to control the world.33 His first effort in 1933 was to fonn a statewide
Farmers' Holiday Association in Texas. This organization, spearheaded by Milo
Reno in Iowa, sought to eall attention to the unspeakahle conditions experienced
by rural Americans in the depth of the Depression and to demand redress. In
Texas, as elsewhere, the Holiday movement lost its punch with the passage of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act in March.34
In addition to rcfonns like the Agricultural Adjustment Act, Roosevelt
remonetized silver early in his administration, but none of this made a convert
of Armstrong. His loathing of the pres.ident deepened as time went by. As a
businessman and a fanner he complied, morc or less, with that New Deallcgis-
lation he thought might be helpful, but he concluded that Roosevelt's tactics
and policies trampled upon constitutional government and that Roosevelt
sought to make himself a dictator. By the end of the decade Armstrong counted
himself among those who openly called for Roosevelt's impeachment.35
Annstrong also saw his fortune continue to increase during the 1930s. In
spite of the Depression, his enterprises survived and by the end of the decade
he was once again a wealthy man. He put much of his money into the
development of his Mississippi properties and spent most of his time there. He
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also traveled extensively and devoted his leisure to writing more books in
which he expanded his attack upon Jewish bankers and the threat of the
international Zionist movement as he understood it. In The Reign of the Elders
(two volumes) and The Rothschild Money Trust, written between 1937 and
1940, he attacked Roosevelt as a pawn of the international Jewish conspiracy
and accused the president of a desire to bring America into a war to preserve
the Jewish-dominated British Empire.36
The Rothschild Money Trust was published anonymously, but the govern-
ment was well aware of its origins and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
delved into Armstrong's affairs in 1943. He feared that he might be indicted
for his anti-government, anti-Semitic statements, but he was not, probably
because he steadfa."ltly refused to admit his authorship. After escaping this
threat he wrote in his diary, "I am proud of these books but I do not intend to
help the FBI make out a case against me or anyone else for writing the truth.
I do not wish to be persecuted; and in fact, there is danger of assassination.
What a travesty on the Atlantic Charter and the alleged Four Freedoms.37
Toward the end of \Vorld War II, Armstrong published another book
entitled The March of BoLshevism. He produced two more books, World
Empire and The Marshall Plan Exposed, and distributed them as widely as
possible, but concluded that the only effective way to spread his views among
the American people and save the republic from certain destruction was
through the educational system, To that end, he established the Judge
Armstrong Foundation in 1945. He intended to exert increa.'\ing influence
upon education by means of conveying large donations to willing institutions
through this medium. 38
Meanwhile, impressive deposits of petroleum were discovered on his
'Mississippi properties and the prospect of enormous wealth lay before him. He
attributed this development to the will of God. Suddenly, he had found
religion. In January 1948, he wrote:39
I formerly doubted the fables of the Old Testament and the miracles of the
New, but now I nOl only believe in God but in the divinity of Jesus Christ
as His instrument of refonn in the world. He was a reformer and an anti-
Semitic in that He protested the traditions and doctrines of the Talmud and
of "the scribes and the Pharisees and hypocrites." It was through His efforts
that Christianity was established. He has given me the intelligence and the
experience to understand the subject of money and the Semite control of it.
and the will and courage to expose this. I cannot attribute the fortune that I
have in prospect to myself or to any cause other than God's direction.
By early 1949 Armstrong believed the time had come for him to make the
first move in his effort to control education. Tn February he received a
communication from the Board of Trustees of Jefferson Military College in
Washington, Mississippi. Jefferson was a small secondary institution - even
though it bore the name "college" - with a proud Southern heritage dating
back to its founding in 1802. Armstrong learned that the "college" was nearly
broke and was requesting a loan of $6,500 to meet current expenses.
Armstrong saw this as an opportunity to advance his scheme for the promotion
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of "Christian White Supremacy" through the educational system and he
responded immediately.
Having already been rebuffed by several schools including Southern
Methodist University in Dallas, Annstrong laid a proposition before the
trustees of Jefferson that would be difficult for anyone to refuse. Not only
would he loan the college a paltry $6,500, he would give them 27,000 acres of
his Mississippi oil lands with a potential value near $50 million. Of course,
there were strings attached to this munificent offer. The coJIcge was to reduce
the size of the board from fifteen to five and allow the Judge to name three
members, and the college was to agree to admit only white Christians.4{) They
had never admitted blacks, of course, but now they were to reject Orientals and
Jews a'\ well. Armstrong saw absolutely no prohlem with this. "Blacks and
Jews have their own schools," he grumbled later, "why cannot white
Christians have theirs?,,41
At fust the trustees saw no problem either and they accepted Armstrong's
proposal, but when word of this amazing offer leaked out and stories appeared
in the press, some of them unflattering to both the Judge and the little school,
they had second thoughts. On October 29, 1949, nationally syndicated
columnist and commentator Walter Winchell devoted his entire radio program
to a denunciation of the deal, calling Armstrong a "hate monger" and a
"bigot." With that the pressure became too great to be resisted further and
board members rescinded the agreement. They were able to raise severa!
thousand dollars by other means and continued to struggle along until the
college closed in 1965.42
Meanwhile, more of Armstrong's oil lands proved up and he became
fabulously wealthy. He could have supported several colleges, although he made
no further effort to do so. He died in 1954 at the age of eighty-eight, but his legacy
Jives on in the fonn of the Annstrong Foundation, headquartered in Natchez.
Operated by Annstrong's grand-mn, Thomas, the foundation !\UPports ultni-
conservative causes and maintains close ties with ultra-conservative organizations
such as the Council for National Policy. As of January I, 1999, the Armstrong
Foundation had assets of $17.6 million and had made grants totaling $767,269.43
George W. Armstrong often said that he wanted to render public service.
He truly believed that he had something to offer. He never deviated from his
critique of the banking and money system, though he eventually profited from
it mightily. During that period of his life when he sought public office his
arguments sounded much like those voiced by the Populists of an earlier
generation. He would havc remembered them well and was surely indebted to
them for many of his ideas, although he never said as much. Still, his demands
for inflation, free-and-unlirnlted coinage of silver, banking reform, and
railroad regulation obviously echoed his predecessors. He was convinced that
such refonns would bring on the perfection or American society.
Another, more sinister characteristic that he shared with the Populists was
his anti-Semitism. Many of his intellectual forebears believed, as he did, that
the banking systems of the nation and the western world were controlled by
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Jews and dlrected by a Zionist plot. Armstrong harbored this belief long after
his ardor for other notions had cooled. By the late 1930s it had developed into
an obsession, and by the end of World War II it had broadened further into a
twisted belief that Jews were somehow involved in the threat of international
communism. Annstrong believed that all efforts to restructure the world in the
interest of peace were parts of a colossal plot to create a "World Empire"
controlled by communists and Jews. These efforts included the Bretton-Woods
Agreement, the United Nations Charter, and the Marshall Plan. He attacked
them all with vigor.44
lbrollghollt most of his life George W. Armstrong was a man of means.
Early in his career he made significant contributions to the economic develop-
ment of Texas, especially Fort Worth. Toward the end he possessed fabulous
wealth and could have rendered great public service by supporting accredited
institutions of higher learning and philanthropies without attaching outrageous
conditions. But he chose not to do that. He chose instead another path that led to
oblivion. Today, save for the little-known Armstrong Foundation, there are no
monuments to his name. There are few people who even remember his name.
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by Bob Bowman
When American settlers migrated to Texas early in the 18008, they found
vast virgin pine forests, almost park-like in appearance, between the Trinity
and Sabine rivers. Entrepreneurs soon built a few sawmills powered by steam
and hand labor, but for the most part, the lumber industry in Texas was
confined to Orange and Jefferson counties, located on the coast of the Gulf of
Mexico. Lacking alternative transportation methods, logs were floated down
the Sabine River, sawed into lumber, and placed on steamboats bound for
Galveston and other ports.
It was not until the 1880s, when Houston railroader Paul Bremond built
a narrow-gauge line from Houston to Shreveport, that large sawmills found a
reason to move into interior East Texas. Most of the new mills - located in
places such as Diboll, Lufkin, Corrigan, and Cleveland - were built within
close proximity to Bremond's Houston, East and West Texas Railroad, giving
them overnight access to Houston and Shreveport as well as connecting
railroads capable of carrying lumber to Dallas and other distant cities.
One of the region's earliest sawmills was the Angelina County Lumber
Company, located in the community of Keltys, a few miles north of Lufkin. In
1888, German immigrant Joseph H. Kurth purchased a small sawmill from the
Kelty family and took on three partners, merchant Simon W. Henderson, Sr.,
and brothers Sam and Eli Wiener. The mill was incorporated in 1890 as the
Angelina County Lumber Company. By the turn of the century the company
was part of a rapidly growing industry in Texas. In 1907, the state reported an
annual production of 2.2 billion board feet of lumber, the third highest figure
among the United States.
As the lumbering industry grew in East Texas, sawmills reached out
farther for timber, and more railroads were built to reduce logging costs. By
1900, steel railroad equipment had replaced wooden tram tracks and larger
locomotives and flat cars penetrated deeper into the woods for timber. When-
ever repairs were needed for locomotive or sawmill equipment, parts were
purchased in Houston, Rusk, or Tyler. Often, major breakdowns forced mill
owners to do business with finns as far away as Milwaukee and St. Louis.
Sawmills were sometimes shut down for weeks as the owners waited for the
arrival of spare parts, resulting in lost revenues for the mill owners and layoffs
for the sawmill workers.
The Kurth, Henderson, and Wiener families, who had expanded their
holdings to include other sawmills throughout East Texas, decided to address
the machinery-and-parts issue. To them, Lufkin seemed an ideal location for a
foundry and machine shop, so in 1902 J.H. Kurth and Frank Kavanaugh, Sr.,
owner of a small repair facility in Rusk, Texas, agreed to move the Rusk
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foundry to Lufkin. On February 28, Kavanaugh, his son Frank, Jr., Simon W,
Henderson. Sr., and Eli Wiener signed a company charter as founding directors
of Lufkin Foundry and Machine Company. The charter said the company was
founded "for the purpose of purchase, manufacture, and selling all such
machinery, as is manufactured and repaired from ... iron, steel, brass. copper,
zinc, tin, lead, etc., and for the purchase of such material as may be needed
therein or pertaining to said manufacturing establishment."
The company's board of directors elected Kurth president. Kavanaugh
Sr., vice-president. Wiener secretary-trea.'\urer, and l.A. Peavy, one of the
original shareholders, assistant secretary-treasurer. R.B. Shearer, a Lufkin
businessman, sold three lots located on Block 88 of the City of Lufkin to the
new company for $850 in June 1902. Construction of the foundry was an
important event in a town that depended on timber and sawmills for its
livelihood. The foundry was located one block from Cotton Square, which in
1902 was the center of business, social, and political activity in Lufkin.
Kavanaugh moved his family to Lufkin and Lufkin Foundry and Machine
Company began repairing sawmill and locomotive equipment. An ad placed in
the Lufkin Weekly Tribune proclaimed that the foundry was equipped with new
and up-to-date equipment such as slotters, shapers, boring mills, lathes,
planers, hydraulic presses, pipe machines, drill presses, cold saws, and radial
link machines. The foundry had a locomotive pit to run engines into the shop
for repairs or rebuilding. The company also provided a variety of supplies to
sawmills, including saws, nuts and bolts, chains, and other goods.
Each morning, J .H. Kurth, president of both the foundry and Angelina
County Lumber Company, rode his horse-drawn buggy from Kcltys to Lufkin
to visit the plant and discuss business with its manager. During the twenty-
eight years he served a~ president of the foundry, Kurth never had an office
there, preferring instead his daily, two-mile jaunt.
Lufkin Foundry and Machine Company was one of the first industries
built to serve the needs of East Texas' sawmills and, with Angelina County
Lumber Company, paved the way for Lufkin's industrialization. The senior
Kavanaugh and his son often went to the sawmills to repair and check
machinery and specialized in "hurry up johs."
The company's future directions were put in motion in 1905 when W.e.
Trout, a thirty-one-year-old sawmill machinery salesman from Milwaukee,
took an interest in the fledgling foundry, bought forty shares of its stock, and
was elected secretary of the company. succeeding Eli Wiener. Trout was born
on April 10, 1874, in Peterboro, Ontario, Canada, the oldest of five children in
the family of W. H. Trout, an engineer active in the Canadian and Wisconsin
lumber industry. W.e. Trout wanted to be a horse doctor and worked as a
veterinarian's assistant. Toward this end, he was assisting wlth surgery on a
German farmer's mule and told to administer the chloroform and watch the
mule's eyes. If they failed to blink, he was to remove the chloroform. But
Trout became so interested in the operation, he forgot to watch the mule's
eyes. The mule never blinked, and Trout's career as a vet ended.
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Before arriving in Lufkin, Trout worked in the laundry business, in a
machine shop, and finally wound up designing and selling sawmills in the
South, where the industry was booming. The move to East Texas appealed to
his ambitions, and when he came to Lufkin he already had several inventions
under his belt, including a carriage which moved the log toward the saw and
produced the proper thickness of boards, and the Trout steam feed valves,
which were made in Lufkin after Trout arrived.
The senior Kavanaugh was named vice-president and general manager of
the company in 1903, but resigned in 1906, and moved to Mansfield,
Louisiana, to manage another foundry.
Trout was always at his office at 6 a.m., went home for breakfast, lunch,
and dinner, and returned to his office after dinner, working late into the
evening. He was not content for the foundry to remain a repair shop and in a
short time designed the shop to manufacture machinery to equip the sawmills
of East Texas and Louisiana. His routine was to travel to a sawmill, sell a job,
return to Lufkin, design the machinery, and have it built by his foundrymen.
His designs, it has been said, were "hell for stout."
The company struggled in the 1920s and frequently had trouble collect-
ing for its work. On one of his visits to the foundry, Joseph Kurth asked how
collections were coming. The treasurer said, "We expect a lot of checks in the
mail next week." Kurth then asked how many bills the company owed. The
treasurer, said, "Not many, I sent checks yesterday to cover all our bills."
Kurth was astonished. "You mean you mailed out checks with no money in the
bank to cover them. Young man, you're going to end up in Huntsville." But
the checks arrived just as predicted.
By 1923, the foundry had a payroll of $350,000, and w.e. Trout went
shopping in the oilfields for a product to compensate for the foundry's
declining sawmill and locomotive business. With oil discoveries at Spindletop
in 190 I, Saratoga in 1902, Sour Lake in 1903, and Humble in 1905, oil had
become a major industry in Texas. But the method of extracting crude oil from
the ground. the standard oilrig using a walking beam and sucker rods, had not
changed since oil was first produced in the 18005.
Lufkin Foundry and Machine Company had made some oilfield equipment,
largely for refmeries, during World War I, and in 1923 began producing rotary
drilling equipment. The Lufkin-Taylor rotary was an improvement in rotary drilling
for oil and was among the frrst oilfield equipment made by the company. The
company also built giant central power units which could pump al;) many as thirty
wens at a time. These were commonly called "pump jacks" although the tenn is
often mistakenly applied to pumping lmit"i. The company also made swivels,
traveling and crown blocks, and other pieces of equipment used in the oilfield.
Trout traveled all over the oilfields seeking business for his company and
constantly heard complaints about the old standard rigs. In 1923, he went to
lunch with Ross Sterling, president of Humble Oil and Refining Company and
a future Texas governor. Sterling described an experiment his company's
engineers were conducting in an Orange oilfield, and challenged Trout to build
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a wonn-geared apparatus for pumping oil. As a result, Lufkin Foundry and
Machine Company built the first gear-enclosed oilfield pumping unit and
installed it on an Humble well at Goose Creek, now known as Baytown. But
the units did not stand up as well as Trout wanted. They were often too small
to handle large amounts of water, resulting in failed gears and cracked shafts.
The experiment cost the company some $100,000.
Trout did not give up. W.L. Todd of Standard Oil said he liked the geared
unit but would not purcha~e it until some type of counter-balancing was
developed. During a lunch in 1925, Trout made pencil sketches of his counter-
balancing ideas. Using his sketches, the company's shop crews experimented
with rotating counter-balancing ideas.
In August the company came up with a unit Trout liked. It was installed
in the Hull, Texas, field of Humble, where it worked to everyone's satisfaction.
Trout later wrote, "The wen was perfectly balanced, but even with this result,
it was such a funny looking, odd thing that it was subject to ridicule and
criticism, and it took a long time, nearly a year. before we could convince
many the idea was a good one." The design patented by Trout in 1926 led to
nearly two decades of dominance by Lufkin in the manufacture of the unique
pumping unit, now the standard throughout the world. In the 1930s, the
company's sales soared as more and more oil fields were discovered in the
United States, but the company suffered with the arrival of the Great
Depression, although less than many others largely because it had little debt
and a cash reserve. The company had manufactured cotton gins since the
1920s, but when the price of cotton col1apsed, this aspect of their business
folded. In 1932 the company shipped only thirty-two pumping units.
By the middle of the 1930s, the Lufkin Foundry's business began to im-
prove, and a new oilfield product, the twin-crank pumping unit, was created.
The company began developing international markets. Business was so good
that in 1939 employees received a Christmas bonus for the first time. To cele-
brate, Trout planned a trip to Europe for his family, but when he applied for a
passport he discovered, much to his consternation, he was not an American
citizen, but a Canadian.
By now, Trout had thirty-four patents for sawmill and oilfield equipment
and his employees in Lufkin had nine more.
The 1930s were eventful for the company and Lufkin in two other ways.
During his travels in St. Louis, Trout discovered that a malleable iron foundry in
the city was having labor problems. He convinced the owners to move to Lufkin
and in 1938, Texas Foundries, Jnc., was chartered in Texas. The company
produced its first castings on March 17. 1939, with Trout as its first president.
In September 1939, an acquisition by Lufkin Foundry and Machine Com-
pany led to another product strongly identified with the company, highway
trailers. That year, the company bought the Martin Wagon Company. which
had been founded in 1910 to make eight-wheeled wagons to haul logs from the
woods to the sawmills. Daniel Webster Martin had invented the eight-wheeled
carts for use in the logging industry, but Lufkin Foundry and Machine
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Company found that with improvements, the eight-wheeled vehicles were
ideal for moving heavy equipment in the oil fields. From the purchase of
Martin Wagon Company, the foundry began making products to serve the
trucking industry, including van-type trailers and other vehicles in daily use on
America's highways. The company's first van-type trailer was designed and
built for the Beall Brothers Department Store chain of Jacksonville, Texas. It
was called the Lufkin Liner.
In 1939, Lufkin Foundry also built the first commercial gears for Southland
Paper Mills of Lufkin, the first paper mill to manufacture newsprint from Southern
yellow pine wood fiber. At the time, Chicago had the closest gear manufacturer.
With the gear reducer as the heart of its pumping unit, it was a natural transition
for Lufkin to manufacture gears and gear reducers for indm;tries in Texas, leading
to the foundry's third major division. By 1982 - forty years later - half of the
original Lufkin-made gears in the Southland paper mill were still running.
While the development of the pumping unit dominated activity at Lufkin
Foundry and Machine Company in the I 920s and 1930s, no less an impact on the
company's future was made by the men and women who committed their futures
to the company. Many of the employees who came to work before 1920 stayed,
and many new employees who arrived in the 1920s also remained until their
retirement. The employees were hard-working, tough, and exceptionally loyal.
There were also a few characters, such a... Jake Cahal, a one-armed watchman
noted for his punctuality. Cabal watched the clock until exactly twenty-five
seconds before time to blow the whistle. Then, in a long sweeping walk, he would
move to pun the cord in the blacksmith shop. Cahal wa'i so beloved that his
fcllow employees took up a collection io buy him an artificial arm.
Another character, John Kimball, a former railroader who was accus-
tomed to hard work, had 1ittle patience with slackers and cursed incessantly.
One day, Kimball almost severed his finger at the first joint. He bit off the rest
of the finger, put his glove back on, and continued working.
One of the strangest initiation ceremonies for new workers in the shops
was the badger fight. A new employee, equipped with stovepipes to protect his
legs, was handed a chain restraining a dog and a rope attached to a badger
inside a wooden box. With a surrounding crowd yelling at him and warning
him to watch out for the hadger in the ensuing dog fight, the new hand yanked
the rope, emptied the box, and, to his surprise, dumped out a chamber pot
filled with scrap metal. The "badger fights" continued for twenty years and
amazingly no one ever revealed the sting to the next victim.
With the arrival of World War II, the company found itself immeshed in
the production of war weaponry. Employees made final-drive gears for
Shennan tanks; marine gears for Army cargo boats and landing craft; carriages
for 155mm Howitzers; and three-pound cast-iron practice bombs for Navy
pilots. In its trailer division, the company produced truck trailers, mobile
laundry units, and gasoline transports.
By 1943, eighty-five percent of the Lufkin Foundry's production was for
the war effort. The company operated three shifts, including Sunday. and for
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the first time women were employed in the shops as welders because male
laborers were difficult to find.
W.e. Trout urged his employees to buy war bonds and plant victory
gardens. He made available a pasture behind the plant for those who did not
have garden spots. Washington officials, including Congressman Lyndon B.
Johnson, were frequent visitors to the plant and security measures were tight.
When the Anny and Navy instituted its "E award" for excellence in the
civilian supply system, the company was one of the few war plants in the
country to be given an E-flag and lapel pins for all employees.
One of the most interesting stories involving the company during the war
occurred in 1942 when a Japanese submarine sneaked along the California
coast and fired two torpedoes at the Ellwood oil field. The only casualty was
a Lutkin pumping unit. It was the only war damage inflicted on American soil.
Along with war weaponry, the company added several new products to its
line during the 194Os, including a gasoline engine primarily for pumping units, a
smaller beam balanced pumping unit, heavy-duty worm winches for rear
mounting on crawler tractors, and hoist and truek winches. The company also
began making castings of highly alloyed iron. W"ith nearly $20 million in
government business during the war years, the company took a giant leap in
prestige and customer service. It was never a small company again. When Lufkin's
Johnnies came marching home, they found a stronger, revitalized company and in
1945, w.e. Trout organized the fIrst company-wide employee Christmas party.
When Trout marked his seventy-second birthday in 1945, 800 employees
surprised him with a barbecue and gave him a framed hinge from the company's
fIrst machine shop door and a poem that included this phrase: "Recall all those
machinists, wearing aprons worn to a fringe. And from this group comes Jess
Belote, who saved for you this old hinge." Two years later, Trout found himself
in declining health and asked to be relieved of the company's presidency. He
passed away on April 24, 1947, and Belote, his old machinist buddy, and other
employees paid for a plaque honoring Trout's leadership.
In January 1948, the company's board of directors named Walter W. Trout,
W.e. Trout's son, ac;; president. The younger Trout had been born in Milwaukee,
came to Lufldn with his family, and was educated in Lufkin's schools. He worked
in the foundry as an errand boy and thought he was on the company's payroll, but
he later discovered his father wa.... putting the cash in his pay envelope.
Under Walter Trout's leadership, the company's world-wide sales force
was enlarged, the gear business came of age, and the Trailer Division, as well
as a mill suppl1es division, were expanded. But Trout may be remembered best
in Lufkin for a Christmas gift he received in 1965. which produced inter-
national media coverage. For years, Trout had promoted the ldea of a small zoo
for Lufkin, and an old friend, C.B. Wentworth of Philadelphia, promised to
donate a small, exotic animal to Trout's zoo. When the animal arrived in
Lufkin, it wa.... exotic, but far from small. All Trout could say when he saw his
Christmas gift standing in a delivery van was "Good grief." The hippopotamus,
nicknamed Hippy by the children of Lufkin, became the nucleus of Lufkin's
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Ellen Trout Zoo, now one of the finest small-city zoos in America.
By the 1950s, Lufkin Foundry and Machine Company had established a
world-wide reputation for sturdy, dependable oilfield pumping units, commer-
cial gears, and cargo trailers. The company's employees continued to come up
with new products, including an air-balanced pumping unit, after purchasing
the rights to the invention from Lacy Oil and Tool Company. The air-balanced
unit enabled the recovery of large volumes of oil from greater depths.
Company engineers aJso began researching the use of ductile, or nodular, iron,
and became a world authority on its use. In 1954, the company developed
nodular iron gears for use on its pumping units and set an industry standard.
During the j 950s an important visitor to the company's trailer plant was
Wild Bill Elliott, the Saturday matinee cowboy star. Elliott came to Lufkin to
pick up a custom-made van, which included a dressing room for movie loca-
tions with compartments for six horses and another area for tack equipment.
With the arrival of the1960s, Lufkin Foundry and Machine Company
grew bigger. It began manufacturing the Mark n pumping unit, which used a
uniform torque system, and the Bethlehem Supply Company and its inventory
of pumping units was purchased. Moving Bethlehem's equipment and inven-
tory to Lufkin from Tulsa required 147 truckloads and seventy-seven railroad
cars. The company also undertook its largest capital expansion program by
building a new trailer manufacturing location south of Lufkin. The building,
the largest ever built in Deep East Texas, covered eight acres under one roof,
Robert L. Poland, who joined the company as an engineer after World
War 11, became the companis fourth president in 1967, succeeding Walter W,
Trout. One of Poland's achievements was to change the company's name to
Lufkin Industries, Inc" in 1970. The company's old name had been shortened
to Lufkin Foundry, and Poland felt the company's image as a world-class
machinery manufacturer was being diluted when customers were greeted by
(elephone operators using the blacksmith-sounding name, "Lufkin Foundry."
The company literally dominated the pumping unit market. Where there were
twenty pumping unit makers in the 1950s, only two remained in the 1970s.
Walter W. Trout died in 1971, and the company's employees placed a
plaque honoring his service alongside the one honoring his father. The 1970s
also saw Lufkin Industries experience its greatest growth in history. By the end
of the decade, thanks largely to the 1970s oil emhargo, the company exported
twenty-six of every 100 pumping units it built. In 1979, it shipped machinery
to all fifty states. Today, it serves Puerto Rico as well.
Tn J970, at least seventy percent of the 100,000 pumping units built by the
company were still in operation. The one-hundred thoufoiandth unit, a conventional
unit using the same type of counter-balanced cf<Ulk as the onc designed by W.C.
Trout in the 1920s, was painted gold and shipped to a Gainesville oil field with a
historical plaque.
One of the company's units did more than pump oil. A Lufkin-made, air-
balanced unit was used by the Atomic Energy Commission in 1971 to pump
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water from a cavity holding a nuclear device 6,000 feet below Alaska's
surfacc. The unit, weighing 80,000 pounds, was the largest pumping unit in the
world. In recent years, another Lufkin unit was set up on the rim of the Grand
Canyon to pump water from the river below to the rim as part of an eft"ort to
relocate an Indian settlement from the canyon floor. In 1976. another Lufkin
pumping unit went on display in the Smithsonian Institute in Washington as
part of a bicentennial exhibit.
Other Lufkin pumping units have found their way into museums. One
was placed in Odessa's Permian Basin Museum, another went to the East
Texas Oil Museum at Kilgore, and a third rests in Shreveport's Sci-Port
museum. And a little-known Lufkin product, a chain saw, may be viewed in
the Texas Forestry Museum at Lufkin. More company gears were turning up
in marine vessels, including two hooster retrieval ships used off Florida's coast
near the Kennedy Space Center.
In 1977, Lufkin Industries marked its seventy-fifth anniversary as one of
Texas' most venerable business institutions. It did so at the peak of its prosperity.
Oil prices were at their highest levels in hlstory, which created a new momentum
in drilling in the U.S. and on foreign soils. Sales of the company's pumping
units, now considered the standard in the oilfield, reached record levels.
The surge in the 1970s enabled the company to modernize and expand its
manufacturing facilities and build cash reserves to more than $100 million
while adhering to its long-time conservative business principles. As it turned
out, that conservative approach probably saved the company's life. As the
1980s arrived, oil prices plummeted, drilling activity came to a halt, and the
oil patch found itself in a deep slumber. The collapse of the oilfield economy
carried with it banks, real estate, and other segments of the economy.
Fortunately, Lufkin Industries' considerable cash reserves helped ride out
the storm. Few industries were able to sustain annual losses of $10 million or
more for six and seven years and survive. But LufKin did. Most of the com-
pany's employees remained on the payroll and the company's shareholders
continued to receive dividends. The company's solid reputation for building
durable, long-lasting pumping units also helped. While some 200 pumping
unit manufacturers collapsed, Lufkin was still selling units. but far below the
numbers to which salesmen were accustomed.
In 1985, Bob Poland retired as the company's fourth president and was
succeeded by another engineer, Frank Stevenson, who, like so many of
Lufkin's executives, began his career in the ranks. Stevenson had the misfor-
tune to preside over the company during most of the 1980s as thc drilling
slump deepened. In 1993, Stevenson retired and Douglas V. Smith was invited
to succeed him after twenty~onc years with Cameron in Houston.
A more favorable industrial cconomy, accompanied by rcstructuring,
resulted in the retum to profitability during the 1990s. Under Smith's leader-
ship, the company pursued a strategy of modernizing its operations, extending
its marketing efforts around the world, and adding businesses and products
that fit the company's expertise.
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Several acquisitions in the U.S. added to the service capabilities and
introduced Lufkin to the computerization of the oil patch, Today, the
company~s service personnel can be found installing and diagnosing controls
that are not only manufactured but also programmed by Lufkin employees
u~ing state-of-the-art systems.
Lufkin oilfield products are manufactured around the world, including
facilities in Canada, Argentina, Venezuela~ and Indonesia - all important mar-
kets for Lufkin. Simultaneous.ly, marketing offices have been added in Japan
and Europe to support the gear business. A gear manufacturer was acquired in
eastern France to support the company's European efforts. New product
offerings came with this acquisition, including applications for hydroelectric
generation and even another oilfield product used on drilling rigs.
The company's trailer and foundry divisions also serve a greater number
of market segments with additional products and first-class facilities. The
company's foundry produces 400 tons of iron per day for a variety of
customers, not just for internal use.
With the anival of 2002 and the company's centennial, Lufkin Industries
has overcome much of the slump of the 1980s although oilfield activity may
never be the same in the U.S. Its employees are apt to find themselves on the
working end of computers every day, something seldom imagined a few years
ago. And assembly work requires more brain than brawn today. But Lufkin
Industries has maintained much of the flavor of the early days in its concerns
for safety, quality, and the involvement of its employees. The company
employs many children and grandchildren of its early employees and, like their
forefathers, they still contribute immensely to Lufkin's history and progress.
Lufkin Industries "went public" in the 1950s, but the founding families,
the Kurth, Henderson, and Wiener families, still hold an ownership position in
the corporation. The direction, principles, and ethics of the company retlect
their standards and expectations.
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MELVIN B. TOLSON - TEXAS RADICAL
by Gail K Beil
Melvin Tolson was a poet, playwright, novelist, professor, popular lec-
turer, journalist, and debate coach during his long career in historically black
Southern colleges. Particularly at Wiley College in Marshall. Texas, he was
more than that He was also identified as a campus radical by colleagues and
students, a Christian socialist, and a Democrat when most African Americans
called themselves "Lincoln Republican~."During his long teaching career he
molded the lives of a number of the courageous leaders of the modem civil
rights movement.







Coach of football and drama, boxing and debate
Fighter for Freedom - Lover of Man. 1
This was an accurate description of Tolson's life, but his role as teacher
and fighter for freedom is being forgotten as his reputation as a poet and
playwright grows.
Tolson began his teaching career in 1924 in ~1arshall where he remained
until 1947. At Wiley, a small Methodist-related institution founded by the
Freedman's Aid Soclety of the Methodist Episcopal Church North in 1873, he
inspired one of his students to hecome a leading civil rights leader in the
1960s, another who successfully sued to integra[e the University of Texas
School of Law, and others who changed the segregated face of the nation in
quieter ways,
Born in Missouri in 1898, Melvin Tolson was a Methodist preacher's son.
He was educated at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania, the nation's first
historically black college. He found his first job at Wiley College in 1924, after
receiving his bachelor's degree in English.
Tolson's son and namesake, Dr. Melvin B. Tolson. Jr.. said his father
chose to come (0 Wiley College for two reasons. "I've been told that at the
time he finished Lincoln, his father, who was a Methodist Episcopal minister,
knew of the fine reputation of Dr. M.W. Dogan and Wiley College. I don't
know if he knew Dogan jpresident of Wiley College from 1895 to 19421
personally, but thc whole black Methodist Episcopal Church was one - all the
leaders knew each other - that's the reason he got the appointment."
Dr. Tolson also said that Wiley College was among the best of historically
black colleges, "the Fisk University West of the Mississippi. It was known as
a place where the faculty enjoyed academic freedom." That freedom was a
Gaif K Beil lives in Marshall, Texas.
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luxury not available on many historically black campuses where even personal
habits of the faculty were matters of censure by college presidents, Dogan
might be uncomfortable with the statements, writings, and actions of some of
his faculty, but he stewed in private. Once, after Tolson made a heated speech
to the hoard of trustees gathered on the steps of the Carnegie Library, Dogan
stepped to the podium and said quietly that Tolson did not always speak for
the administration.2
That freedom, as well as Dogan's encouragement for faculty and students
to have meaningful dialogue outside the classroom, offered Tolson an impor-
tant additional forum, under a tree on the campus or in his own livlng room at
night, to educate and influence his students. "Students would see Tolson
coming across the campus, sometimes barefooted, and they would flock
around him," said Mildred Lewis Mason, who studied under him in the early
1930s. "He loved to argue - he would argue with a tree."
Miss Lewis, who graduated from Central High School in Marshall, was a
high school classmate of Tolson's wife, Ruth Southall Tolson. Mrs, Tolson had
not graduated from high school when Tolson married her in 1922, so even
though she was the mother of four children, Ruth Tolson determined to
graduate from high school and then from Wiley College.
"She decided her children were not going to get ahead of her," Dr. Tolson
said. Not only was she older - and the subject of teasing from some of her
younger classmates - she suffered from a handicap. "My mother came from a
family where every second child was hard of hearing. She was number four."
She graduated with her eldest son, Melvin Jr., from Wiley College in 1939,)
In 1933, the first Atiican American in Texas with a Ph.D., Dr. 1. Leonard
Farmer, who first taught at Wiley College in 1920, returned to the East Texas
college. His precocious son, James Fanner, Jr., enrolled at Wiley the following
year at the age of fourteen. Dr. Farmer was admired by Tolson for his
intellectualism and his preaching ability. The son soon became one of Tolson's
top debaters and an actor in many of the plays Tolson directed. The boy later
founded the Congress of Racial Equality, and by so doing joined Martin
Luther King, Jr., of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. Whitney
Young of the National Urban League, and Roy Wilkins of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People to change the way the
nation viewed the Negro race. Dubbed by the media "The Big Four," they
became the most important leaders of the modem civil rights movement. "The
banquet of my Wiley years was the tutelage of Tolson," Farmer said.
Fanner's description of Tolson, found in his autobiography, Lay Bare the
Heart, captured the essence of his teacher.
A scholar without credentials (he had only a bachelor's degree) a poet and
dramatist who had not yet published, Tolson taught English. But that was
the least of the things he taught. He stretched the minds of all whose minds
would he stretched.
When he read to us of Harlem, he came fully alive. New York was Mecca
to him and every summer he went to kneel at its alter. In that off season he
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worked on his masters at Columbia. Breathing the air of Langston Hughes
and Countee Cullen and other:» of the Harlem Renaissance, he recharged his
batteries. He engaged in argument those thinkers who could teach him as he
taught us. He also peddled his poems to publishers and his folk operas to
producers. Only 34 al the time, he spoke of New York in hushed tones, as
of the promised land.4
Farmer's words reflect not only Tolson's influence on his own political
beliefs but his way with words, both spoken and written, an eloquence he
attributed to Tolson.
Harlem Renaissance poet Langston Hughes, who visited Wiley College
at least three times, returned Tolson's admiration. Hughes' column, "Here to
Yonder," published in the Chicago Defender in 1945, provides a cogent im-
pression of the Texas poet and firestarter:
That Texas is some state! I've been down there once or twice myself. And
I've found some pretty amazing things - including Melvin Tolson
Melvin Tolson is the most famous Negro professor in the Southwest.
Students from all over the world speak of him, revere him, remember him,
and love him. He is a character. He once turned out a debate team that beat
Oxford, England. He is a great talker himself. He teaches English al Wiley
College, in Mar~hatl, Texas, but he is known far and wide. He is a poet of
no mean ahility, and hi~ book of poems, "Rendezvous With America," Is a
recent fine contrihution to Americ<m literature.
But Melvin Tolson is no highbrow. Kids from the cottonfields likc him.
Cowpunchers understand him. He is a great teacher of the kind of which any
college might be proud ... And the likes of him i.e; found no where else but
in the great State of Texas - because there is only one Tolson!'
If Dr. Farmer was the campus intellectuaL Tolson wa.'\ the tirebrand. During
Farmer's sojourn at Wiley, Tolson was threatened with lynching if he did not leave
town. It took Dogan's intervention to save Tolson. Dogan called the town's most
influential banker, Hobart Key, to help save his outspoken professor and the
college's English department The hanker, doubtless aware of the financial
contribution the college made to Marshall's economy, did so. Precisely why
Tolson was threatened in Marshall is the subject of speculation. Fanner thought it
might be because Tolson organized a boycott of local stores. Melvin Tolson, Jr.,
didn't think so. His father wa"l a great speaker and much in demand for high school
commencements. ifatemities and churches. but except for his union organization
work among sharecroppers in Arkansas late - in the 1920s, he was not an
organizer of protest, according to his son. He provided instead its inspiration.
The saga of Tolson's debate program is an example of academic life on the
Wiley College campus in the 1930s and 19408. Debate was among the most
popular extracurricular activities. Contests between the teams of two colleges,
black or white, usually were staged in the home college's largest auditorium.
"Debate was so popular, you could charge admission and get a full house,"
remembered Melvin Tolson, Jr. "At Wiley, when you had debates, whatever
team was coming it was a prize occasion. People piled in."fi Each year a natIon-
wide debate topic was chosen; it was timely, controversial, and required
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debaters to do considerable research and to hone argument~ on both sides of
topics as broad ranging as self-government for the Philippines, free trade, or
federal support for education. Each debater on a two-man team was allowed a
ten-minute speech and a five-minute rebuttal; winners were detennined by how
well one team met and defeated the arguments of the other.?
In a rattletrap Ford whose eccentricities once saved their lives - it stalled
just before crossing a raj Iroad track in a thick fog in Arkansas one night, some
ten feet from a train traveling sixty-nine miles per hour - Wiley's legendary
teams toured the country.s They broke new ground in J930 with their first
interracial debate, held in Oklahoma City at Oklahoma City University. Later,
they debated Texas Christian University, the University of Kansas, and Kansas
State University_ Proceeds from ticket sales to the debates enabled Tolson to
support his team and its travels.
The most spectacular encounter Wiley debaters had may have been with a
team from England's Oxford College that was on a good-wiJ1 trip across the
United States in 1933. But the crowning moment for the team of fifteen-year-
old James Farmer, Hobart Jarrett, and Henry Heights came in 1935 in Los
Angeles when they debated the national champions of that year, the University
of Southern California. This trip was made in Dr. Farmer's Dodge, a much
more dependable vehicle than Tolson's old Ford. The business managers of
both teams were particularly pleased, since more than 1,200 tickets had been
sold for the event even before Tolson's three-man team arrived in Southern
California. The audience grew to 2,300 on the night of the debate.Q Fearing that
his debaters would he overwhelmed by their University of Southern California
opponents since the Trojan speech department was larger than all of Wiley
College, Tolson refused to let them tour the Southern California campus.
Before a packed house in Bovard Auditorium, Wiley beat Southern California.
Hoban Jarrett wrote an article about the adventure in the NAACP's publication,
The Crisis. "Tnterracial debates are a real adventure for both Negro youth and
white youth," Jarrett wrote. "For centuries the Caucasian has believed that his
superiority lies in his brain power., .. There was a time when white colleges
thought that debating against a Negro institution was mental dissipation, but
that view has passed forever. Negro teams have shown they are as capable as
their white opponents despite the library handicaps which limit rescarch."'o
Tolson's experience in Los Angeles included a visit with movie star Mae
West, who read about the debates and sent a request to meet the fabled coach.
Her autographed photograph, now in the Library of Congress with Tolson's
papers, was one of his prized possessions. Although black college debaters
were not allowed to join Pi Kappa Delta, the hunorary debate fraternity, Tub-on
was asked to contribute an article to it~ journal, The Forensic.
"From the time Floyd C. Covington, who presided, opened the program
until its close the vast audience was held in rapt attention by the scholarly
presentations of both teams. All through the debate warm applause cheered the
speakers as they scored strong points or relieved the tenseness of their appeals
with clever and witty thrusts," wrote Tolson in The Forensic. 11
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Debates held in Marshall often included a few whites in the audience.
The elaborate effort to preserve segregation while enjoying the challenging
atmosphere at Wiley was described by a white Marshall school administrator,
Emma Mae Brotze, and her English teacher sister, Selma. As young women
they often attended Tolson's debates with their Presbyterian minister. "They
would scat us right down front," Miss Emma Mae Brotze said. "Then they
would leave a row of empty seats, then the Negro audience would be seated."\2
James Farmer's debating skills, honed by Tolson, stood him in good stead
when he hammered out the argument for the founding of the Congress of
Racial Equality in 1941, as he defended his actions and those of CORE before
two presidents, and most certainly when he agreed to debate Malcolm X three
times during 1961, debates that both men agree Farmer won. 13
Tolson's reputation as a writer, educator, and debate coach led Texas
Governor James Allred to authorize him to represent Texas at the August 4,
1935, "NationaJ Negro Day Celebration" held during the International Exhibi-
tion in San Diego, California. "We are glad to have a man of your standing
represent Texas, and are quite proud of the name Wiley College has made for
itself through its debating team, with you as coach,"14 Allred wrote.
Debating was not the only intellectual experience Tolson offered Wiley
students. He read his own poetry and plays to his classes for their critique and
comment. Tn 1938 he organized the Southern Association of Dramatic and
Speech Art!), had three of his students write one-act plays for its first contest,
and invited Y.F. Calverton, drama critic. writer, editor of Modern Monthly, and
columnist for Current History, to judge them. Calverton, who was white and
was well known to Harlem Renaissance writers and poets, was particularly
fond of Tolson. "Mr. Tolson is a bright, vivid writer who attains his best effects
by understatement," Calverton wrote. "The Negroes he describes in his poems
come to life, candidly, unforgettably."ls
Calverton's visit to Wiley was quite an experience for the students, the
faculty, and particularly for President Dogan. Calverton, at young Fanner's
invitation, but with Tolson's encouragement, agreed to spend a week at Wiley
for the small sum of $100, providing Tolson could arrange other Texas appear-
ances. He amved in a convertible with a woman not his wife, and refused to
stay in the segregated Hotel Marshall - "how barbaric" he wrote Farmer, Jr.
So his hosts arranged for accommodations in the home of one of Wiley's
music teachers. \6
Calverton put Dogan's teeth on edge by smoking a huge stogie in the
auditorium, which also served as the chapel. "Dogan saw him with the cigar and
was very disapproving: l said Farmer. "But Dogan wasn't about to say anything
because he hoped Calverton's visit would lead to more funds for Wiley."\;
Calverton found two of the three plays presented by Wiley College
"positively lousy - too lousy to say much about." The third, however, was "the
best amateur play I've ever seen." One of Wiley's actors, Virgil Richardson,
was singled out as outstanding, and Calverton was able to get Richardson a
part in a professional play in New York. Fanner's acting talents did not fare so
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well. Calverton said that Farmer never quit being Fanner! and was better off
~tickingwith the critical thinking required of a debater. 18
In his "Cultural Barometer" column in May 1938, Calverton wrote of his
Wiley College experience:
This month at Wiley College, Marshall, Texas, a Play Festival was
organized by the Southern Association of Dramatic and Speech Arts. which
is a Negro cultural organization of great influence in the South. Attending
the festival were dramatic groups from the following Negro universities;
Dillard University, New Orleans; LaMoyne College, Memphis; Texas
College. Tyler; Houston College for Negroes, Homton; Langston State
College, Langston, Oklahoma; and Bishop College. Among the plays
produced the most interesting were three one-act plays: ASouthern Tragedy
by Orange Clemens. a sharecropper's drama laid in Arkansas; The Road to
Damascus by Jimmy Lilly and Inaree Miller, the tragic ~tory of an outcast
octoroon and an old Negro man, and Dawn, Iby Jimmy Lilly] a play built
around the unconventional love life of a Negro professor in a Negro medical
school. All these plays were written hy students at Wiley College under the
direction of M,B. Tolson.'~
Calverton also described dramatized reviews of books by T.S. Bliot, Carl
Sandburg, and Robert Briffalt, performed in a crowded auditorium, which
"have increased the sale of books in the community, and have made books the
most vital form of conversation on the campus."20
When Calverton died unexpectedly in 1940, Jim Crow laws kept Tolson
from flying to New York, the only way he could have attended the funeraL In
despair, Tolson wrote a tribute to his friend and mentor in the memorial issue
of Modern Quarterly dedicated to Calverton.21
Seventeen-year-old Fanner and another of Tolson's student debaters,
Benjamin Bell, inspired by their English professor's nightly bull sessions and his
own commitment to the NAACP, decided the time had come to organize a
chapter on the Wiley campus. Bishop College, across town, had had a chapter for
a year, and the town it~elf had one as early as 1919, although it folded as a result
of the Longview race riots. Another was organized in 1927.22 The Wiley students
did not face an casy task, for Dogan, who had spent forty years as Wiley's
president, was not anxious to create controversy in a town whose African
American population exceeded its CaucasIan. Roscoe Dunjce, editor of
Oklahoma City'S Black Dispatch newspaper, sent a telegram to Wiley College
reque~ting Dogan's assistance for Juanita Jackson. tleld secretary for the NAACP,
in her efforts to organize a youth chapter at Wiley College. Dogan replied:
"We will do all we can to make the coming of Miss Jackson comfortable. As
slated in my wire, we will talk over with her the advi:o;ability of organizing
an NAACP chapter here. You understand, I am sure, that racial antagonism
can more easily develop in sections where Negroes constitute <1 large part of
the population, as is the case in Marshall. I support the NAACP financially
because 1 feel it is a fine organization, but up to this time, it has not been
thought best by some of us here in Marshall to fonn a chapter here.~j
When Farmer, Jr. wrote a two-page letter to Jackson three months later,
he told her, "You have no idea what a hattIe we have had to wage here at Wiley
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against powerful opposition. We have met rebuffs at every hand where oppor-
tunities could have meant much to our cause." Farmer promised a "dynamic
membership campaign" and, ever conscious of the rivalry between Wiley and
Bishop, promised that by the folJowing year Wiley would make Jackson
proud. "You have a number of hustling chapters .. , but remember reserve
number one place for the Wiley College chapter. WE WILL EARN ITl [The
emphasis was Farmer's]. Farmer expected to have at least seventy-five
members by 1938, and if Marshall or Wiley College was afraid of dynamic
Negro speakers, "We will have able speakers, even if we find it necessary to
bring white citizens or men from other cities here."24
Farmcr's bravado in 1938 grew into the courage to found CORE, and
lead the nation's first restaurant sit-ins in Chicago in 1942, the bloody
Freedom Rides in 1961, and the deadly Mississippi Freedom Summer voter-
registration drives in 1964, events that contributed to the passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
Farmer was not the only civil rights pioneer who drew inspiration from
Tolson. Another was Heman Sweatt, plaintiff in the successful lawsuit to integrate
the University of Texas School of Law, ftled in Austin in 1946 and finally decided
by the United States Supreme Court in 1952. Sweatt graduated from Wiley
College in 1934 and told an interviewer that in addition to his father, the man with
the most influence on his life was Tolson. "When directed against racial
discrimination, Tolson's eloquence was devastating. Whether speaking to black
students in his classes or to white students at the University of Texas, the gentle
genius captivated his audiences with his satirical wit, his imagery and his piercing
analysis," wrote Michael Gillette in Black Leaders: Texans for Their Times.1'
Probably at the invitation of J. Frank Dobie, on March 11, 1946, Tolson
spoke to the organization "Common Sense" which met at the Community
Congregational Church located near the University of Texas campus. Sweatt's
unsuccessful attempt to enroll in the School of Law had made statewide
newspapers. Homer Rainey, demoted from the presidency of the University to
academic dean in 1944, had just been fired from that position for his liberal
views. Tolson, speaking to a packed house, mentioned both and urged the
students to sign the petitions available in the hall for Sweatt's admission to the U.
T. School of Law. As he had done for years with his speeches to all-black
audiences, Tolson made it clear that in his view racism had economic roots. "That
is why the Negro wanted a mule and forty acres of land after the Civil War, for
without economic independence he couldn't hope to have political freedom:'26
One Wl1ey student became President Lyndon Johnson's icon for the need
to pass a meaningful civil rights bill in 1963 and 1964. She was Zephyr
Wright, the Johnson famlly cook. When Michael Gillette, then oral historian
for the LBJ Library, interviewed Wright on September 4, 1980, she told him,
"The one person that helped me most was Dr. Tolson, because he would help
me in the evenings. He helped me with diction and things like that, and he was
very, very goOd."27
In 1948, another of Tolson's students and a classmate of Farmcr, Fred
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Lewis, filed suit through the NAACP against the Harrison County Citizen's
Party, an all-white political party that had chosen every candidate for city and
county office since its founding in 1874. The NAACP won the suit in 1950,
and Lewis attributed the courage to take on the white establishment in his
hometown to Tolson's teachings. 2g
Tolson began writing a regular column for the Washington Tribune, an
African American weekly, in 1937. He called it "Caviar and Cabbage," an
expression students said he often used in class to demonstrate the randomness
of the subjects he would cover. For the next seven years, Tolson wrote about
his experiences at Wiley College, his favorable view of Franklin D. Roosevelt
and the New Deal, and his disgust about the situation in which Negroes found
themselves in the United States. Although he heard the siren song of
communism and felt that capitalism was the great force pulling his people
down, he never joined the Communist Party and remained loyal to the social
gospel of the Methodist Episcopal Church. He could best be defined as a
Christian socialist. He saw the value of defending the common man, and had
little use for "mouth Christians" no matter their race 29
In a column on the death of lawyer Clarence Darrow, Tolson wrote:
The case of Clarence Darrow points a lesson. Black folks are too easily
deluded by superficial facts. Call a man an infidel or a radical and you can
hoodwink us to death. Why should a black man fcar a radical? The
abolitionists were radicals in their day. At one time it was radical in America
to say, '1 helieve the black man has a soul; I believe a black man can be
educated. ' If it had not been for the radicals, every black man would be in a
cotton patch with a white man standing over him with a forty-four and a
horsewhip three yards long.
And whenever you hear anybody denounce radicals. remember this:
persecuted races get their rights only through the agitation of radicals. The
man who denies the truth of this is as dumb as Balaam's jackass. Amen!JO
Tolson also addressed the heart of his own concept of Christianity in his
account of a Mother's Day sermon delivered at Wiley College by Dr. Farmer,
who brought his own brand of radical theology learned at Boston University
School of Theology to the pulpit:
Said Dr. Farmer: "Jesus was teaching contrary to the social and religious
traditions of his people....Yes, the Big Boys were against Jesus, and if He
should return today the Big Boys would be against Him. They would call
Him an infidel, an atheist, a radical, a red.
In one clean sentence, Dr. Parmer pointed out the dilemma of a man like
Jesus - a man who wants to help the people: "The more popular He hecame
with the masses, the more hostile these leaders became toward him, and the
more detennined to destroy them."
Parents say, "Take the world as it comes and make the best of it." Christian
youth says, according to Dr. Farmer, "Change the world and make it what it
ought to be. I'll take my stand with American youth and Dr. Farmer and
Jesus, the young radical."]1
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Tolson left Wiley College for Langston University in the Oklahoma city
of the same name. Dogan had retired in 1942, and soon Wiley was in chaos. A
student strike paralyzed the college in 1947, but that alone was not the reason
for Tolson's departure. Mrs. Tolson believed her husband to be unappreciated
by the faculty and the alumni of the school, both of whom had made many
promises to their outstanding English professor. One of the unfulfilled pledges
was a new building, to be called the Log Cabin Theater, to house Tolson's
dramatic productions. By 1947 Hobart Jarrett was chairman of the English
Department at Langston University in Oklahoma, and he invited his old
mentor to join him. Tolson really did not want to leave his East Texas college.
But instead of asking him to stay, Wiley College President l.W. McCloud told
Tolson to do whatever he himself wanted. Ruth Tolson resented such
indifferent treatment on the part of the administration. _~2
There were economic considerations as well. Wiley College did not offer
retirement benefits, but state-supported Langston did. Tolson's sons also
believe that Tolson'5 desire to write had a good deal to do with the decision.
He had published his first book of poetry, Rendezvous With America. in 1944,
but was too busy with other pursuits to complete other works, including plays,
a novel, and a three-volume book of poetry he called A Gallery of Harlem
Portraits. Wiley's loss was the literary world's gain, for Tolson, not so
involved with debate or other pursuits, completed works begun earlier,
published more poetry in contemporary magazines, and finished the first - and
only - volume of A Gallery. Another occurrence made leaving easier. Debate
was no longer as exciting as it once was. After World War II other
entertainments killed it as a spectator actlvity.33
While he was living in Langston, Tolson chose to enter the political
arena. In 1954, he was elected mayor of the historically black town. He served
eight years, facing the difficulties one might expect in an economically
deprived community and adding grist for his writer's mill. When his service
was over, he wrote in his journal: "I wouldn't take anything as a writer for
having lived in an All-Negro town: T now know what is human, what is
American and what is Negro."34
In 1964 Tolson, who was a heavy smoker most of his adult life, was
diagnosed with cancer. His first surgery resulting from the di sease was in April
1964. By December the doctors told him he had :-;ix months to live. They
missed their prediction by about a year, and Tolson lived the last eighteen
months of his life as vigorously as he had the previous sixty-six years.
In those months he received many awards for his poetry and plays. Tn
1966, he returned to the days of his Texas radicalism and inspiration to his
students. He reviewed James Farmer's Freedom When? for the New York
Herald Tribune on February 20, 1966. In it he called his former student,
retiring as executive director of CORE, the Negro's greatest spokesman. He
was a "mystery guest," surprising Fanner when the latter was honored by
dignitaries including Sammy Davis, Jr., Harry Belafonte, and Duke Ellington
at New York's Philharmonic Hall on March 6.
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In the years since his death on August 29~ 1966, in a hospital in Dallas,
Tolson's fame as a writer, poet, and playwright has grown. But history largely
has failed to record the inspiration he provided his students. This may have
been his greatest contribution.
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by Kenneth R. Stevens
November 1860 brought news William Pitt Ballinger had dreaded.
Abraham Lincoln had been elected president. Lincoln's election, he confided
to his diary, produced a "deep sensation in our midst ... I believe we shall have
serious dangers to our govlemmen]t if not its disruption."! It was an agonizing
time for the Galveston attorney, who later wrote a friend that from his
boyhood, he had held "a religious veneration" for the Union and the order and
stability that he thought it provided. 2
Over the next few days Ballinger watched incredulously as secesslon fever
gripped Texas. On November 14, he attended "the largest public meeting" he
had ever seen in Galveston and he reported that disunionists were "a much
larger majority" than he had supposed. 3 After a sleepless night, he became
convinced that "our GovfernrnenJt will be overthrown & the Union dissolved."4
Like many others, the pro-Union Ballinger was an adopted son of Texas.
Born into a prominent Kentucky family in I825! he carne to Galveston in 1843
to recover his health after a bout with illness. There he studied law with his
uncle, James Love, a prominent attorney and planter. When the War with
Mexico broke out in 1846, Ballinger enlisted in a regiment of Texas volunteers
and participated in the attack on Monterey. By the end of the war, he had been
promoted to first lieutenant."
When he returned from Mexico, he was admitted to the bar, and over the
next few years emerged as one of the leading attorneys in Texas. As the main
pon of entry and the commercial center of the state, Galveston provided lucra-
tive opportunllies for a person of ambition and talent. Ballinger's law practice
grew to include clients from across the Unlted States. Tn 1854, he traveled east
to Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Mobile, and New Orleans, where he con-
cluded arrangements to represent the legal interests of dozens of merchants and
firms. By 1860, he owned considerable property and had an annual income
approaching $10,DOO, a considerable sum at that time. 1I For financial, as well as
patriotic reasons, Ballinger had an interest in the continuation of the Union.
Now, near the end of 1860, everything he had worked for seemed on the
verge of collapse. By December his fears were confirmed. South Carolina
withdrew from the Union on December 20, 1860. In Texas, Governor Sam
Houston reluctantly called a special session of the legislature, which
authorized an election for a state convention to vote on secession. On January
28, 1861, the convention voted 166-8 to secede. The ordinance of secession
was submitted as a referendum to the people, who passed it by an
overwhelming vote of 46,129 to 14,697.7
Like Houston, Ballinger opposed secession. On December 31, he
despondently recorded the "last of 1860" in his diary. The Republican Party,
he believed, was "dangerous & unconstitutional" but the solution should be
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"sought peacefully & within the Union & that the disruption of the Union
without such efforts is treason to humanity.',g
Despite his opposition to secession, Ballinger gave himself whole-
heartedly to the cause once it became a fact. He told his friend, Texas Supreme
Court justice James H. Bell. that no one had opposed secession more than he
had, but once it was done "every man's feelings & efforts sh[oul]d now be to
put forth OUf utmost strength to whip the enemy & maintain our independence
... Our duty wa.'\ to fight - & still to fight a"i long as an arm could be raised."
If the Southern states went back to the Union, it would be because they were
"whipped back, & it will be with a sense of inequality, dishonor, humiliation
& future political insecurity & degradation worse than that of any people of
the globe ... Men may become involved in an error - but in that may be
embarked all their manliness - all their honor, all their virtue."9
Over the next four years this reluctant rebel gave his. all to the
Confederate cause. Ballinger's first publ1c service was a mission - undertaken
with John S. Sydnor and M.M. Potter - to the Confederate capital in Richmond
in July 1861, to deliver a requisition fOf guns to defend the Texas coast against
the Federal navy. Their experience was frustrating and perhaps an omen for
the future of the Confederacy. Arriving in Richmond on August 4, they met the
secretary of war, who was surprised to learn that Texas needed guns for it~
defense. At the Tredeger Iron Works they placed an order for four ten-inch
Columbiads, two eight-inch Columbiads, two eight-inch rifled guns, and a
quantity of ammunition - in all abollt five train cars of materiel. They were
told the eight-inch guns were not yet built nor were carriages for the guns
available in Richmond. lO
Taking what was available, the Texans returned home via New Orlean&-
where they hoped to obtain carriages for the guns and additional weapons -
but they encountered one difficulty and delay after another. At several points
along the route officials were unable to provide them with engines to haul their
cargo. At another the train jumped the track and the guns rolled off the cars. In
New Orleans they waited a week before a Confederate quartermaster paid
attention to their request for transport. Then, since the road directly west of
New Orleans was flooded, they headed northwest to Alexandria. In Alexan-
dria, they contracted for teams of oxen to haul their freight overland. On
October 12, Ballinger disconsolately recorded in his diary that some of the
cannon were "bogged down" sixty miles behind. His entry for the day
concluded "This is horrible!" With the guns still miles away three days later,
Ballinger wrote "We seem to be doomed." At Niblett's Bluff, on the Sabine
River, they learned that the riverboats they had counted on to transport the
guns down river were grounded on sandbars. II
Finally reaching Galveston on the night of October 24, Ballinger returned
to an empty house. While he had been away his wife, Hally, had returned to
her parents' home in Waco to bear their child. The cannon were still "mired
deep in mud" east of the Sabine and did not reach Galveston until the early
months of 1862.12 Then Brigadier General PaulO. Hebert decided that Galves-
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ton could not be defended and withdrew to the mainland. 13 The city fell
without a fight to Union forces in October 1862. "The talk is," Ballinger said
disgustedly, "that our troops will not leave the town but fight them when they
land - But this I take it is all gas. For many months it has been a foregone
conclusion not to defend the place ... Galveston goes dishonored into the
hands of the enemy '" I feel deeply grieved & humiliated." 14 Relocated in
Houston, Ballinger worried that Union forces would soon initiate a campaign
against the rest of Texas. 15
Another job Ballinger undertook for the Confederate cause was receiver
of alien enemy property. In 1861, the Confederate Congress passed a Seques-
tration Act that authorized confiscation of Northern-owned property in the
South. Ballinger doubted the wisdom of the law. He believed that if Northern
merchants could recover debts owed them by Southerners they would favor
peace, but if they could recover their debts only by subjugating the South they
would fight. 16
Despite misgiving, Ballinger accepted the appointment because it promised
an income of $5,000 a year. While he had opposed passage of the measure. he
believed that it should be administered firmly to bring as much money as pos-
sible to Confederate coffers. The position of receiver helped Ballinger maintain
a high standard of living. Throughout the war he continued to indulge his
favorite vice of buying books and in March 1862, he bought Hally "an elegant
set of diamond jewelry" at a cost of $336, a "heavy outlay," he noted, but "I
know she has long wanted something of the kind - & that they will delight her."l?
Ballinger also advocated the Southern cause through newspaper articles he
wrote for the Galveston News and the Houston Telegraph. Early in the secession
crisis Ballinger stated that if the Union was to be broken apart be wanted the
"largest confederacy" that could be fOImed, and his editorials tended to take a
broad view of the proper scope of national power in the Confederacy. 18
Ballinger held strong opinions on the controversial subject of conscrip·
tion and the Confederacy's use of Texan troops outside the state. Texas pro-
vided the Confederate armies with approximately 70,000 soldiers during the
war. Still, the South suffered a constant shortage of men. In 1862, the Confed-
erate Congress passed a conscription act at the recommendation of President
Jefferson Davis. The measure encountered heated resistance in some areas.
Georgia governor Joseph E. Brown ordered state officials not to cooperate
with Confederate officials and complained to Davis that conscription was
"subversive of sovereignty, and at war with all the principles for the support
of which Georgia entered into this revo1ution."IQ
Conscription was also a contentious issue in Texas. Texans were at war not
only against the Union but western Indian tribes as well, and Confederate policy
threatened to draw state troops away from the frontier where they were needed to
protect settlers. In December 1863, the Texas legislature passed "An Act to Pro-
vide for the Protection of the Frontier. and turning over the Frontier Regiment to
Confederate States Service." Despite howls ofprotest from despent1e Confederate
generals, the law kept many Texan troops at home throughout the war. lO
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Ballinger sided with the national government. In his opinion the state's
claim against Confederate authority had "no foundation in law or Constitution,
or in good policy. If the conscript law is Con~titutional, no exigencies of the
State militia can oppose the enrolm[en]t of conscripts."21
As war news worsened, Ballinger drafted an article proposing arming of
slaves and making them part of the army in order "to save them from the
enemy,"22 but hi~ plan was never implemented. Tn January 1863, he opined that
the Union would win because of its greater strength. The sheer numbers of the
North were "so superior - their advantages of every kind so much greater that
if their endurance will only continue it would seem that they must crush us by
their greater bulk....God protect us from such a fate. We would be the most
humiliated and enslaved people on the globe."23
Confedemte resistance collapsed in April 1865. Lee surrendered to Ulysses S.
Grant at Appomattox on April 9. William Tecumseh Sherman accepted Joseph E.
Johnston's surrender on April 26 near Durham, North Carolina. Richard Taylor
gave up remaining Confederate forces east of the Mississippi at Citronelle,
Alabama., on May 4. Jefferson Davis fled the capital as Union forces closed in, but
was captured on May 10 at Irwinville, Georgia. On May 26, Edmund Kirby Smith's
representative capitulated in New Orleans. Cherokee chief Stand Watie was the last
Confederate to lay down arms, on June 23 at Doaksville in the Indian Territory.
Ballinger reacted to defeat as he had responded to secession: reluctantly
but with acceptance of reality. In May 1865, he wrote that if the military cause
was lost, "there shloul]d be no further protraction of the war - no useless
sufferings should be demanded of our people or soldiers."24 Ballinger wrote in
a long and thoughtful entry in his diary:
"I feel extremely dejected, far beyond any feelings I ever had in my life. The
condition of men of pride & sensibility & honesty will be humiliating to the
lowest degree. With my whole soul I opposed secession. I loved the Union
and desired its preservation - its strengthening and its glories[ - ]to the end
of time. I was conscious of our troubles - but I had no sympathy with the
ultra slavery sentiments developed in the latter days of the Southern
Democrats, on which they staked the Union. I felt our evils not to be of a
nature justifying Disunion even if easily pmcticable: and I felt that Disunion
w[oul]d involve us in war, result almo!>t certainly in the loss of slavery, put
to the most imminent hazard our entire existence, overwhelm us with all the
calamities of war, and if successful in the end in the esmblishment of a
Southern ConfedLera]cy, we w[ouIJd. suffer many & the worst
disappointments instead of finding it a political panacea."
Once secession was accomplished, he felt that the Federal effort "to
conquer & subdue them, & compel a submission to their gov[emmen]t by
force of arms was wrongful & wicked - and I felt all evils to be minor
compared with that of defeat & subjugation."2s
Governor Pendleton Murrah asked Ballinger to travel through Union lines
to New Orleans to seek terms for the surrender of Texas. Ballinger doubted that
Federal officers would negotiate, but he thought sending a mission might at least
make a "good impression" and perhaps "facilitate reunion on acceptable terms."2ti
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On May 24, Ballinger and Ashbel Smith left Houston for New Orleans
where they met with Union General Edward Canby. Ballinger told Canby that
large numbers of Texan troops already had "disbanded themselves and gone to
their homes." Texans were ready "in sincere faith, to return to their relations
to the government of the United States." Elections for governor and the
legislature were scheduled for August 1, and he saw no reason why "the
people of Texas, loyal to the Union," should not proceed. Imposing military
government in Texas, he said, was unnecessary. "The machinery of the Civil
Gov[emmen]t of the State is complete - its authority intact - It possesses all
the means of preserving civil order. It is ready to obey the U.S. Gov[ernmen1t
& enforce its authority; & maintain State authority in constitutional
subordination to the Unioo."21
Canby seemed receptive to Ballinger's pleas and suggested that he travel
to Washington to make his case. But no letter of accreditation came and
Ballinger later learned that uradicals" opposed sending him to Washington
since he "'had been engaged in confiscating their property whilst they were
fighting for the Union &c &c." Having done all he could, Ballinger returned
to Texas.2R
In lune, President Andrew Johnson named Andrew Jackson Hamilton
provisional governor of Tex.as. Ballinger initially regarded Hamilton as
"dissipated, unprincipled & revengeful," but he quickly changed his opinion
when the governor "'very kindly & promptly and in strong teons" recom-
mended him for a full pardon. By the first week in August Ballinger was
bound for Washington to obtain his pardon. Along with the request for his own
absolution, Ballinger carried applications for others as wen. Ever the
practicing lawyer, Ballinger planned to make a little money pressing pardon
requests for others in addition to his own.29
Ballinger was well connected when it came to winning a quick hearing in
Washington. His uncle was former Kentucky Whig congressman Green
Adams, then an auditor in the Department of the Treasury, who knew President
Johnson. Equally significant, his brother-in-law was Samuel F. Miller, an
associate justice on the United States Supreme Court - a Republican appointed
to the court by Lincoln - who gave him letters of introduction to President
Johnson and Secretary of State William Henry Seward.30
Shortly after his arrival in Washington Ballinger met with Seward. The next
day he received his pardon, which he described ac;; "'a fonnidable looking
document," and he promised himself that he would "fulfill its obligations in good
faith. "31 He remained in Washington two more months obtaining pardons for hi~
clients. On October 27, his Uncle Green delivered twenty pardons for which
Ballinger paid him $3,000 plus the promise of another $500 once he returned to
Galveston. Ballinger's own profits from handling his client's pardons reached
$7,500.J2 He wa~ back in Galveston in November, having had an uneventful
return except for being taken for $10 by some cardsharps on the steamboat.33
Ballinger's life after the war was full and prosperous. By 1866, his law
practice was as busy as it had been before the war. Galvestonians chose him
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as their representative to the state constitutional convention in 1875. Two
years later a Texas congressman proposed Ballinger for a seat on the Supreme
Court, but the appointment went to John Marshall Harlan. Texas Democrats
offered Ballinger their nomination for governor in July 1878, but he declined,
citing his lifelong aversion to seeking elective office. There was another
vacancy on the Supreme Court in 1883 and Ballinger was again considered but
did not receive the appointment. In January 1888, be contracted pneumonia
and died, having lived a full and honorable life as a successful lawyer and
dedicated, if reluctant, revolutionary.
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THE OLD FLAG BEHIND THE WIRE:
UNION SOLDIER MORALE IN CAMP FORD, TEXAS
by Philip D. Dillard
From November 1863 to April 1864, fewer than 800 Union prisoners
occupied Camp Ford near Tyler, Texas. De!\pite their small numbers, these
prisoners of war took significant steps to maintain morale and to organize their
world. Under the leadership of Colonel Charles C. Nott, they designed and
built their own compound, organized theatrical productions, and persistently
frustrated their Southern captors. This Union island within the Confederacy
comes alive in the pages of its newspaper, the Old Flag. Although only three
issues appeared, they provide an excellent view of life within a Civil War
prison camp, illuminate the soldiers' attempts to maintain control of their lives,
and provide an intriguing contrast to many postwar prison accounl~.1
Appearing first on February 17, 1864, the Old Flag sought to entertain its
readers and to reinforce their faith In the Union cause. "It is our fixed and
inflexible purpose," the editor declared, "to nail it [the old flag] to the loyal
mast head, ... and defy the combined hosts of treason to blot out a single star
or erase a solitary stripe."2 Claiming to represent "the advance guard of liberty
and intelligence," Captain William H. May edited and published the four-page
paper with an edition coming out every two weeks. Lahoring without a press,
the editor carefully printed one copy of each number with a steel pen on letter
paper. For $5 a year in U.S. currency, the subscriber would receive the paper,
read it himself and to his fenows, and then return it to the editor for
redistribution. 3 In lieu of specie, a patron could pay his subscription in coffee,
tea, food stuffs, or tobacco.4 Enlisted men from the Forty-Second Massachu-
setts Infantry made room for May's editorial office in their quarters and
praised his work highly in their postwar memoirs.s Although strictly concealed
from prying Confederate eyes, the pages of the OW Flag provide a window
into the world these Union prisoners built as the paper displays their industrial
effort..;, amusements, celebrations, and vices.
Prisoners at Camp Ford pursued a number of industrial enterprises to
improve their circumstances and to pass the time as they waited to be
exchanged. Faced with an open stockade, most new prisoners spent their fIrst
days in camp trying to build some form of quarters. Although tlle prisoners
lacked tools, they felled trees in the vicinity and built cabins while others used
shovels to create dugouts.!\To impose order, Camp Ford's new residents laid out
street...; named for places they held dear. For instance, officers from New York
located their mess near the comer of Fifth Avenue and Battery Place.1 Other
streets suggested a more jovial flair as 10 Pin Alley, Mule Avenue, and Shin
Bone Alley paralleled each other. On February 17, May reported that a new
block of barracks was rising as others expanded their quarters: "We learn that
Col. B [urreH] of 42d Street has contracted for an extension of his mainsion and
that Lt. McFinnigan contemplates the addition of spacious dormitories to his
Philip D. Dil/ara is an Assi~·tant Professor of History ill James Madison University where he
teaches the Civil War and American South.
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suburban residence."8 After completing construction, some men tried their
hands at farming while others attempted to ply their civilian trades. Editor May
compared the prisoners who enclosed small garden plots to Cincinnatus as they
deserted "Mars for Ceres."~ S.G. Bailey offered his services as a watchmaker
while Dr. David Hershey boasted of his surgical experience in Europe. 1o Similar
advertisements appeared in the Old Flag for R.C. Anthony's boot blacking and
Charles Bailey's barber shop." For these service-oriented businesses to
continue, a viable internal economy had to emerge.
Instead of entering the service trades, some innovative prisoners attempted
to produce goods for sale to their fellow prisoners and to their captors. Patrick
Walsh attained rave reviews from the Flag's editor for cigars manufactured in
the camp. Although a free sample might have influenced him, May praised the
item and highhghted Walsh's ad for "Segars" for wholesale or retail purchase. 12
H. Hay-Ley also sought new customers for his soap factory. In the same issue
in which he introduced his product he advertised for raw materials:
"WANTED! 500 Chine-bones - beef preferred - at my SOAP
MANUFACTORy'''13 True to Yankee capitalism, John Woodward and William
Johnson soon found themselves competing in the production of chess sets. In a
camp filled with bored men, Woodward's pieces brought significant praise and
remuneration. "They are of holly-wood and finished in splendid taste," May
opined. "He has already been offered as fair as $50 in good money - ie: Lincoln
Green."14 While Woodward's men remained the editor's favorites, both
manufacturers found numerous customers. On March 13, the Flag reported that
more than forty chess sets had been produced in the camp in the previous six
months. IS During this period, several budding entrepreneurs fashioned a series
of lathes that markedly increa<;ed the camp's productive capacity. A wide
variety of items were produced in limited quantities, including furniture,
musical instruments, and mess equipment. 16 Although no one became wealthy
from the items manufactured in Camp Ford, editor May presents a picture of
thriving, successful businesses that provided much-needed items and services
to the prisoners and offered a sense of purpose to the businessmen.
Many of the Old Flag:"i columns were designed to amuse the reader and
to brighten otherwise monotonous days in camp. May displayed a rich and
varied sense of humor as he poked fun at his fellow prisoners and his captors.
For example, on February 13, the Fla!? claimed to copy, from the Shreveport
Fire-eater, the "text" of a Confederate congressional effort to raise more men:
"An Act in addition to an Act relating to an Act entitled An Act to prevent the
enlistment of men over 95 years of age, except as Nurses, Cooks and
Blacksmiths."'7 At other times the jibes were even more direct: "Conundrum-
Why is the Southern Confederacy like a tea-kettle? Ans. Because the Black is
at the bottom of it, and hollow within."l~Although intended to be funny, such
comments reinforced Northern conceptions of the cause of the struggle. May
turned his wit upon his comrades as often as his captors. On March I, he
announced that Navy Acting Master John Dilingham would soon complete a
scientific volume entitled, "An Investigation into the Cause of Old Age in
Mules, and Suggestions as to the Remedy." Noting the author's difficulties
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because "the disease seemed to progress right along, without any apparent
cause," May chronicled Dilingham's patient, sdentific study of the animal,19
DiJingham's purchase of a one-eyed mule while enroute to Camp Ford was the
basis for this "larger study."20 On some occasions the jokes had an ironic twist.
For instance, on February 17, the Flag announced "that all prisoners in the
State of Texas, all rumors to the contrary not withstanding, both the Navy and
the Army have been exchanged."21 The most intriguing joke played in the
newspaper was the announcement of the elopement of Henry C. Dane with
"Miss" S.E. Thompson. May's contention that the two prisoners were bliss-
fully ignorant "that the particulars of their disgraceful elopement was Isic]
well known" suggests that these two were among the large number of
prisoners who were discovered to have escaped through a roll call ruse.22 Such
wit, whether aimed internally or externally, allowed the prisoners to laugh at
their captors and at each other, and thereby brightened the day.
In response to the editor's call for original fiction, two lengthy stories
appeared in the March 13, issue of the Flag. In "High-Bird or The League of
Blood," the author, identified as "Meigh, D.K.," told a tale set in Camp Ford.
The hero, High-Bird, was described as "graceful in carriage, and as handsome
in feature as 'Honest Old Abe himself.'" The pipe-smoking heroine was drawn
to High-Bird despite his likeness to a mule because he remained so committed
to the Union cause. At a mass meeting in the camp, the hero declared, "I want
none to engage with me in this work but those whose hearts are of iron and
whose hands grow stronger and more steady at the flow of blood."23 A large
fire and Indian warriors eventually entered the story but not before it lost
coherence. To add to the confusion the story is stopped prior to the conclusion.
In the other tale, "An Ocean Adventure," "Harry H." spins a humorous yarn
about a whaler outfitted from Cincinnati with a cargo of mess-pork and
missionaries for the Fegee Islands. Having related how a whale impaled itself
on the ship's sky-sail boom, the narrator settled down to tell his story: "I had
arranged at the extreme end of the bow-sprit my arm chair, and was seated
therein, and if I remember rightly, was reading a speech of W.H. Seward,
which I had taken down in short hand the week previously."24 Again, the
premise appeared interesting but the story quickly turned into a farce. May
continued to call for original stones and offered "FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS! Payment to be made two years after the conclusion of the present
war. in Confederate money."15 These original tales allowed a fonn of escape,
but, based on the prize offered, seem to have disappointed the Flag s editor.
Chess competitions and musical performances also provided welcome
entertainment for the prisoners. On February 17. the Flag highlighted the
prisoners' interest in the game of chess. First, May announced "that a Chess
Tournament is in contemplation between the Commandant of Camp and a
noted abolition officer to decide the question of exchange between black and
white combatants."26 Although no such competition was recorded, the choice of
chess instead of cards or other games illustrated the game's importance. On the
same page, a "Chess Problem" devised by Phoebus Lyon and Alexander Logan
challenged the prisoners to achieve "white to mate in 3 moves."27 For those
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fond of music, Camp Ford offered some options. The Camp Ford Band,
"consisting of R.W. Mars on banjo, S.E. Thompson on flute, EJ. Collins on the
fife, and editor May on violin," advertised for engagements on March 1. 28 In the
next edition of the Flag, a large headline announced that the group would play
for "A Grand Masquerade and Fancy-Dress Ball" on March 19.29 The fiddler
guaranteed his own sobriety but made no mention of any ladies who planned to
attend. While an exchange of prisoners continued to haunt the minds of the
men, they undertook a variety of pursuits to fill their time. From editor May's
wry wit to the creation of original stories to the manufacture of a banjo for the
band, the residents of this Union island at Camp Ford committed considerable
time and cffort to the amusement of themselves and their comrades.
Both the Federal pri~oners and their Confederate captors laid claim to the
legacy of George Washington. As Washington's birthday approached the
prisoners endeavored to find an acceptable means to celebrate the day. On
February 17, "Pat-riot" called for the formation of instrumental and vocal groups
as well as the preparation of speeches to honor the first president.JO That evening,
representatives from each unit met in Undaunted Hall to discuss the proposed
celebration. Editor May, who served as the group's secretary, described the men
gathered there as "patriotic an assembly as the 'oldest inhabitant' of our
bourrough remembers ever to have seen."31 A committee of fifteen, chaired by
Colonel Issac Burrell of the Forty-Second Massachusetts, immediately began
preparations. These representatives further divided themselves into
subcommittees on poems, music, toasts, refreshments, and finance. After several
days of diligent planning, the committee conceded the "improbability of
successfully carrying out the Programme" as planned.3:! Neither love nor money,
they discovered, could provide the refreshment~ originally expected.
Despite the committee's misgivings and through its resolute efforts, the
Flag reported that at "eleven o'clock A.M. of the 22d of February, the
buildings and streets about Fifth Avenue and 42d Street were literally blue
with the 'Yanks' assembled."-H Lieutenant Colonel1.B. Leake of the Twentieth
Iowa addressed the men and challenged them to emulate Washington's
glorious example by remaining firm "in the hour of trial and darkness to the
great cause." Further, he called on the men to place "faith in the moral power
on the side of the Union.":J.4 At the end of Leake's remarks, Lieutenant Colonel
AJ.H. Duganne of the One Hundred Seventy-Sixth New York presented an
original poem entitled "Washington." In this work, Duganne spoke to his
brothers about the changing purpose of the war:
Who bids me sing? What theme my soul dictates!
A Captive, whispering to its captive mates! .. _
Land of the North! Where loud Niagara's roll
Voices to heaven a free-born Nation's soul!
Land of the North where wild Atlantic waves
Baptize for Freedom's faith the souls of slaves! ...
Having stated the cause, Duganne reflected on the costs to the nation and
looked for Divine assistance:
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And whence the gain? what heritage survives
O'er wasted treasures, and o'er wasted lives, ...
o Washington! thou drewest your faith from heaven!
By heaven, through thee, our freedom'~ love was given! ...
Finally, the New York colonel called on the spirit of Washington to forgive his
countrymen:
But veil thine eyes and bow my sorrowing head!
These hands, this day, with crimson drops are red -
With crimson life-blood from thy country's veins!
o Father! weep! weep! and wash out the stainsp5
Leake's and Duganne's remarks struck May and many ofthe prisoners as quite
appropriate and left the committee well pleased.
The residents of "Ford Borrough" continued the celebration by holding
an election. On February 17, May had suggested that the prisoners begin the
Reconstruction of Texas. "The tenth part of the people of Texas," May
declared, "represented by the Union inhabitants of Camp Ford, ... have sworn
to uphold our magnanimous President in his generous endeavor to unite all
parties for his own support.")~While clearly questioning Abraham Lincoln's
motives for his ten-percent plan of Reconstruction, May and his fellows
decided to have a little fun with it. The editor called on the loyal inhabitants to
register to vote with Lieutenants Avery, Robens, and Sherfry and included a
"U.S. telegraph" message from Lincoln calling for elections to be held on
February 22 to fill the vacant positions of governor, lieutenant governor, and
superintendent of insane hospitals. ~7
On March 1, the Flag announced the election of Samuel Morton of
Indiana as Governor of Texas. The story describing the election included
accounts of high-nmking men being escorted to the polls and of half-drunken
bullies being dragged away.-\M In his acceptance speech, Morton promised to
free the slaves, to support Lincoln, and to keep saloons open until two o'clock
a.m. The new governor, variously described as a country fellow and as a half-
wit, appeared to enjoy his election.39 The editor enjoyed the scene even more
as he recounted Morton's actions at the "Governor's Ball" that evening: "His
Honor Gov. Samuel Morton, who, with a clean 'hIed' shirt on and his feet
clean-washed, was the admiration and pride of all present!"4\] In the aftennath
of his own election, Governor Morton called for the election of congressmen:
"In komplianse with the 4going order from Mister Abe Linkun, I do now
hereby order that said elecktion taik plais."41 Whatever May's intentions
toward Sam Morton, the election topped off the Washington Day celebration
and made for an interesting inversion of roles.
In the pages of the Old Flag, a seedier side of the camp also emerges. On
February 17, the paper published a letter from Lieutenant Charles E. Page
calling for the destruction of all gambling halls and saloons. Calling these
establishments "a nuisance which is doing much to corrupt the morals of the
youth of our community," Page demanded that the prisoners band together to
avert the threat.42 In the same issue, May warned his readers to avoid being hood-
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winked by a series of fraudulent lotteries being conducted within the camp.
"Those who give the articles," the editor proclaimed, "in two thirds of the cases,
draw the prizes themselves."43 Although May recorded that "Governor Morton"
threatened to call out the militia to keep order on election day, the editor paid
little attention to the vices of his comrades until they struck him directly.
On March 13, May described an assault on himself by a number of Irish
soldiers under the leadership of a street-tough named McPinnigan. After
McFinnigan was assured that the editor was not a member of the Know-
Nothings, he returned the editor's possessions.44 In the immediate aftermath of
this incident, "Big Kerbee," identified as the owner of much British gold, led
a mob that surrounded the offices of the Flag. Kerbee's men erected a gallows
and dug a grave for the editor.45 May attributed this assault to jealousy and a
hope to steal the money the editor had made from subscriptions: "No sooner
had we this little fortune in our grasp than secret enemies, jealous of the
success and rapid growth of our loyal little sheet sprang up all about us, and
that which was intended as a blessing to us threatens to become our bane."%
Although he refused to give up the money, May decided to cease publication.
[n utter frustration, he penned his own ironic epitath: "Here lies AN EDITOR,
Who died from the effects of his patrons paying up their subscriptions."47 Yet,
the paper did not die there. May sewed the copies of the three issues of the
paper into the epaulets of his uniform jacket and smuggled them out of camp.
Upon arrival in New York after his exchange, May, with the assistance of J.P.
Robens, produced a limited number of lithographic copies of the Old Flag.
William May's little newspaper provides invaluable insights into the lives
of Union prisoners of war quartered in Tyler, Texas. Deep in the heart of Dixie,
these Federal prisoners built a world of their own inside the walls of Camp
Ford. The advertisements in the Flag for chessmen, soap, cigars, and items of
furniture produced in the camp illustrate the industrious and innovative make-
up of the prison population. The tobacco in Walsh's cigars clearly show that
trade with guards and townsfolk must have developed to a considerable extent.
Further, the willingness to manufacture and trade goods signifies the rule of
law and order. Although the attack upon May would seem to dispute this, it
may be that some of the enlisted men saw an editor as a form of parasite
feasting too well upon his fellows. Clearly, gang attacks were not the nonnal
order of things. The celebration of Washington's birthday contains a11 the re-
maining pieces. Confederate leaders allowed the ceremony to take place with-
out disruption, thereby discrediting tales of fiendish, unthinking comman-
dants. The accompanying election shows that the prisoners could laugh at the
politicians and at themselves.
The prison population increased dramatically in the months after the Flag
stopped publication, but none of the unit histories that describe Camp Ford
after the arrival of the new men paint a dramatically different picture. Unlike
the tales of warring factionl\ within the prison population at Andersonville, the
account of the "citizens of Ford Borrough" in the Flag produces an image of
men following the direction of their officers, poking fun at their captors and
themselves, and pulling together to make the best of a bad situation. William
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May and the men he chronicled in the Old Flag took control of their lives and
made them livable.
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4lMay, "Caution," Camp Ford (TexQs) Old Flag, February 17,1864, p. 2.
«May, "Copperheadism in our City," Camp Ford (Te.xa.s) Old Flag, March 13,1864, p. 3.
"'May, "A Still Later Assault," "Yet Later," Camp Ford (Texas) Old Flag, March 13. 1864,
p. 3. "Big Kerbee" might have been Charles Kerby or Ed. Kerby of the 176th New York who
appear in a list of officers in the camp. More likely, he was an enlisted seaman. May makes veiled
references to Kerbee's support among the navy prisoners.
"May, "Donation," Camp Ford (Texas) Old Flag, March 13. 1864, p. 3.
"May, "Donation." Camp Ford (Texas) Old Flag, 13 March 1864, 3.
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THE DUGAN FAMILY:
ITS CONTRmUTIONS TO EARLY GRAYSON COUNTY HISTORY
by Lora Whiting TindaLL and Dr. Clyde Hall
The Dugan family, consisting of Daniel and Catherine (Vaden) Dugan
and seven children, was the first family to settle and remain in that area of the
Republic of Texas later designated as Grayson County. Dugan and his two
adult sons qualified for land grants. Their league-and-labor featured acreage of
prairie, cedar and oak forests, Mill Creek, and clear springs. The Dugans
successfully met the challenges facing pioneer &ettlers, including Indian
atrocities and epidemics of disease. In 2000, Dugan descendants continued to
reside on the original homeplace on the banks of Mill Creek. Many others live
in Grayson County and continue to have an impact on their communities;
others have scattered. Some lie in the cemetery on the homeplace.
Grayson County was created in March 1846 by the first legislature of the
State of Texas. During the days of the Republic the area that became Grayson
County had been a part of Fannin County. Previously it had been within the
undefined "Red River District," periodically under the flags of Spain, France,
or Mexico.
Red River, though by no means a dependable navigable waterway, was
important in the initial settlement of Grayson County. Indian Removal had
occurred prior to settlement and opposite Grayson County. The north bank of
the river was occupied by the Chickasaw and Choctaw tribes. The first person
to sink settlement roots in the county wa~ Holland Coffee, an experienced
Indian trader who established his trading post at the confluence of the Red and
Washita (Faux Ouachita) rivers in the mid-1803s. Soon, Able Warren
established another trading post downstream approximately twenty miles from
Coffee and only few yards east of Grayson County. Warren located near the
confluence of Red River and Choctaw Creek. 1
On the Texas side of the Red River, this river-creek junction featured an
extensive, relatively flat delta, commonly referred to as Choctaw Bayou. West
and south of this delta was an arc of forested rolling hills through which
flowed Choctaw Creek and its spring-fed tributaries. Tn Grayson County
south, southwest, and west of the ring of hills was a blackland prairie. 2 By
1837, when pioneers began to reach the area, the northeastern quadrant of
Grayson County beckoned to potential settlers with its fertile prairie,
predominantly oak forests, multiple springs, rieh delta, proximity to the Red
River, and an "on the divide" trail to the east.
The first pioneer family known to arrive in Grayson County was that of
Daniel Montague, who settled close to Warren's trading post in November
1837.1 Within two decades, Montague moved his family beyond the "Eastern
Cross Timbers" to Cooke County; as a surveyor his work took him into the
area to the west of Cooke County, leading to the naming of Montague County
Lora Whiting TIndall i~· a Dugan family descendant who lives in Wichita Falls, Texas. Dr. Clyde
Hall i.~ with the Grayson County Historical Cnmmission, Shemum, Texas.
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for him. So far as is known, there is no branch of the Montague family that has
maintained residence in Grayson County since pioneer days.
The second pioneer family to arrive in Grayson County was that of
Daniel and Catherine Dugan, and their four boys and three girls. Having
emigrated from Missouri, and after having tarried a while on Bois d' Arc Creek
in Fannin County, the Dugan family settled in Grayson County in 1838;~ The
family selected a large land area that included the prairie, rolling hills with
their forests plentiful with wild game, and the spring-fed Mill Creek, a
tributary of the Choctaw. Dugan received his patent for a full league of land
from the Republic of Texas on December 1, 1845. Unlike the Montague
family, the Dugan family remained in Grayson County and Dugan descendants
continue to reside on land where the Dugan family first settled and are
recognized as representatives of the oldest pioneer family with continuous
residence in the northeastern quadrant of Grayson County.
As it evolved, the Dugan homeplace featured a sturdy, sizable, dog-trot
cabin, built with protection as well as comfort in mind.~ While the homeplace
served as the focal point for raising a large family, it also made major
contributions to the early history of northeastern Grayson County. As there
were no churches in the area during Republic days, Dugan welcomed itinerant
preachers who arrived periodically and conducted worship services. A trail,
with a southeast-northwest axis, extended from the pnririe to the Choctaw
Creek bottomlands, passing by the homeplace; word would spread of an
impending worship service and other settlers would follow the trail to the
Dugan homeplace. In time, the trail became known as Dugan Chapel Road, a
county road that has carried that name for more than a century and a half. A
year or so before statehood, the Virginia Point Methodist Church was founded
approximate]y three miles east of the homeplace and became the gathering
place for community worship.~ Among the organizers were Dugan family
members, and in 1846 a member of the family was baptized there.7 Thus did
the Dugan family contribute to the religious life of early settlers.
During the Republic period, northeastern Grayson County sometimes had
to survive a less than peaceful relationship with Indians. s The Dugan
homeplace, with its solidly constructed cabin and outbuildings, provided a
gathering point where settlers could come for protection and Dugan family
members exercised a leadership role in the effort to reduce tension. Dugan also
set aside a portion of his land as a cemetery for burial of Dugan family
members and others who were killed in those troublesome times. For more
than one hundred and fifty years, the cemetery has been maintained as a burial
ground primarily, but not exclusively, for Dugan descendants. In 1840. Dugan
served on the first grand jury convened in the Republic's Fannin County.9
Several next-generation Dugans also made contributions to the history of
Grayson County. In 1849, Catherine Dugan married B.W. Taylor, a Methodist
minister and an educator. After their marriage, they settled in Sherman and
opened what is believed to be Sherman's fIrst school in 1851. Children of
several pioneer families attended this school. 10
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George C. Dugan, the eldest Dugan son, also married in 1849, While
retaining his land, he soon moved to Sherman where he became highly
successful with mercantile and real estate interests. Tom Bomar, writing in
1894, stated that "Mr. Dugan '" accumulated quite a fortune previous to the
civil war,"ll Among his contributions to the county's early history was his
setVice in 1846 as a commissioner, appointed by the first Texas legislature, to
detennine the location of the county seat for Grayson County.
The town of Bells was, for much of the latter half of the nineteenth
century, a small settlement located on Dugan land; it was known then as
Duganville or Dugansville. With expansion of railway systems in Grayson
County, George C. Dugan provi.ded land for the construction of a side track
and depot "at or near the Town of Duganvil1e, Grayson County '" "on April
12, 1878.12 Also in 1876, he donated to Austin College a full section of land in
fulfillment of his pledge to the effort of Shennan to entice the college to move
from Huntsville "in consideration of the location of the Austin College within
the incorporated limits of the City of Sherman, State of Texas, Grayson
County, which I herein acknowledge has been done by the trustees of said
College in full compliance on their part '" I, a.c. Dugan ... do . _. convey
unto the said Trustees ... the following. _. 640 acre tract ...."13
Other members of the Dugan family were also influential in the
development of Bells (Duganville). In 1882 and again in 1886, William P.
Dugan and Daniel D. Dugan provided two acres plus two lots for the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South. Trustees of the church were free to use the land for
"church, parsonage, and other church purposes."l4 Additionally, Daniel D.
Dugan was active as an elected official in Sherman's city government as an
alderman and chainnan of the ''utilities'' committee for several years. IS
Emily Dugan, a teenager when the family settled in Texas, married
Frederick P. Whiting and had one son, George Dugan Frederick Whiting. Emily
and her husband both died when their son was an infant. The son, G.D.F.
Whiting, was raised by the Dugan family and was also influential in the
development of northeastern Grayson County and Bells (Duganville). In 1895
he donated one and one-half acres for the establishment of Grayson County
School District #112 to Grayson County. This acreage was located "on the
waters of Choctaw Bayou being a part of the survey originally granted to
Daniel Dugan ... ."16 J.N. Dickson, former County Judge of Grayson County
and author of a manuscript "Grayson County Common Schools," "District No.,
112; Name: Dugan. Derived from: Named for the Dugan family. Location of
School: School district bounded on north by Cherry Mound, South by Hebron,
west by Choctaw Bayou. School house is in Daniel Dugan Survey No. 327."17
Additionally, Whiting provided land in Duganville for the Independent
Order of Odd Fellows and the Knights of Pythias lodges. Tn 1895, he conveyed
one-half of lot #1 of block of the Town Plat of Duganville to the trustees of
Ridgeley lodge #275 IOOF;18 in )896 the other one-half interest of this lot was
conveyed to the Knights of Pythias Lodge #209. 19 In 190 I, he provided anoth-
er lot to the two organizations jointly "to the trustees of the Ridgeley Lodge
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#275 lOaF and trustees of the Bells Lodge of Knight so Pythias #209 ... in
the town of Duganville (now Bells) Grayson County, Texas.H2o
While not a direct contributor to the early history of Grayson County,
another Dugan descendant, Haynes Webster Dugan, has continued the associa-
tion of the family with the preservation of its history. He was instrumental in
obtaining an official Texas Historical Commission marker for Webster/
Blocker Cemetery at Mimosa Hall in Harrison County. He also served as
division historian of the Third Armored Division, U.S. Arrny.21 [0 recent years,
Grayson County members of the Dugan and Whiting families have served on
the boards of the Bells Independent School District and of Frontier Village of
Grayson County. Finally, linking the county's early history and its present
emphasis on historical preservation, a Dugan descendant was an active
participant on the Grayson County Millennium Committee.
In the history of Grayson County, and particularly its northeastern
quadrant from Choctaw Bayou to modem Bells, fonnerly Duganville, the
Dugan family has made notable contributions. In the early pioneer period,
while primarily concerned with surviving nn the frontier, the family provided
a meeting place for worship services, joined in the founding of the first
organized church in the area, led in the effort to resolve Indian problems, set
aside land for a cemetery, provided a commissioner for locating Sherman as
the county seat, and provided a member of the area's first grdIld jury. The
family contributed land for the establishment of a county school in Choctaw
Bayou and in what is now Bells and for the Methodist church, the lOOF
Lodge, the Knights of Pythias Lodge, and for a railway siding and depot.
Additionally; as a leading businessman in Sherman, a family member donated
land to Austin College upon its move to Sherman. Yet another member served
in Sherman city government for several years. Younger members of the family
continue to serve in leadership roles in a variety of county organizations. The
Dugan family, as much as any other pioneer family, has contributed
significantly to the history of Grayson County.
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EVILS MORE DEADLY THAN THE CARNAGE OF THE
BATTLEFIELD:
THE FIGHT FOR PROHmITION IN
MCLENNAN COUNTY IN 1917
by James B. Seymour, Jr.
During the First World War, Texas enjoyed a special relationship with the
military. It hosted more training camps and military bases than all other states
and nearly thirty communities eventually contained some form of military
installation by war's end. These facilities ranged in size from the military
training camps, in which thousands were stationed, down to schools to train
aviators and nurses which contained less than a hundred people. I The federal
government established four of the sixteen military training camps, or
cantonments, in the Lone Star State, scattering the others throughout the
country.2 By the time of the Armistice, more than 200,000 men and women had
been trained in Texas, ranging from the large and populous Camp Travis in
San Antonio to the smaller nursing school in Houston, pouring millions of
dollars into the state's economy.3 Texas drys argued that their state had a
special obligation to the rest of the nation, and to the mothers and fathers of
the military personnel, to provide a virtuous and healthy setting for the
training.4 Alcohol, the prohibitionists avowed, would wreck the clean environ-
ment of the camps and undermine fighting strength, and had to be eliminated
as a military obligation.~
W.R. Sinclair, editor of the Houston Post, outlined the interrelationship
between military camps, economic motives, and the drive for prohibition. An
avowed wet, Sinclair noted, "I have found every prohibitionist of my
acquaintance to be a damned hypocrite. Have seen them drank [sic] and have
drank with them, including candidates for governor, senate, and so on. That is
my main reason for being an anti L-prohibitionist]."6 Despite his scathing view
of drys, on May 5, 1917, Sinclair predicted, "Two more years and Texas will
be dry... However, national prohibition as military necessity may be here
first."? He reported, "Win the war is the keynote of the whole layout in Texa.~
and prohibition is dead as an issue, with a cinch that the state is hell bent for
Sahara dryness in broken doses ... [Alnny camp[s] may force all to close if the
bootlegging continues.R" Sinclair also understood the economic consequences
if communities failed to eliminate alcohol from the vicinity of military
installations. He predicted, "If Houston lost the [army] camp this town would
be as dull as Mexia in midsummer. The camp saved this burg."q Texas drys
heightened concerns about the dire economic consequences if military canton-
ments stayed awash ln alcohol, appealing both to Texans' patriotism and
economic sense to enact prohibition.
Initially, drys concentrated on local option elections, as outlined in the
Texas Constitution, to eradicate alcohol near military facilities. A hostile, pro-
wet governor, James Ferguson, threatened to veto any state prohibition law,
while a divided state legislature seemed incapable of genemting enough
James B. Seymour, Jr. is a visiting ~'sistant profeITor ofhistory at Texas A&M University.
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support to override his veto. Instead, the drys utilized their strong grass-roots
movement to influence voters at the county level with their wartime
arguments. While continuing to agitate for a federal constitutional amendment,
Texas drys worked to achieve short-term goals at the county level, with each
victory providing fresh ammunition in subsequent county option campaigns.
Consequently, several Texa...;; counties held referenda on prohibition in the nine
months following American entry into the First World War. 10 Ultimately, the
drys encountered strong resistance in hard-core, wet counties, which forced
them to modify their tactics to press for a state-wide white zone law.
McLennan County provided the initial testing grounds for the new
military focus for prohibition. On July 5, 1917, Waco secured a cantonment,
Camp MacArthur, that would instruct men conscripted from Illinois. II Within
weeks of the announcement, prohibitionists in McLennan County began to
agitate for a local option election to eliminate alcohol from their community
as a military necessity.'2 Pat M. Neff, later governor of Texas in the 1920s,
headed the executive board of the local option committee and coordinated the
campaign.13 In August 1917 Neff went before McLennan County commis-
sioners to petition for a local option election. Revealing keen political acumen,
he proposed dropping Axtell and West preclnets from the referendum because
they traditionally voted wet. 14 Neff contended, "Fighting the whiskey traffic is
a practical rather than theoretical proposition, and the [local option]
committee... decided to begin the campaign in a way that would be absolutely
sure of winning this election."'s Because Neff knew the drys' chances of
enacting county-wide prohibition would improve dramatically without these
districts, he opted for expediency over principle and worked to remove them
from the boundaries of the referendum.
O.L. Stribling, a notable wet, submitted a petition containing over 4,000
signatures of "pros and antis alike," protesting the "gerrymandering" of the
county to exclude West and Axtell. 1tl Stribling charged that the drys " ... are not
willing to let Waco decide this matter for herself, but are taking the votes of a
lot of dry precincts to vote Waco dry."I? Neff denied this allegation, claiming
the drys " .. ,are combining wet Mart, wet Riesel, wet HaJlisburg, wet Harrison
to wet Waco in order to vote all of those spots dry."I~ By a vote of three to one,
the county commissioners denied Neff's recommendation to omit the wet
precincts. 19 He then withdrew the petition, but promised "[b]y the time the last
bale of cotton is picked this season. _.," the drys would again petition for a
referendum. 20
Privately, Pat Neff confided to R.H. Kirby, a fellow dry, different reasons
for withdrawing the petition to hold a local option election at the August
meeting. Demonstrating the interconnectedness of the Texas prohibition
movement, Neff justified the delay because"... the Dallas election would not
be held before the last of September."21 Like most prohibitionists, he con-
cluded Dallas finaHy would vote itself dry, which would provide powerful
ammunition in local option elections across the state. Echoing his public
pronouncements, he also argued. " ... those two weeks would be the very
busiest weeks with the farmers of this county in gathering their short cotton
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crop ... ," and holding an election then would present them with an undue
hardship.n Finally, Neff revealed, " ...we could use that time in perfecting OUT
organization."23 By delaying the petition, the McLennan County drys catered
to the schedule of farmers who nominally voted dry, used the precedent of the
Dallas County election for their propaganda efforts, and gained valuable time
to prepare their association for the campaign. On September 23. 1917, the
executive board of the McLennan County local option committee again called
for a local option election, this time including all precincts. The county
commissioners acceded to their request and, after much debate, set Saturday,
October 20, 1917, as the day for the election. 24 H.A. Ivy, a long-standing
champion of prohibition in Texas, told Neff, "All Texas will have their eyes on
you for the next twenty days, and most of us are expecting you to win. "2.>
To avoid an allegation by wets that outside agitators worked for prohibi-
tion, Neff maintained "this campaign will be by, of and for the people of
McLennan County, without the entangling alliances of outside organiza-
tions."26 Later, he asserted, ,.. _.. the executive committee decided not to use any
outside help. We are having our home people do the speaking."27 He further
explained! "We are doing our best to make this [election] strictly a home
affair."28 McLennan County drys hoped to defuse pointed and damaging wet
assertions that national prohibition organizations such as the Anti-Saloon
League forced local option elections on Texas counties against their will. Dr.
Arthur J. Barton, president of the Texas chapter of the Anti-Saloon League,
rebuked Neff for refusing their assistance. Barton declared, "I know that
owing to the constantL] vicious[,J false attacks made on the Anti-Saloon
League by the liquor forces[,] some of our good friends in different sections
think they have to shy away from the League. At this point they make a
mistake which results in weakness and harm to all our work."29 Ignoring
Barton's protest, Neff and the executive committee adhered to their decision
to rely solely on local people as speakers and organizers.
Tn their mass meetings, public demonstrations, and massive newspaper
campaign to attack demon rum, Pat Neff and his dry followers started with
traditional arguments. They published newspaper advertisements in which
they denounced saloons as being guilty of such social evils. as raising the
divorce rate, causing bankruptcy and poverty, leading to immorality and
impiety, and destroying legitimate businesses.1() Prohibitionists included eye-
witness accounts, tearful, first-person testimonials, and statements by leading
community figures to buttress each contention about the immorality of
alcohol. Chronicling the effects of alcohol on school children, drys quoted
Superintendent Cobb of the Waco Public Schools. Cobb argued, "If we had
prohibition our teachers would have less to do with deformed children, and the
county would not have to keep a free book supply if whiskey was voted OUt."'1
Like prohibitionists around the nation, McLennan County dJYs insisted that
alcohol led to handicapped children, twisted morals, reduced wages, and
overall social distress for orctinary people.
As the campaign progressed, McLennan County prohibitionists increas-
ingly focused on wartime concerns as their definitive reason to eliminate
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brewed, fermented, and distilled beverages. In a column which he placed in
the Waco Times~Herald to run daily during the two weeks before the election,
Pat Neff reinforced the belief that voters had to enact prohibition as a military
necessity.32 Neff maintained, aPllt the saloons out of business and make it
'safety first' for our soldier boyS."J3 Highlighting the sums spent on alcoholln
McLennan County, he argued, "The saloon bill of thi!'> county for ten months
would purchase ail the Liberty Bonds requested by the government to be sold
in the county."34 Drawing on civic pride, he asked, "Who brought the anny
cantonment to Waco? The president of the Chamber of Commerce, an unyield-
ing prohibitionist.".l5 Neff averred, "Many, many people who have heretofore
voted the anti[prohibition] ticket, are now voting against the saloon as a
patriotic duty."3~ He echoed such positions privately, claiming "Many new
recruits are coming from well-known anti ranks of Waco" in this election."
Neff and McLennan County drys maintained that prohibition would render
military personnel fit to fight and allow people to invest in the war effort. Their
efforts yielded good results among voters.
Pat Neff reiterated wartime themes in an important speech he gave before
an assembly of dry supporters. In it, Neff painted a stark and dismal picture of
future conditions in Waco if alcohol continue to be sold near the military
cantonment. 1R Denouncing the bootlegging that accompanied the camp, Neff
proclaimed,
"Our government honored Waco with an encampment. The whi~key traffic,
having no regard for the wishes of this government, possessing no
patriotism but profit~, and worshipping [sic] no God but gold, seemingly
flung wide their back doors, until every darkened alley was filled with
soldiers and beer bottles. So open and so flagrant was it that the secretary of
war sent his personal representative here to denounce it. [He] '" puhlicly
announced that if conditions were not improved the camp would be moved
[evenJ if it cost fifty million dollars."~~
Neff concluded, " ... the little foaming scaoner [sic] that passes over the bar is
more injurious to our men than all the submarines that sweep the ocean with their
guns."4Q Banning alcohol would allow Waco, simultaneously, to keep the military
encampment in its midst and eradicate a menace to American fighting strength.
McLennan County prohibitionists even questioned the loyalty and
patriotism of the wets who fought to keep alcohol legal. Nolan Taylor, of the
Bruceville State Bank, infonned Dr. I.L. McGlasson, head of the anti-prohibi-
tion organization, that the liquor industry contained enemy aliens and weaken-
ed the nation.41 In an impassioned polemic, Taylor charged,
"... many years ago there were big men, red blooded men and responsible,
men of true american [sic] berth [sic] that [sic1dispensed liquor. .. but today
there is a change. the liquor business has passed from the hand of liberty
loving american [!;ic] men... and today the liquor is owned controlled, soul
(if it has such) and body by foreigners, and an element that is Un-
American(,] undemocratic, and knows no master except the dictates of its
own lust, for money and ruin."4~
Taylor chastised McGlasson for s.iding with" ... the thraldom of liquor rule ... .,
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and exhorted him to " ... avail yourseJf of the opportunity, of aligning yourself
with the forces of good Government. ..."41 Neff, who received a copy of the
letter, explained, "Had it not been our policy to keep individuals personalities
out of the campaign, your letter would have made splendid reading matter for
the prohibition cause. Some of the ideas expressed in your communication
were used in different ways ... ,"44 The McLennan County drys considered their
opponents as supporters of the enemy in the struggle to improve society and
win the war against the enemy nation. Germany.
Wets responded to the drys' challenge by organizing the McLennan
County Anti-Local Option Committee, with Dr. I.L. McGlasson, a local
physician, as chairman.45 McGlasson understood the allure of the drys' rhetoric
that wartime conditions mandated prohibition. In an interview given the week
before the election, McGlasson pointed out what he considered the flaws in
their reasoning. After revealing "I have been an anti-prohibitionist all my
life ...•" McGlasson explained, .... .it's my belief that you can't legislate morals
into anybody."46 He claimed, "You can take whiskey away from a man and if
he has the seed of weakness and corruption in him it's going to keep on
growing. "47 Regarding the war, he announced, "It's against all our democratic
ideas to say that a man cannot take a drink if it gives him plea'\ure. The world
is at war today for liberty. That's not giving people liberty, to prohibit
everything that might be harmful."48 Finally, McGlasson denigrated
prohibition because"... prohibition does not prohibit," because people would
consume alcohol regardless of the law. 50 McGlasson and other aoti-
prohibitionists reiterated such themes in their print campaign against the local
option election.
The McLennan County wets' political advertisements fervently attacked
the "quack nostrum" of prohibition.-~o They began by utilizing standard
arguments against it, such as reprinting Jefferson Davis' letter from the Texas
prohibition referendum in 1887.51 Turning many dry positions around, they
insisted prohibition actually would hinder business expansion. lead to higher
unemployment, and mise local taxes if enacted.52 They asserted that it yielded
higher crime rates in dry cities, counties, and states, reprinting statistics from
Iowa, Maine. and Virginia to support their contention,H Using Texas examples
as well, wets compared the high crime rate for Grayson County, which had
banned alcohol, with the lower figures for McLennan County, where alcohol
was legal.54 Anti-prohibitionists produced grand jury reports from Navarro and
Bell counties documenting the expansion of boot-legging and the sale of
alcohol to minors under the local option.55 Citing events in nearby Temple, wets
attacked the belief that vice, especially prostitution, would be eliminated
through prohibition. Dr. I.L. McGlasson declared, "Generals Parker and Haan
of the United States army found it necessary to go to Temple to confer with the
peace officers there about certain houses of ill fame. We are shocked indeed, to
think that in such a good prohibition town as Temple, our anny officers should
find trouble. especially since [dry] Temple is thirty miles from [wet] Waco."56
Also recognizing the importance of wartime issues, McLennan County
wets wielded them to defend their cause. First, anti-prohibitionists in
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McLennan County exploited the situation in Dal1a~ County, which had voted
dry the previous summer. They contended, "There are four army cantonments
in Texas. Dallas has a bad case of 'sour grapes,' because her competitors, Waco,
Fort Worth, Houston and San Antonio, were fortunate in securing governmental
recognition. Shall we keep step in a class with these cities or will we make the
mistake of 'following Dallas for Dallas' sake'T'SJ Wets emphasized the ability
of the federal government to ban alcohol if it deemed it a military necessity,
trying to undercut the drys' basic arguments for the local option. McLennan
County anti-prohibitionists pointed out that the military had placed a
cantonment in Waco knowing that it allowed alcohol to be sold. They charged,
" ... the prohibition committee has seen fit to make many statements.
concerning the adoption of prohibition in Waco for the protection of the
army camp. They have done this regardless of the fact that the anny camp
was located in McLennan County, as at Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio
and other wet points, with full knowledge of the fact that Waco was wet, and
regardless of the fact that it is within the power of President Wilson to close
every saloon in Waco if he deems it for the best interests of the arrny,"l~
H the military had been concerned about the sale of beer, wine, and distilled
spirits in McLennan County, the wets reasoned, the Department of War would
have chosen a different site.
Returning again to the federal power to close the saloons, Dr. McGlasson
elaborated:
"President Wilson ha& it within his power to confiscate every drop of
intoxicating liquors in the United States and close every saloon in the
United States, if he deems it to be necessary for the best interests of the
United States in time of war. We are willing to leave the liquor question to
President Wilson for the period of the war and devote all of our energies to
assisting the Liberty loan campaigns and giving a"sistance to the Red Cross.
Will our prohibitionist friends join US?,,_<9
The wets argued the local option election needlessly diverted manpower and
funds from the war effort and meddled in a problem best left to the federal
government to resolve.
McLennan County drys dismissed the wets' conclusions. Reflecting
newspaper rebuttals, Albert G. McGee wrote, "Their latest and most shallow
pretense at argument is that we should stand by the President and the Nation.
Do you suppose they forget that the same President ... has made ... a law
making it a prison offense to sell liquor to our soldiers? Can the man or men
who is prohibited under penalty of imprisonment from selling booze to our
soldiers be such a great community asset?"6(J McGee concluded, "In putting
ourselves under the ban of booze we are only doing for ourselves as civilians
what our commander-in-chief, the President, has done for our army and
navy."61 If the Department of War decreed prohibition essential to ensuring
peak performance for military personnel, the drys theorized. then civilians
should enact it to achieve similar beneficial results.
Anti-prohibitionists also observed the absurdity of fighting a war for
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democracy while attempting to curtail liberties on the home front. Wets
asserted that prohibition " .. .involves an attack upon the 'personal liberty' of
the individual, which, if successful, will be followed by another and another
[law], until we have...individual actions[s]... [being] curtailed to suit the
whims of the majority."62 As evidence for their view, they cited a report by Dr.
AJ. Barton of the Texas Anti-Saloon League, which called for the abolition of
fishing, baseball, hunting, outings, public fairs, and places of amusement on
Sundays.6J Prohibition, they reasoned, represented the leading edge of a wide-
scale effort to legislate morality and criminalize behavior deemed
inappropriate by certain special interest groups.
The local option campaign extended even to the German-language
community in McLennan County. To address German Americans at a rally, the
drys brought a German-speaking prohibition speaker from Cuero, Rudolf
Kleberg, who was considered "a well-thought of man and anti."M Beyond that,
the drys essentially ignored Gennan Americans, apparently conceding their
support to the wets. 65 The wets displayed far more activity in the community,
bringing the issue directly to the Gennan voters. To appeal to them, the anti-
prohibitionists placed both English and Gennan advertisements in the Waco
Post. Drawing on the anti-German rhetoric of many drys, the wets asked,
"Why is the loyalty of the Germans being insulted? Have they not been quite
loyal, have they not participated with honor in all wars in this country? Have
they not served their time .. .in Uncle Sam's arrny?,,6ii Wets claimed the drys
besmirched the patriotism of Gennan-Americans in the World War with their
allegations and urged the German-speakers to vote against prohibition. In an
effort to make voting easier, they even printed in the newspaper a sample
ballot for the referendum, in English, with instructions on how to mark itY
McLennan County wets ultimately fought a losing battle against
prohibition in the election. Arthur J. Barton recounted an incident that
indicated the wets' sense of futility. Barton recalled, "Yesterday morning
coming up on the interurban from Waxahachie to Dallas I met our good friend
Dr. D.L. McGlasson [sic]. As we were talking together I said, 'Well
McLennan County is going to vote dry, is it not?' He replied, 'It looks that
way, but we will do all we can to keep it from it.' At that time I didn't know
and had no thought that Dr. McGlasson was Chairman of the liquor
committee."lS~As the election neared, the intention of voters to ban beer, wine,
and hard liquor became move evident. In a straw poll taken on the eve of the
election, the Waco Moming News reported the drys carried a clear majority in
the county, even in predominately wet districts.6'.l For instance, the town of
Mart, listed as "wet," favored prohibition by a 5: 1 margin. 70 In the actual
referendum, voters in McLennan County, for the first time, chose prohibition
by more than 1200 voteS.71 The measure became effective December 1, 1917,
closing at least ninety-three wholesale and retail liquor houses.n
Prohibitionists from across the Lone Star State believed the victory in
McLennan County benefited the struggle to eradicate brewed, fermented, and
distilled spirits across the nation. Morris Sheppard claimed he "Was profound-
ly gratified over recent great prohibition victory in McLennan County[.] It will
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be of vast help to prohibition movement not only in Texas but in the Nation."71
Thomas Ball, who had run for governor against James Ferguson, hoped, "That
dry zone[s] [will] be extended by national authority so as to provide real
protection to our patriotic soldiers wherever camped under our flag from the
demoralization of the booze traffic ...."74 National dry leaders took heart in
every prohibition victory, viewing them as small steps towards their ultimate
goal of eradicating alcohol from the entire United States.
In particular, Texas prohibitionists understood that the achievement in
Waco would hold important considerations for drying out their state. Pat Neff
counseled Milton Morris, who mobilized Travis County drys in their effort to
enact a local option law, about the tactics he had utilized in Waco.75 Summing
up the points of the anti-prohibitioni sts, Neff wrote, " ... the campaign
literature of the antis as published in the papers consisted of some statistics
showing that there were more violations of the law in dry territory, than in wet
territory, also [that] ... there were many cases of bootlegging, and ... they sought
to prove that when a town went dry, that property valuations were greatly
decreased."76 He maintained, " ... the best way to handle the anti literature, is
not to pay very much attention to it, to pick out a few of the most erroneous
statements made by them and answer merely by showing that it is not correct,
and that no confidence can be put in the statements made by the defenders of
the saloons."?? Austin prohibitionists adopted many of the tactics and positions
of Waco drys in their successful bid to oust demon rum from the state capital.
McLennan County provided an important testing ground for the new
prohibition tactics. Displaying their political abilities, local drys worked to
ensure the most favorable conditions for the election by attempting to exclude
wet precincts. Failing that, they diligently worked to underscore the need for
wartime prohibition. Although McLennan County drys employed traditional
rhetoric to persuade voters to accept prohibition, recounting poignant
examples of the ill-effects of alcohol on society, they emphasized wartime
issues in their propaganda. Drys claimed prohibition should be imposed to
render American Sammies fit to fight and to protect them from evil influence.
Couching prohibition as a patriotic duty, they exhorted voters to place national
security above petty local interests and outlaw beer, wine, and distilled spirits.
The McLennan County wets began the fight using standard rejoinders
against prohibition that dated back many years, such as concerns about
personal liberty and unwarranted government intervention. Copying the drys'
lead, the wets attempted to manipulate wartime circumstances to their own
advantage. They publicized vice activity in nominally dry regions, contended
the election distracted people from vital war work, and maintained President
Woodrow Wilson already had the power to impose prohibition as a war
measure if he deemed it necessary. They reached out to the Gennan-American
voters, who were denigrated by the drys, and tried to ensure as much support
as possible. Despite their efforts, the voters sided with the drys and approved
prohibition for McLennan County.
The arguments and tactics that both the wets and drys used in McLennan
County were replicated by other prohibitionists in local option elections
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throughout the state. The rhetoric worked best in McLennan County, which
already possessed a cantonment, since prominent members of the
administration such as Secretary of War Newton Baker, Secretary of the Navy
Josephus Daniels, and Commissioner of Training Camp Activities Raymond
Fosdick favored prohibition to keep troops fit to fight and at peak efficiency.
Despite the new wartime rhetoric, voters 1n other counties proved harder to
convince to pass local prohibition laws. Texas drys faced a difficult time in
more resistant, wet-dominated counties.
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The books keep coming, thank goodness, evidence that the spirit yet
ferments among us for learning more about our region, state, and world. Many
are reviewed by competent scholars elsewhere in these pages. The following
were reserved for comment by the editor:
My Name is Ron And l'm A Recovering Legislator: Memoirs of a
Louisiana State Representative, by Ron Gomez (Zemog Publishing, Box
81397. Lafayette, LA 79598 $18.75), is an autobiography with heavy empha-
s.is on Gomez' legislative career in our neighbor state. Gomez was born into
Louisiana politics, almost literally. A native of Baton Rouge, he can't actually
recall but obviously has been affected by being told that he first visited the
state capitol at the age of ten months when he was pramed past the coffin of
Governor Huey Pierce Long. Gomez played on the capitol grounds while his
mother worked in a downtown department store. His three-decade career in
radio as disc jockey, sports announcer, and owner of several stations led him
to a new home in Lafayette and a new life as an elected official from which he
is still "'recovering." Gomez tells us which legislators supported this or that
issue or political personality, but the "deer lease" rule - that one never
discusses the behavior of others while at the deer lease - applies. In other
words, the sometimes bizarre behavior of lawmakers when away from home
is rarely mentioned and unidentified. Gomez worked with three governors: he
likes but did not respect Dave Treen; respects and likes Buddy Roemer, despite
his ineffectiveness in fiscal reform; and neither likes nor respects Edwin
Edwards. I love Louisiana. My parents came from there and I attended LS&U.
So I always enjoy reading about this state, especially its always colorful
political personalities. Frankly, they are a lot more honest about their
shenanigans than are our Texas folks.
Best Editorial Cartoons Of The Year, 2001 Edilion, edited by Charles
Brooks (Pelican Publishing Company, 1000 Burmaster, Gretna, LA 70053,
$14.95), continues a series begun in 1972. Something noteworthy is that the
product costs less now than then, partly because it has been issued in paper
binding since 1987. The organization is similar to previous publications: there
is a tribute to Jeff McNelly, editorial cartoonist for the Chicago Tribune,
followed by Pulitzer, National Society of Professional Journalists, National
Headliners, and Fischetti awards. What follows is page after page of editorial
cartoons that appeared in newspapers from throughout the United States, and
some from Canada, in 2000. The year determines the topics: The Florida Vote,
The Presidential Campaign, The Clinton Administration, Foreign Affairs, The
Economy, Politics, Society, Education, Health, Crime, Gun Control, Sports,
Media and Movies, Canada, The Military, and ... And Other Issues. General
observations: cartoonists, or at least those whose work was selected, despised
President Clinton, did not like Vice President and Democratic presidential
nominee Al Gore, and rarely presented Republican candidate and now
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President George W. Bush in any way but favorably. On the other hand, the
majority of the works included opposed the gun lobby, disliked Hollywood,
and was critical of American education. One has to understand Canada to
"get" the cartoons on that nation. Cartoonists amuse us or irritate us,
depending on the persons or issues they address. They also make us think,
because their art penetrates issues so obviously. One never has to wonder
about the cartoonist's point of view. Most importantly, the value of this series
grows right along with it as a chronicle of the "hot" topics of each year.
I have read nearly a dozen books on the Watergate scandal of the Nixon
Administration. Comes now two more. The first is by Will R. Wilson, Sr., A
Fool For A Client: Richard Nixon's Free Fall Toward Impeachment (Eakin
Press, Drawer 90159, Austin, Texas, 78709-0159, $24.95). Wilson served as
attorney general of Texas, where he was known for his strong opposition to
organized crime, before heading the Criminal Division in the Department of
Justice during Nixon's first administration. He had returned to Austin when the
Watergate break-in and subsequent cover-up occurred. Obviously, he was an
interested observer of the proceedings and subsequent history of the crimes,
the cover-up, and the con~equences. Wilson concludes, and makes the same
points over and over, that: (1) the break-in and cover-up were unnecessary to
Nixon's reelection in 1972; (2) Nixon lacked executive experience and should
not have allowed himself to be isolated behind a wall of staff; (3) Nixon never
had the service of a good criminal attorney; (4) the impeachment need never
have taken place and could have been avoided if he had followed the advice
of a criminal attorney; (5) and that impeachment had a lasting negative impact
on America and the world. Given Wilson's strong Republican affiliation, J was
surpri~ed at the harshness of his condemnation of Nixon - he plainly thinks the
president was guilty as charged, though not deserving of impeachment. Wilson
also goes easier on some Watergate personalities - John Mitchell and H.R.
Haldeman, for example - than other writers. This is an interesting account by
one who knew all the players well but was no longer among them when
Gordon Liddy and the others tumbled their snowball down hill.
Shadow: Five Presidents And The Legacy of Watergate, by Bob Wood-
ward (Simon & Schuster, Rockefeller Center, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York 10020), shows how Watergate cast a "shadow" across the adminis-
trations of Richard Nixon's successors in the Oval Office. The accounts
concentrate on Gerald Ford's pardon of Nixon, Jimmy Carter's troubles over
investigations of Bert Lance and Hamilton Jordan, Ronald Reagan's Iran-
Contra difficulties, George Bush's similar problems, and Bill Clinton's
Whitewater, Fostergate, Travelgate, Filegate, and especially Monicagate
investigations. Woodward says the lessons of Watergate were plain: "if there
is questionable activity, release the facts, whatever they are, as early and as
completely as possible. Second, do not allow outside inquiries, whether
conducted by prosecutors, congressmen or reporters, to harden into a
permanent state of suspicion and warfare" (p,524). Despite such "plainness,"
none of Nixon's successors learned them well enough to avoid blights on their
administrations. Time has earned Ford a pass and Carter's post-elective good
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works and Reagan's health problems yield similar results.. Clinton remains the
goat. Woodward devotes half of his 500-page book, including the entire
epilogue, to Clinton. On the whole, his treatment of each president is
nonpartisan, but, like the rest of us, he doesn't seem able to get a handle on the
Clinton conundrum, and in the end can't resist a final dig - almost a cheap
shot. Ever the fair one, he leaves Kenneth Starr in an unfavorable light, too.
The world has changed. 4<Gotcha" politics and journalism prevail.
Ty Cashion and Jesus F. De Le Teja have edited The Human Tradition in
Texas (Scholarly Resources, 104 Greenhill Ave., Wilmington, DE 19805
$18.95). It contains article-length treatments of Texans Cabeza de Vaca (John
Miller Morris), Francisco Xavier Chavas (Elizabeth A.H. John), Robert Hall
(Stephen L. Hardin), Louis T. Wigfall (Dallas Cothrum), Thomas Williams
(Barry Crouch), John B. Rayner (Gregg Cantrell), William Henry Bush (Paul
Carlson), Hester Calvert (Rebecca Sharpless), Thomas Mitchell Campbell
(Janet Schmelzer), Ormer Leslie Locklear (I'Nell Pate), Carter Wesley
(Amilcar Shabazz), Bob Wills (Charles R. Townsend), Emma Tenayuca (Julia
Kirk Blackwelder), Hermine Tobolowsky (Tai Kreidler), and Gary Gaines
(Cashion). Each contains notes and suggested readings.
Holding Forth The Word Of Life: The Legacy of the First Presbyterian
Church of Kilgore, text by Caleb Pirtle III (published by the church) is a
history of this congregation from 1850 to the 1990~. Dedicated to the church's
thirty-five pastors and tilled with illustrations, it will be of particular interest
to those involved in the history of the denomination and citizens of Kilgore.
More about Presbyterianism can be found in Family of Faith: Cumberland
Presbyterians in Harrison County, 1848-1998 (The Historical Foundation,
1978 Union Ave., Memphis, TN 38104 $50), by Rose Mary Magril1.
Patricia Foster's All The Lost Girls: Confessions ofa Southern Daughter
(University of Alabama Press, Box 8780380, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35487-
0380 $24.95), is a strange one for us, but then East Texas "daughters" are
Southern, too. This memoir traces the life of the daughter of a daughter of a
daughter - in other words, of how generations impact their progeny - in small-
town Alabama. The author's time centers on the last half of the twentieth
century, but the prcvious generations take up the othcr half of it. Some of this
story, especially the part about pleasing "mama," resonates for sons as well as
daughters. Some of it, especially rebellion, will apply to fewer but perhaps will
do so more directly. Knowing Texans, I say the "history" of thi!\ applies as
much to us as to Alabamans.
The Portable Handbook of Texas, edited by Roy R. Barkley and Mark F.
Odintz (Texas Slate Historical Association, 2/306 Sid Richardson Hall,
University of Texas - Austin, Austin, TX 78712 $60) is a tome of such
proportions it almost denies its title by sheer weight. Still, it is more portable
than the six-volume set in which these articles and much more appeared in
1996 - except those that were first published in the original Handbook of
Texas in 1952 or its Supplement in 1976, and even then updates or corrections
make them as current as print can be. Portable is large, the print is small, and
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the pages are jam-packed, but the data is there and will be useful, and perhaps
more affordable, for secondary classrooms and general readers. It makes
available in another form essential information about the always interesting
history of Texas.
Bob Bowman's latest book, Pitser: The Rise OfA Native Son, The Life of
Pitser H. Garrison (Best of East Texas Publishers, P.o. Box 1647, Lufkin, TX
75902 $25), is a tribute to Lufkin's longest serving mayor, bank president,
senior partner in the city's leading law firm, and Bob's longtime friend.
Garrison's father moved the family to Lufkin near the beginning of the
twentieth century. He served for many years as clerk of the court and
simultaneously operated an abstract service and raised a large and successful
family. Pitser Garrison'8 older brother, Homer Garrison, Jr., became the
longest serving chief of the Texas Department of Public Safety - the top cop
in Texas. Pitser Garrison became "Mr. Lufkin" for the heart of the century.
This book will delight genealogists because Bob included every possible
family connection for the Garrison family, including in-laws. Here, too, are
excellent photos and word pictures of several eras of Lufkin's development. In
a way, Pitser is as much a tribute to his beloved Lufkin as it is to Garrison
himself. I especially like Pitser's courtroom anecdotes, including this one on
Joe Tonahill, who was defending a client accused of murdering another man
by cutting his jugular. Preparing the defendant for trial, TonahiU asked,
HErnest ... When you were in this fight, you just accidentally cut this guy with
your knife. Is that right?" Ernest: "On no ... that was no accident. I've killed
too many hogs. When I heared that big thing (jugular) go ercch, I knew I had
him." Tonahill: "Ernest, if you tell it that way you'll ride old sparky." Ernest:
"Lawyer, let me teU you about that accident."
Travels With Joe, 1917-1993, The Life Story OfA Historian From Texas
(Texas State Historical Association, 21306 Sid Richardson Hall, University of
Texas-Austin, Austin, TX 78712 $24.95) 2001, by David G. McComb, is a
tribute to the dean of Texas historians during the 1960s and 1970s. Frantz
directed McComb's doctoral dissertation at the University of Texas, took him
to Washington as part of the LBJ Oral History Project, and the two remained
friends until one passed over the bar, This is a story told with love, awe, and
unanswered questions about the latter decades of Joe's life when he
experienced several failed marriages, including one with his long-time
employer, the University of Texas. Joe, an orphan raised by the Frantz family
of Weatherford, inherited the mantle that passed from Eugene Barker to Walter
Webb to Joe as our state's leading historian. He became director of the Texas
State Historical Association and headed the first oral history project focused
on a sitting president and his administration. I first met Joe about 1956, when
he came to Lamar University to speak. Later it was my privilege to serve on
the TSHA Council during part of his tenure as director. I knew him long, and
fairly well, but learned even more from David's tribute to his mentor.
The Reader's Companion To American History (Houghton Mitflin:
Boston, 1991), edited by Eric Foner and John A. Garraty, is heavy reading -
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about five pounds heavy. It contains over 1,200 pages, each filled with
reference data on a variety of subjects relative to American History. It is a one-
volume, handy-dandy desk reference that combines the usefulness of the
Dictionary of American History and the Dictionary of American Biography
because subjects include biographies and topics such as legislation,
government agencies, treaties - the whole fabric of American history. Some
essays are unsigned but were written by a team of twenty-four identified staff
members; a great many are signed by over 400 contributors. Some entries
contain a brief bibliography and a cross-reference referral concludes most of
them. I keep reference works on my desk to check out items when I am editing
and to answer pinpoint questions that arise from students, colleagues, and
telephone visitors who regard a historical office as the ultimate "lifeline" for
answers likely to be needed for appearances on TV's Millionaire quiz show.
Looks like this wilt be the most useful reference book of all for either job.
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The Wreck of the Belle, the Ruin ofLa Salle, Robert S. Weddle (Texas A&M
University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 200l.
Contents. IIlus.Notes. Blblio. Index. P 327. $29.95. Hardcover.
Even before writing this book, Robert S. Weddle already had establ1shed
himself as the foremost expert on Robert Cavalier de La Salle and his doomed
expedltion to the coast of Texas. In this work, Weddle has tied up whatever
loose ends remained by writing a complete biography of La Salle and a
deta11ed examination of his fatal trip to Texas. In addition to exhaustlng
sources found in Europe and North America, the author has also included new
archaeological findings from the exhumation of the wreck of Lo. Belle,
discovered in Matagorda Bay in 1995, to present as complete an account of the
expedition as can be imagined.
Most lmportantly, Weddle has studied the many original narratives of the
trek to Texas and has found a deliberate lack of candor in every one of them,
especially those of La Salle and his brother, Abbe Cavalier. Through expert
analysis of the sources, the author is able to present a cogent, exciting narratlve
which revises almost everything we thought we knew about the expedition and
its leader. The most startling finding - even to Weddle himself - is that La Salle,
rather than being a daring explorer, was actually a stubborn, insecure fool who
refused to take responsibility for anything or advice from anyone. The author
demonstrates that the sinking of La Belle followed a pattern in La Salle's career
in which the explorer loaded crucial goods on one boat and then entrusted the
craft to a captain he previously had declared incompetent. In this manner, La
Salle avoided blame when three boats sank previously to the La Belle in similar
circumstances. Unfortunately, the fourth occurance proved fatal for La Salle and
200 others. Weddle concludes that La Salle "failed on all counts: as fur trader,
explorer, military leader, and colonizer. Most of all, in his lack of consideration
for those who trusted and followed him, he failed as a human being" (p. 253).
F. Todd Smith
University of North Texas
Explorers and Settlers ofSpanish Texas, Donald E. Chipman and Harriet Denise
Joseph (University of Texas Press, P. O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-
7819) 2001. Contents. lilus. Biblio. Index. P. 258. SI9.95. Paperback.
Explorers and Settlers of Spanish Texas offers middle and high school
students a popular history of early Spanish Texas. The book carries you
through the adventures of Cabeza de Vaca, Coronado, and Alonso de Leon.
The Lady in Blue. although she never came to the new world. had a significant
impact on the Indians and their conversion. The first missions worked towards
the conversion of the Indians. The first traders to Spanish Texas, such as Louis
St. Denis and his wife, Manuela Sanchez, settled 10 Natchitoches and traded
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with the Caddo and their affiliated tribes. The settling and developing of East
Texas from the tirst missions to the coming of Antonio Gil Ibarvo, the Father
of East Texas, are covered in several chapters, along with the existing
relationship with the various Caddo tribes located in the East Texas area.
Young readers learn the importance of these early Spaniards and the
French who worked diligently to settle this vast territory. Most of the early
explorers and settlers saw the advantages of a working relationship with the
indigenous peoples who occupied Texas, but some were not so inclined. Most
of the political leaders of the Spanish era were military men, and most military
men did not like or trust Indians. The majority of the biographical sketches
feature renowned individuals. This book is a well-presented history that
should appeal to a wide audience, not just to young readers.
Donna Cooper West
Sacul, Texas
Mexican Americans in Texas History, Selected Essays, Emilio Zamora,
Cynthia Orozco, and Rodolfo Rocha, editors (Texas State Historical
Association, 2.306 Sid Richardson Hall, University of Texas, Austin, TX
78712) 2000. Contents. Appendix. P. 219. $15.95. Paperback.
On May 2, 1991, approximately 600 participants gathered in San Antonio
to attend a conference on "Mexican Americans in Texas History." Of the fifty-
two presentations at that pioneering conference, ten appear in this collection,
along with an infonnative historiographical essay by the editors and two
extensive bibliographie~.The result is a collection of original essays that provide
an appealing sample of recent scholarship in Mexican-American history.
The conference organizers limited papers to the post-1836 period. The
editors organize their volume chronologically into nineteenth-century and
twentieth century sections, then add a section on "Biography and Literature"
and conclude with the two bibliographies. The essays are uniformly strong and
represent a cross-section of work by established and younger scholars. In the
fanner category, Rodolfo Rocha's essay on the 1915 Tejano revolt and its
tenuous relationship to the Mexican Revolution and the Plan of San Diego
provides a fascinating perspective on this often neglected but dramatic period
in Texas history. Also impressive are the three works that focus political and
social organization within Mexican-American urban communitje~. Two, one
by Roberto R. Calderon and the other by Emilio Zamaro, examine mutualistas
and their changing role in the Mexican American community_ Calder6n
depicts mutualistas in tum-of-the-century Laredo as the means by which the
segregated Mexican and Mexican-American majority developed an organized
voice in their community and he notes how they reflected political and ethnic
divisions within the community. Zamaro examines the role of mutuaiistas in
early twentieth-century Tex.as as the precursors of more politically oriented
organizations. Both authors saw mutualistas as providing voice (Q the Mexican
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and Mexican-American communities in Texas. Maria Christina GarcIa, on the
other hand, examines the role of the Rusk settlement in the east-end Houston
barrio as both a purveyor of needed social and political services and as an
instrument of Americanization which did not always. reflect the best interests
of the Mexican-American community.
I could go on about the other essays in this book. Each adds significantly
to our understanding of the richness and complexity of Mexican-American
history in Texas. The authors, the editors, and the Texas State Historical
Association deserve our gratitude for bringing us this fine col1ection of essays.
Cary D. Wintz
Texas Southern University
New Foundations: Preliminary Studies of the Texas Catholic Historical
Society Ill, Jesus F. de la Teja, editor, (Texas Catholic Historical Society,
1625 Rutherford Ln, Bldg D, Austin, TX 78754-5105) 2000. Contents.
Biblio. P. 188. $19.95+$1.50 s/h. Paperback.
This third volume of New Foundations provides readers with an excellent
collection of sources and a current bibliography that detail the contributions of
Spanish-speaking peoples to the history of Texas and the American Southwest.
Although this anthology contains writings by several noteworthy scholars, the
most important essays are those by the late Carlos Eduardo Castaneda. The
writings of this dedicated scholar documented a part of Texas history that
many writers wished to ignore. In addition, they presented a direct challenge
to the "Anglo-centered" Texas history that dominated Texas historiography in
the twentieth century. One need only read Castaneda's "The Beginnings of
University Life in America" and "Pioneers in Sackcloth" to preview some of
the arguments a later generation of historians would develop. This work, in
conjunction wlth Felix Almaraz's masterful Knight Without Annor, does much
to shed light not only on colonial SpanishITexas history, but also on the
politics involved in historical study.
When teaching an introductory course on the history of Texas, this reviewer
has sometimes faced a classroom full of students who know little else about the
state's history than the Alamo and the Dallas Cowboys. There have been several
occasions on the fIrst day of class when individuals have asked why I plan to
spend so much time "talking about Mexicans" in my course. Hopefully, the
materials in this collection will further open eyes, minds, and hearts regarding
the role of Spanish-speaking peoples in the history of the state of Texas.
Jorge Iber
Texas Tech University
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\tl)yage to North America, 1844-45: Prince Carl ofSohns s Texas Dinry ofPeople,
Places, and Event,'), Wolfram M. Von-Maszewski, editor and translator
(University of North Texas Press, PO. Box 311336, Denton, TX 76302-
1336) 2000. Contents. Appendix. mus. Index. P. 244. $32.50. Hardcover.
The Society for the Protection of German Immigrants in Texas (common-
ly known as the Adelsverein or Society of Nobles) brought nearly 10,000
Germans to Texas between 1844 and 1850 and its publicity persuaded many
others to make the journey independently. The Adelsverein's first Com-
missioner-General, Prince Carl of Solms, was a critical figure in its operations.
This translation of Solms' recently found personal record of his journey
to Texas contributes to OUT understanding of his personality and the work of
the Adelsverein in Texas. Brief daily entries show Solms' romantic nature as
he pines for his fiancee, Princess Sophie of Salm-Salm. He displays impa-
tience with the shortcomings of others and a preference for the company of
Germans over anyone else. The diary documents Solms' networking among
prominent Texans and his efforts to secure land. Solms has been characterized
as lacking practical skills, but we see here his conscientious work on the
Adelsverein s behalf. For example, this document brings to light that Solms
actively sought out his successor to confer before leaving Texas, meeting him
in San Marcos rather than Galveston, as has been circulated previously.
There are two interesting counterpoints to Solms' diary. Von-Maszewski
includes the diary of Alexander Bourgeois d'Orvanne, whose cancelled land
grant could never be used by the Adelsverein. D'Orvanne defends himself and
criticizes Solms. In addition, an 1846 letter by Solms to Queen Victoria sug-
gests Britain should militarily contain the United States. This may be an
extreme expression of his well-known anti-American sentiment, but it shows
the transatlantic tensions of the 1840s.
In his diary, Solms often wrote in incomplete sentences and frequently
referred to names or events with little explanation. Von-Maszewski's notes are
useful and necessary, but cannot explain all of Solms' obscure references.
Despite the able translation, this is not a smooth read, but it makes accessible
important details of Solms' work.
Alison Efford
The University of Texas at Arlington
Texas Smoke: Muzzle-Loaders on the Frontier, C.P. Eckhardt (Texas Tech
University Press, P.O. Box 41037, Lubbock, TX 79410) 2001. Contents.
IUus. Index. p, 128. $15.95. Paperback.
Undoubtedly the strong point of this book is the author's down-to-earth
writing style with a little dry humor. You won't get a belly laugh from this book,
but if you don't watch yourself you will emit a chuckle now and then. He
describes a combination pistol and mace: "If the enemy got too close before the
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soldier finished reloading, he whacked the assailant. ... If the pistol was spiked
anybody who was whacked with it stayed whacked for quite a while."
The book gives an overview of firearms history which in spite of an
obvious effort to simplify Tfound technically accurate. Thave read at least a
dozen descriptions of the snaphance and the flintlock and still was not sure
what the difference wa'\. Echardt made the difference perfectly clear.
The author states that the Texas muzzle loaders were flintlocks that were
called "Kentuckies" but were made mostly around Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
They were of relatively small caliber (.31 to .45). It was easier to carry powder
and shot for a small caliber and any frontiersman could pick up bits of flint
from the ground. Davy Crockett left his new percussion rifle in Tennessee and
brought his favorite flintlock when he came to Texas. At least one of the other
defenders was not so prudent. Archaeologists found a spilled box of
percussion caps at the Alamo.
The author gives a detailed account of the development and production
of the revolver. Revolvers were not produced in Texas but they made their
reputation in the state. This was the first practical repeating firearm and was
used widely by organizations such as the Texas Rangers.
I was a bit disappointed in the lack of anecdotal material.
I also think it was unfortunate that Echardt ended his book at J860.
Realistically, however, another fifteen or twenty years could have doubled the
size of the book.
Wallace Davison
Comanche, Texas
The Indian Wars in Stephen F. Austins Texas Colony, 1822-1835, Allen G.
Hatley (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 2ool.
Contents. Notes. Epilogue. Illus. Biblio. Index. P. 146. $19.95. Paperback.
Allan Hatley's The indian Wars in Stephen F. Austin's Texas Colony.
1822-1835 bridges a gap between legend and fact on the encounters of early
Texas settlers and the Indians already living in the region. He also dispels the
notion that Stephen F. Austin was the lone founder of the Texas Rangers.
Hatley's first chapter, entitled '"It Was the Indian Who Ruled Texas,"
includes a short history of the Indian disputes with Spanish soldiers and
civilians. He discusses the arrival of Moses Austin in San Antonio in
December 1820, to present his plan to colonize "up to 300 mostly married
colonists of good reputation" in the area of South Central Texas. (p.2) Other
chapter titles include "1822: The Militia is Fonned;' "Moses Morrison and the
'Little Garrison,'" "American Blood Flows in Their Veins," "I Wish for Peace,
But Am Ready for War," "Austin Goes to War," and "From the Fredonian
Disturbance to Velasco."
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Hatley presents a magnificent outline of the early settlers' struggles to
coexist with the natives of the land through war and diplomacy. An epilogue
gives vivid accounts of the events of the Texas militias and the state's eventual
path to statehood. The appendix contains excellent sources such as proclama-
tions, notes, letters, and official correspondence that are used throughout the
book. This section should be read to gain a fuller undef&tanding of the events
regarding Austin's colony and the Indians in Texas. Hatley's book is highly
recommended for students and scholars studying in the field of Texas history.
Brian P. King
Nacogdoches, Texas
Homesteads Ungovernable: Families, Sex, Race, and the Law in Frontier
Texas, lB23-1860, Mark M. Carroll (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box
7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819) 2001. Contents. Map. Notes. Biblio. Index.
P. 244. $19.95. Paperback. $40.00. Hardcover.
In a study of legal relationships in Texa~ between 1823 and 1860. Mark
Carroll sees living conditions, Hispanic matrimonial law, and economic benefit...
of marriage in acquiring land as factors in the development of Texas family law.
Settlers from the lower slave states affected development, but their ideas collided
with frontier conditions to create a progressive and pragmatic system in Texas.
Carroll examines men with broken families and failed marriages who
created a multiracial hontier. Anglo men rnamed, cohabited with, or had
Tejana, Indian, and black women as mistresses. While President Mirabeau B.
Lamar asserted that the white and red man could not live in harmony, the
legislature enacted no laws prohibiting whites from marrying Indians. Texans
pa"sed an anti-miscegenation law in 1837 banning marriages between those of
European and African descent, but "complicated relationships" (p. 51) had
existed since free blacks, escaped slaves, and Anglos commingled on the
frontier of Mexican Texac;;. Tolerated by local communities, a majority oflower-
state Southerners later denied offspring the rights of inheritance and protected
the property interests of white family members.
Texas saw much int'onnal coupling and uncoupling. "Marriage by bond,"
introduced by Stephen F. Austin to create respectable unions, wa" legalized by
lawmakers in 1841 who legitimized the children reflecting Scottish "habit and
repute." (p. ] 19). Also, absolute divorce was granted on specific grounds and wives
received an equal share of property acquired during marriage. Texa... women were
capable of handling their own affaiffi, owned substantial amounts of land, and did
not need the support of fomer husbands. Texa... husbands could not beat their wives
as in other states, and if they did, they were subject to prosecution.
Entertaining, infonnative, and gossipy, the Texas Supreme Court Cases
accentuate the uncommon, but the book names too many Ea.,.;t Texans to list in
this review.
Linda S. Hudson
East Texas Baptist University
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Primrose Pa'lt: The 1848 Journal of a Young Lady Primrose, Caroline Rose
Hunt (ReganBooksiHarpert:ollins Publishers, 10 East 53rd St., New
York, NY 10022) 2001. Illus. P. 25]. $26.00. Hardcover.
Caroline Hunt, owner of an antique shop and one of the most powerful
women in the travel industry, has written a book of fiction about a young girl
in Victorian England. Hunt begins her story in Dallas before she travels to
England to buy an antique desk and discovers a journal and drawings of a
young woman named Cygnet. There are sketches so readers can see various
aspects of Cygnet's life. She is a fifteen-year old who begins her journal entry
on her birthday and concludes it three months later.
The book is written in diary format and is easy to follow. The beginning and
the conclusion are written in first-person narrative with Hunt and her business
partner in the store trying to reveal more about the infonnation they have stumbled
upon. It is historical fiction, but it lacks the abllity to challenge the reader.
The book could easily be read in one sitting and is for anyone who has an
interest in nineteenth century England or in genealogy and in the mystery
surrounding the pursuit of truth. It looks great on a reading table, but the
outside is more attractive than the content.
Susan E. West
Burleson, Texas
Captain L. H. McNelly, Texas Ranger: The Life and Times ofa Fighting Man,
Chuck Parsons and Marianne E. Hall Little (State House Press, PO Box
15247, Austin, Texas 78761) 2001. Contents. Notes. Biblio. Index. Illust.
P. 366. $34.95. Hardcover. $21.95. Paperback.
No post-Civil War Texas Ranger of the nineteenth century has had more
written about him than Captain Leander H. McNelly. None wa.'" as revered by
his men - they called themselves Little McNeUys - and none was more
controversial. Outside of Texa...... McNelly never reached the fame of other
western lawmen such as Wyatt Earp, Bat Masterson, or Heck Thomas. Once the
record is examined. however, none can walk in his shadow. Before being struck
down by tuberculosis at only thirty-three, McNelly packed ali much excitement
and danger into his short life as did more notable peers in full lifetimes.
Parsons and Hall Little have done a masterful job separating the
controversies, myths, and legends that have followed McNelly since his own
era. These stories comprise a list so long that no other historians have taken on
the difficult task of separating truth from fiction.
While a young man, McNelly studied for the ministry and wa..t.; forced into
the life of a warrior by the Civil War - or so the story goes. The facts, as
pointed out by the authors, do not support that myth. Though undoubtedly a
religious man, before the war McNelly led a peaceful life as a sheepherder.
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While his young Hfe did seem serene, without question the fire of a warrior
was in his souL
The authors trace McNelly's service in the Confederate army from his
enlistment in 1861 in the 5th Texas Cavalry through the New Mexico
campaign. In the Battle of Galveston, McNelly helped capture the Union ship
Harriet Lane and received the sword of the commander, Captain Jonathan
Wainwright, grandfather of the famed World War II General Wainwright - or
did he? From there, he operated as a partisan Ranger behind Union lines in
Louisiana, where he covered himself in enough glory to have lasted most men
a lifetime. But McNelly was only getting started.
The authors continue with McNelly's years as a captain in the hated State
Police of carpetbag governor EJ. Davis. For reasons explained in the book,
McNelly, unlike the other captains, emerged with his reputation intact. When
Davis was forced from office, the new administration knew that law had to be
brought to Texas if the state was to survive. Like the phoenix of Greek mythology
- the Texas Rangers - the old guard of Texas, wa, brought back from the a..,hes.
Two groups were fanned: Major John Jones commanded the Frontier Battalion
and Captain Leander McNelly commanded the Washington County Mounted
Volunteers in the Nueces Strip between the Nueces River and Rio Grande.
From there, McNelly's folklore blossomed. The authors follow McNelly
as he handled the Taylor-Sutton Feud in DeWitt County and moved on to the
Rio Grande. There he rose to mythical status to many Anglos - and to the
embodiment of pure evil to many Mexicans. The book ends when McNelly
completed his service to Texas as he went against outlaw King Fisher.
No library of the Texas Rangers in general, and Captain Leander
McNelly and his Little McNellys in particular, would be complete without this
extremely well-researched and fully documented book.
Robert Nieman
Longview, Texas
Gideon Lincecum sSword: Civil War Letters from the Texas Home Front, Jerry
Bryan Lincecum, Edward Hake Phillips, and Peggy A. Redshaw, editors
(University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 311336, Denton, TX 76203-
1336) 2001. Contents. Appendix. lIlos. Index. P. 378. $39.95. Hardcover.
Those who lived in the South suffered greatly during the Civil War era. It
is difficult to grasp what people must endure during a time of war. Reading
Gideon Lincecum's Sword, one can understand what one person must have felt
during the Civil War. This book is a compilation of Gideon Lincecum's
correspondence during the years 1859 through 1866. In them, Lincecum and
his extended family discussed how the war affected their lives. Lincecum's
family lived in Texas, so the majority of the letters were written from many
different cities in Texas, some of which are no longer in existence. Lincecum
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copied all of his letters on a letterpress and kept them in volumes which his
daughter preserved. Jerry Bryan Lincecum, a sixth generation descendent of
Gideon Lincecum, was the editor and researcher for this compilation. This
book provides insight into the Ilves of citizens who endured the trials and




Sibley's New Mexico Campaign, Martin Hardwick Hall (University of New
Mexico Press, 1720 Lomas Blvd NE, Albuquerque, NM 87131-1591)
2000. Reprint 1960. Contents. Appendix. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 232.
$29.95. Hardcover.
After the formation of the Confederate States of America, many
Southerners beheved that the citizens of New Mexico Territory would cast
their lot with the South since they had a stringent slave code and about thirty
Negro slaves. The Confederates planned to occupy New Mexico as a stepping-
stone for expansion into Southern California and parts of Northern Mexico,
which they believed were loyal to the South.
To occupy the New Mexico Territory, Confederate General Henry Hop-
kins Sibley led a brigade of about 3,400 men known as the Anny of New
Mexico from Texas in 1862. Sibley met resistance from Union Colonel
Edward Canby, who wa"i stationed in New Mexico prior to the formation of
the Confederacy and was not wiHing to abandon the territory. After Sibley's
initial victory at the Battle of Valverde, his supplies ran short and New
Mexicans were reluctant to do business with the Rebels.
Sibley's brigade continued its march toward Santa Fe, where it met and
clashed with Canby's troops at Glorieta Pass. The Confederates were defeated
and withdrew from New Mexico. Sibley's loss and subsequent departure from
New Mexico ended Confederate hopes of a western empire.
Hall's book is well written, and is thoroughly researched. Readers will
certainly find this reprint of an earlier publication worth reexamination.
Son H. Mai
Arlington, Texas
Brush Men & Vigilantes: Civil War Dissent in Texas, David Pickering and
Judy Falls (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU. College Station,
TX 77843-4354) 2000. Contents. TIlus. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 223.
$24.95. Hardcover.
Brush Men and Vigilantes: Civil War Dissent in Texas is the initial
volume in the Sam Rayburn Series on Rural Life, a series of books designed
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to focus on the history of northeast Texas. David Pickering, long time news-
paperman from Corpus Christi (now deceased), and Judy Falls, high school
English teacher in Cooper. Texas, have provided an entertaining and well-told
story of the vigilantes who killed more than a dozen men during the Civil War.
With or without war, Texas was a violent land. The thickets and forests of the
Sulphur River bottom became a battleground for those opposed to secession,
the brush men, and those who supported slavery, the vigilantes, who tracked
down and hanged their neighbors for sympathizing with the Union. The
narrative was crafted by Pickering; Falls did most of the research. She reviewed
the records of the five counties involved - Fannin, Lamar, Hunt, Hopkins, and
Delta - newspapers, family genealogies, and contacted the relatives of twelve
of the fourteen men who were hanged. The yield provided ample sources and
documentation for their story. The authors, cousins, are also related to some of
the participants in the vigilante activities.
In 1861 the lands of northeast Texas were sown in corn and wheat, rather
than cotton; most of the fanners also raised stock. When settlers from Ken-
tucky and Tennessee brought their slaves to Northeast Texas, growing tensions
over secession increased. The influence of Governor Sam Houston helped
stave off secession, but when the issue was placed before the populace, the
secessionists carried the day. In Hopkins County at the Secession Convention
in January 1861 representatives voted for secession and the Lamar County
delegation voted in its entirety against secession. Sentiment was divided.
Public meetings, with stump speeches for and against secession, fanned the
growing flames of acrimony between the two sides.
Vigilante groups, such as the Sons of Washington, watched the activities
of the hated abolitionists. Henry T. Howard, Presbyterian minister, following
the rhetoric of E.L. Dohoney, Paris, Texas, lawyer, made several pro-union
speeches. Howard was arrested. His acquittal stirred the ire of his pro-slavery
neighbor, John Jack Helms. During Reconstruction, Helms, then a Texas
Ranger, become notorious for shooting the men he claimed to be capturing. He
was finally killed by John Wesley Hardin.
The authors explore the quasi-connection between the Knights of the
Golden Circle, the Masonic Lodge, and vigilante activities. These groups, while
not promoting active participation in vigilantism, did provide a convenient
framework for vigilante meetings. The same is true for some churches. The rolls
of the Antloch Church of Christ carned names of men on both sides of the
slavery issue. It did not matter that most pro-union men were not abolitionists.
Rather than opposing slavery, most simply did not want the nation to divide.
Others were more open in their support of the Union. When news of a Yankee
victory reached northeast Texas, pro-union men celebrated by blowing up trees
with gunpowder. Such subversionary activities would not be ignored.
In early 1862, members of the Howard and Hemby families were forced to
seek refuge in Jernigan's Thicket, a maze of briars and thistles so thick that only
the animals were assured of finding their way out. The vigilantes were forced to
starve their prey out of the woods. Finally, seven men, Henry, Thomas, and
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James Howard, two Hemby men, and two others, were ousted from the thicket.
Helms negotiated the surrender. At their mock trial, the Howards and the
Hembys were not allowed to speak in their own defense. They were judged
guilty and sentenced to die by hanging. Two of the men, names unknown,
recanted and joined the Confederacy, thus saving their own lives. Henry
Howard's last words were reported to have been a prayer for his enemies.
Richard B. McCaslin, in the foreword, applauds Brush Men because it
explains the broader context of a Texas that is finally coming to terms with the
wartime violence that was perpetrated even on its own citizens; the Lost Cause
Myth is slowly giving way to the truer picture of a fractured Confederacy.
Most Texans fought for the Confederacy, but many stayed home, remaining
loyal to the Union. Forced to become brush men, they hid in the thickets from
the vigilantes who sought their blood. This is their story.
Randy Harshbarger
Nacogdoches, Texas
Enemies of the Country: New Interpretations on Unionists in the Civil War
South, John C. Inscoe and Robert C. Kenzer, editors (University of
Georgia Press, 330 Research Dr, Athens, GA 30602-4901) 2001. Contents.
Map. Illus. Biblio. Contributors. Index. P. 242. $45.00. Hardcover.
In the past three decades historians have shown increased interest in the
role of Southern Unionists during the American Civil War. The present work,
a collection of ten essays by leading scholars, represents the finest example of
this rapidly growing area of interest. Most of the essays were presented in a
conference titled "Families at War: Loyalty and Conflict in the Civil War
South." As a result, heavy emphasis in the essays is on the impact of the war
upon Southern families who were divided in their loyalties or considered
outcai'its by their communities because of their Unionist viewi'i.
The essays focus upon Southern regions where Unionists were either more
numerous or more conspicuous - the mountains (Appalachia and the Ozarks),
urban centers in the deep South (Atlanta, Savannah, Montgomery), and the
South's northern and western peripheries (Virginia and Texas). As John C.
Inscoe points out in the Introduction, the Unionists described in the essays
were, with one exception, all white, more often than not Whigs in politics, and
minorities within pro-Confederate communities and regions. Several were
slaveholders; none seems to have supported abolitionist views toward slavery.
All of the essays are well researched and clearly written. This reviewer
found the article "Highland Households Divided" by Inscoe and Gordon B.
McKinney especially informative. In this essay the authors show how fre-
quently one member of a family (often a husband or wife) aided fugitive
Union soldiers or escaped prisoners in spite of strong Confederate feelings by
other members of the family. They cite one instance in which a mother served
as peacemaker between her Confederate and Union sons by requiring them to
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leave their weapons in the yard while they came to dinner.
Texas readers will be most interested in Anne Bailey's article "Defiant
Unionists: Militant Germans in Confederate Texas." Professor Bailey care-
fully describes the divisions within Civil War Texas, noting that while Hill
Country Germans were divided over the issue of secession, the majority did
not support the Confederacy. She gives high marks to district commander John
B. Magruder for pursuing a more conciliatory policy toward disaffected
Germans than did his predecessors. His efforts, she believes, did "much to
quell the threat of bloody guerrilla war" (p. 221) in Texas.
This is a fine book. No one attempting to understand Southern Unionists
can afford to ignore it.
Ralph A. Wooster
Lamar University
A Private in the Texas Rangers: A. T. Miller ofCompany B, Frontier Battalion,
John Miller Morris (Texas A & M Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station,
TX 77834-4354) 2001. Contents. mus. Notes. Appendices. Biblio.
Index. p. 334. $24.95. Hardcover.
Abner Theophilus Miller, called either A.T. or Abner by family and friends,
was a twenty-nine year old newcomer to Texas from North Carolina. On
February 12, 1887, while living in Margaret, Texas, in Hardeman (now Foard)
County, he enlisted in Company B of the Frontier Battalion. Company B,
commanded by Captain Samuel A. McMurry, was responsible for keeping the
peace in Old Greer County and along the route of the Fort Worth & Denver City
Railroad that was built across Northwest Texas and the Panhandle. Miller served
in Company B for eighteen months before resigning on August 31, 1888.
This book is said to consist of the diary, in fact three diaries, written by
A.T. Miller while he served as a private in the Frontier Battahon. But it is much
more than that. What really makes this book interesting and of value is not just
A.T. Miller's short diary entries but the longer and insightful annotations and
explanations of events added by his great-grandson, John Miller Morris.
I must admit I was somewhat disappointed in the brevity, but mostly the
predictability, of the daily entries in Abner's diary. Those entries consistently
contain a summary of the weather, a brief mention of his duties, errands, and
travels, and times of arrival and departure. Occasionally there is a brief
comment on his correspondence and those with whom he met each day, but
little else. As advertised, the diary accurately portrays the rather dull routine
of the daily duties of a rural Texas lawman.
This is a book worth reading, but without the annotations by John Miller
Morris, the diaries ofA.T. Miller would have been interesting but hardly insightful.
Allen G. Hatley
La Grange, Texas
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Historic Towns of Texas, Vol. 3, Nacogdoches, Goliad, San Felipe, Joe Tom
Davis (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 200l.
Contents. Notes. Biblio. B&W Photos, Index. P. 341. $27.95. Paperback.
Joe Tom Davis has authored a third volume in his excellent series on
Historic Towns of Texas. In the opening volume of the series, Davis explored
the important institutions and colorful characters of Houston, East Columbia,
West Columbia, Egypt, Matagorda, Texana, and Helena, and the second
volume dealt with Jefferson, Columbus, and Gonzales. His third effort offers
fascinating historical treatments of Nacogdoches, Goliad, and San Felipe.
In describing Nacogdoches, the author relates legendary tales of the
founding of the oldest town in Texas. He discusses pertinent French and
Spanish explorations, the 1779 construction of the trading post which became
famous a'\ "The Old Stone Fort," the "Smuggler's Road" of Louis de St. Denis
and Gil Y'Barbo. the presence of such Texas Revolutionary heroes as Thomas
J. Rusk and Sam Houston, and the establishment of the oldest Masonic Lodge
in East Texas, of Nacogdoches University, and of the teacher's coJIege which
became Stephen F. Austin State University. A weahh of fascinating detail is
offered in more than 100 pages.
The rich history of Goliad is depicted at even greater length. One of the
most important Spanish missions in Texas, La Bahia, provided the founding
impetus for the nearby community of Goliad. By 1778, Mission La Bahia
boasted 15,000 branded head of cattle, providing the beginnings of Texa,\'
famous range-cattle industry. The mission's large presidio became the center
of numerous combats and the headquarters of the doomed command of
Colonel James Fannin. Presidio La Bahia today is fully restored, along with
many commercial and residential structures. Several events are conducted
each year to encourage tourism in historic, charming Goliad.
San Felipe. the center of Stephen F. Austin's colony, has all but vanished
today. But the author provides a welcome description of the community and
its eventful heyday. as well as its long decline. An excellent photo section
handsomely illustrates San Felipe and similar sections provide the same visual
service for Nacogdoches and Goliad. Davis' absorbing account of these three
key Texas communities make the reader anxious for a fourth volume.
Bill O'Neal
Panola College
The Courthouse Square in Texas, Robert E. Veselka & Kenneth E. Foote,
editor (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-
7819) 2000. Contents. Appendices. Biblio. Maps. !llus. Index. P. 244.
$25.95. Paperback. $50.00. Hardcover.
The publication of Robert Veselka's book comes at a time of heightened
interest in courthouse preservation, as reflected by the overwhelming response
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to the current Texas Historic Courthouse Preservation Program of the Texas
Hi~torical Commission. It is essentially a typological study and, as such,
exhibits the limitations of such analysis. That is, it works where models are
defined clearly and the squares precisely fit these definitions but breaks down
when variants are encountered. In reality, most Texas squares continue to be
modified in re~ponse to our evolving built environment.
Contextually, the author incorporates numerous earlier studies on court-
house-square design and builds upon their typology. Unfortunately, he does
not clearly differentiate between subtleties of certain types, such as two-block,
four-block, and six-block configurations. Additionally, the author relies too
heavily on limited on-site sampling and incomplete historical documentation,
which leads to conjecture. The book is particularly inconsistent in addresslng
relocated courthouses, both within communities and between county seats.
A secondary foci of the book is the author's attempt to analyze the effect
of the courthouse square on surrounding community development, which he
defines as centripetal and centrifugal influences. Although a novel analytical
tool, which tends to work for the centripetal forces, no strong case is made that
the courthouse square actually repels surrounding development. In fact, a truer
representation would analyze the attractive factors of other. competing in-
fluences, such as new transportation corridors, land use policies, and urban
and suburban development.
Veselka's study makes a contribution to the literature on Texans' fa~cina­
tion with courthouses on which others will need to build. Despite inconsisten-
cies, it will serve as a beginning point in understanding the relationship of
courthouse squares in town planning.
Stanley O. Graves, AlA
Austin, Texas
Lighthouses of Texas, T. Lindsay Baker (Texas A&M University Press, 4354
TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 1991. 2001. Reprint. Contents.
Illus. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. ]28. $39.95. Hardcover.
Lighthouses today are silent sentinels from an era of maritime navigation
before electronic and satellite communications. First published in 1991, Light~
houses of Texas is a survey of ten extant Texas lighthouses and two Texas
lightships. In the first chapter, Baker reviews the installation of lighthouses
and lightship~ along the Texas coast, beginning with the stationing of a light-
ship off Galveston Island in 1849. Subsequent chapters trace the construction
and operation of the surviving lighthouses, as well as the Galveston and Heald
Bank lightships. These chapters comprise the bulk of the volume. Of special
interest to students of East Texas history is the author's coverage of the Sabine
Pass and Sabine Bank lighthouses and the lighthouses near Galveston. He
describes the tedium that lighthouse keepers faced, as well as their experiences
during tropical storms and hurricanes.
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This is a handsome book. Watercolor illustrations by artist Harold Phenix
add immeasurably to its value. Lighthouses of Texas also has photographs,
although it would have benefited from maps with the locations of each light-
house. Its oversized fonnat makes for easy reading. It is suitable as a coffee-
table publication as well as a scholarly work, with extensive endnotes and a
comprehensive bibliography. Baker conducted research at the National
Archives and Records Administration in War.;hington, D.C., utilizing records
of the Lighthouse Service, and various archives in Texas.
The only major criticism of Lighthouses of Texns is its lack of a
concluding chapter. Baker could have compared the effectiveness of the
lighthouses in aiding navigation, for example. However, his work should
remain the standard source on the subject for many years to come.
Casey E. Greene
Rosenberg Library
Spindletop: The Untold Story, Christine Moor Sanders (Christine Moor
Sanders, P.O. Box 619, Woodville, TX 75979) 2000. Contents. Illus.
Notes. Appendix. Biblio. Index. P. 332. $38 +$5 sib. Hardcover. $27 +$5
slh. Paperback.
Captain George Washington O'Brien owned a good portion of Big Hill
outside of Beaumont, and he knew well the old stories and had seen the oil
himself. So on a particular day early in the 18905 when he received an offer
from George W. Carroll and Pattillo Higgins for the purchase of the property,
O'Brien knew what they were after. He refused to sell to the Baptist
businessman and his rather fanatical protege who believed he could harness
the Big Hill's petroleum product" for manufacturing purposes. O'Brien did
agree to become a partner in their Gladys City Oil. Gas and Manufacturing
Company. In less than a decade the world changed as the Big Hill called
Spindletop became the site of the greatest oil gusher to date.
Artist/author Christine Moor Sanders is a direct descendent of Captain
O'Brien. Her brother, Les Moor, continues with the modem day Gladys City
Oil Company. Sanders' pedigree and qualifications for the rendering of a
family's story and it.. company's history are unquestionable. On the whole.
Sanders accomplished her first goal, which was to reveal the O'Brien family
history and its role in the Spindletop story. She begins her family's story with
the O'Briens' anival from Ireland and continues through to the most recent
decades. paying most attention to Captain George Washington O'Brien~ Civil
War veteran, diarist, lawyer, and family patriarch. Sanders creates the feeling
of certain events with selections of newspaper articles, affidavits, and letters
that are primary sources to an historian and of interest to the general reader.
Accompanying these selections are her artwork and selected photographs
recalling a given period. Sadly. the author plainly had a second goal, which
was to undennine the role played by Pattillo Higgins and others in this story
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of nineteenth-century men involved in something truly beyond their compre-
hension. The balance and diplomacy for which many of the 0' Sriens were
known would have better served the family story. There is al!'o creative
writing in the form of fictional narratives in which the writer projects what she
thinks some of the primary players must have been thinking. Fortunately, these
passages are in italics and not hidden in the text.
On the whole, Sanders has contributed substantially to the body of work
on Spindletop available to the public, In so doing she has given researchers
and the public the ftrst glimpses of the Gladys City records, heretofore
unavailable to anyone outside the Gladys City board. Hopefully this ftrst
examination of the company records will lead to further scholarly research and
the eventual donation of the records to a proper archive in Texas. For this first
exploration we can all be grateful to Sanders.
Terry Lee Rioux
New Orleans, Louisiana
The Texas Folklore Society 1971-2000 Volume Ill, Francis Edward Abernethy
(University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box 311336, Denton, TX 76203-
1336) 2000. Contents. B&W Photos. Index. P. 232. $29.95. Hardcover.
In the final volume of the history of the Texas Folklore Society, Francis
E, Abernethy assesses the years during which he has been editor. If it is
personal for him, as he says it is, it is likewise fOT the majority of the present
membership - the record of an organization that shaped many as folklorists,
writers, and scholars whose work impacts regional and national historical and
literary groups.
Abernethy follows the familiar format of setting the society's doings
within the framework of history, detailing meetings with reminiscences, anec-
dotes, photos. programs, lists of publications. He highlights such members as
Martha Emmons, Jim Byrd, Paul Patterson - who is as old as the organization
itself - and James Bratcher, who provided a singular contribution to TFS - the
1971 Analytical Index. The editor does not hesitate to include some of the
trials and tribulations of the organization.
Examining the contents of volumes appearing under Abernethy's editor-
ship reveals a shift toward a less academic approach to folklore. It is to his
credit that he built on the past but found ways to organize the publications
around a theme and enlarged the traditional miscellany to include photos and
illustrations. Texas Toys and Games is an example. He included, occasionally,
some persona] and creative folklore pieces by the membership_
Abernethy makes a valuable contribution as editor in the writing of intro-
ductions in which he stresses folklore's connection with the universal. In his
tirst volume as editor he declared: "To me folklore is the ultimate, all-encom-
passing field of study. I see a decade, a millennium, or an age go by, but the
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creature man remains the same, activated by the same urges, responding in the
same way as did his ancient cave-dwelling ancestors. Only the symbols
change. The gods shift their shape but continue to answer to the same needs,
and folklore is the demonstration of this eternal kinship." His affirmation will
stand the test of time.
Joyce Gibson Roach
Keller, Texas
Over the Wall: The Men Behind the 1934 Death House Escape, Patrick
McCanal (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709-0159) 2000.
Contents. Epilogue. Notes. Biblio. Index. B&W Photos. P. 214. $21.95.
Paperback.
One of the more unfortunate aspects of Depression-era Texas came with
the appearance of a number of home-grown outlaws who briefly terrorized the
Texas countryside early in the 1930s. The most infamous, Clyde Barrow and
Bonnie Parker, were given film immortality in a highly-romanticized release
in 1967 directed by Arthur Penn and starring Warren Beatty and Faye Duna-
way. Since the release of that film, other Texas desperadoes of the time, most
of whom sprang from similar small town, rural origins, have also received
greater attention from researchers and historians. This book chronicles the
escapades of a loosely-knit group known as the "Whitey" Walker gang.
Although the subtitle of the book suggests that a much larger focus will
be trained on a desperate escape from Death Row in 1934, the bulk of the
narrative covers other topics, i.e. biographical sketches of individuals who
either were associated with the gang or whose activities intersected with those
of the gang members. Relatively little attention is paid to the prison break
itself. The author draws heavily from contemporary newspaper accounts,
supplemented with scattered court and prison records, and interviews with
individuals, now quite elderly, who remember aspects of the gang's activities.
The book McConal has produced is extensive in its research, straightforward
and workmanlike in its presentation, and with little romantic embellishment of
the gang or of it~ criminal activities. It will please those readers having an
interest in crime, law enforcement, or the exploits of latter day Texas outlaws.
Donald R. Walker
Texas Tech University
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Culture in the American Southwest: the earth, the sky, the people, Keith L.
Bryant, Jr. (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station,
TX 77843-4354) 2001. Contents. IIlus. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 379.
$34.95. Hardcover.
In Bryant's comprehensive and well-illustrated study, his focus is defined as
'1he high culture of music, art, architecture, literature, theater, and ballet" (p. 9).
His geographical boundaries of the modem Southwest are located "to the west and
south of a line drawn from Houston to Tulsa to Colorado Springs and westward to
Los Angeles" (pp. 5-6). He credits Spindletop with moving the eastern limits to
include Houston in 1901, just as petroleum brought Dallas, Tul~, and Oklahoma
into the Southwest. Most of East Texas is outside Bryant's Southwest.
Bryant's chronological survey of high culture begins with Casa Grande,
Arizona (1350), and Mesa Verde, Colorado, and ends with the exportation of
a Southwest regional culture (1980-1995). Among the landmarks of high cul-
ture recognized in eastern Texas are Houston's Alley Theatre and writer Max
Apple, Dallas' Margo Jones theatre and artist Jerry Bywaters, and Fort Worth's
Kimball Museum. In discussing how the Wendy and Emery Reves Collection
doubled the value of the holdings of the Dallas Museum of Arts, Bryant
acknowledges Wendy Reves' "rural" roots in MarshalL
An oversight in Bryant's thorough inventory of high culture is the
omission of Kilgore's Van Cliburn, whose foundation sponsors an internation-
al piano competition in Fort Worth.
A unifying theme in the catalog of Southwestern high culture is the inter-
play of people and their natural environment. Bryant notes that recent genera-
tions of Southwesterners have shaken off "their sense of provincialism." He
concludes, "Just as salsa has challenged ketchup as the nation's leading
condiment, the peoples of the Southwest have created a culture that has altered
and shaped the national American culture" (p. 308).
Fred Tarpley
Texas A&M, Commerce
Lone Star Picture Shows, Richard Schroeder (Texas A&M University Press,
4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2001. Contents. Illus.
Notes, Biblio. Index. P. 202. $34.95. Hardcover.
In Lone Star Picture Shows, Richard Schroeder and the Texas A&M
University Press have put together a weU-illustrated study of the history of the
motion pictures in Texas from 1897 to 1960. The author presents the reader
with a series of carefully collected interviews conducted with a variety of
individuals involved in the development of film presentations throughout the
state. He also provides a series of appendices, including: a listing of motion
picture theatres in Texas during the period. covered; Texas motion picture
pioneers; theatre circuits in Texas in the 1930s; and Texas motion picture stars.
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The primary value of Lone Star Picture Shows lies in the illustrations and
oral histories collected by the author. Though occasionally redundant, the
latter reflect vividly the activities of their sources. As a history of the motion
pictures, the work is limited as was the author's intent. There are, however,
some pertinent omissions. For instance, no mention is made of the influence
of the major motion-picture producers and their policy of requiring block-
bookings on the part of exhibitors, a policy resulting in the Supreme Court's
"Paramount Decision" (1948) forcing the major producers to abandon the
practice and to divest themselves of their nation-wide theatre chains. No
indication is made in the appendix or text regarding out-of-state ownership or
control of Texas theatres.
The author's writing style is simple and direct. On occasion, the lack of
adequate transitions makes reading the text a jarring experience. A more
frequent use of section topic headings would have been welcome.
As a source of information on the evolution of the Texas motion picture
theatres, the book is of value. Since the Texas scene varied but little from the
national, for the reader interested in the history of motion pictures a variety of
thorough, well-written, and well-organized motion picture histories is
available.
W. K. Waters
Professor of Theatre Emeritus
Stephen F. Austin State University
Tent Show: Arthur Names and His "Famous" Pla.vers, Donald W. Whisenhunt
(Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-
4354) 2000. Contents. Notes. Biblio. Index. lIlus. P. 174. $29.95. Hardcover.
Donald Whisenhunt's Tent Show focuses on Arthur Names' one-man
struggle to keep the tradition of the traveling tent theatre alive in communities
throughout West Texas, eastern Colorado, Kansas, and western Oklahoma.
Names earned legendary status between the early J920s and the mid-1940s in
the small rural communities where he pitched his tent and put on what was
probably the only theatrical production his audiences ever witnessed. Aided by
a strong spirit of rugged individualism, the respect and devotion of his rural
fans, and a little luck, Art Names was able to keep his show on the road long
after many other repertoire companies had succumbed to competing forms of
entertainment, primarily radios, big screen movie theaters, and television sets.
Often performing in towns that supported populations between 500 and
1,000 citizens, Art Names and his small band of actors presented a variety of
theatrical plays, skits, vaudeville routines, and recitations of poetry. While
many members of their audiences, especially young boys and girls, believed
the traveling actors lived a life full of adventure and excitement, few realized
the hardships and risks involved in operating a successful tent repertoire
company_ Whisenhunt's account of Art Names and his famous players skill-
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fully reveals both the glamour and hazards associated with mobile tent shows.
One night, the company's actors could be standing before applauding fans and
the following night they might find themselves trying to save their tent from
the high winds of a thunderstorm or an uncontrollable fire ignited by one of
the heaters used to keep their patrons warm.
Whisenhunt, whose father was an equal partner with Art Names during
the early 19408, makes good use of the limited primary and secondary sources
which were available to him. The author also includes a valuable introduction
in which W. Kenneth Waters gives a brief history of the American repertoire
theatre. While his study is more limited in scope than William L. Slout's
Theater in a Tent: The Development of a Provincial Entertainment (Popular
Press 1972), Whisenhunt provides his reader a valuable glimpse into a form of
rural entertainment which time has left behind and scholars have long ignored.
Kenneth W. Howell
Texas A&M University
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Shaping of American Culture, Nancy Beck
Young, William D. Pederson, & Byron W. Daynes, editors (M.E. Sharpe,
Inc., 80 Business Park Dr, Armonk, NY 10504 USA) 200l.Contents.
Biographical Digest. Contributors. Index. P. 154. $56.95. Hardcover.
$22.95. Paperback.
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Congress: The New Deal and Its Aftermath,
Thomas P. Wolf. William D. Pederson, and Byron W. Daynes, editors
(M.E. Sharp, Inc., 80 Business Park Dr, Annonk, NY 10504 USA) 200 I.
Contents. Appendix. Chronology. Biographical Digest. Bibho. Contribu-
tors. Index. P. 191. $69.95. Hardcover. $24.95. Paperback.
The nineteen selections in these two volumes were initially presented at a
conference - FDR After 50 Years - held at Louisiana State University at
Shreveport in September 1995. Targeted for a wide audience, both anthologies
demonstrate the diversity and vitality of recent scholarly interest in Franklin
Roosevelt and the New Deal. SPeCialists in a variety of fields - political history
and political science, cultural and social history, art history, and literary criticism,
as well as the general public - will certainly find something of interest.
The first volume, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Shapin.g of American
Culture, contains nine chapters that explore the linkage between politics and
culture. The selections include studies about the changing imagery of FDR in
souvenir iconography and film. Six chapters detail the effects of the New Deal
upon art, architecture, and music, emphasizing the impact on the local level.
The tlnal essay describes how politics and the national pastime of baseball
interacted during FDR's tenure.
1\vo selections stand out for Texas readers. Francine Carraro, Executive
Director of the National Museum of Wildlife Art in Jackson. Wyoming, reas-
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sesses New Deal art programs by examining their activities in Texas. Such
programs provided relief for artists and produced artwork for display in public
buildings throughout the state. Philip Parisi, a journalist and editor with the Texas
Historical Commission, specifically focuses on images chosen for mural art in
Texas' post offices, asserting that federal officials encouraged only positive heroic
images such as pioneers, Native Americans, cowboys, or Texas Rangers "to help
bolster public confidence and restore faith in the American Dream" (p. 73).
The second volume, Franklin D. Roosevelt and Congress: The New Deal
and Its Aftermath, contains seven essays which examine the relationship of
various groups within Congress as well as individual congressmen with FDR
and the New Deal. Three selections reassess legacies of the New Deal,
including FDR's "purge of 1938" and partisan realignment during the 19308.
Texas historians might appreciate the essay on Maury Maverick's congres-
sional "mavericks" by Creighton University professor Dennis N. Mihelich as
well as the chapter on Sam Rayburn's mutually beneficial relationship with
FDR by Rayburn biographer and UT-Dallas professor Anthony Champagne.
And Nancy Beck Young, associate professor of history at McKendree College,
offers an insightful analysis of legendary Texas congressman Wright Patman's
entrepreneurial leadership.
These two volumes win enhance any New Deal collection, And the
bibliography provides an excellent guide to recent scholarship.
Mark W. Beasley
Hardin-Simmons University
Stateside Soldier: Life in the Womens Anny Corps 1944-1945, Aileen Kilgore
Henderson (University of South Carolina Press, 937 Assembly St.
Carolina PI, 8th Fl, Columbia, SC 29208) 2001. Contents. Illustrations.
Prologue. Epilogue. Index. P, 252. $24.95. Hardcover.
Aileen Kilgore Henderson's book, Stateside Soldier: Life in the Women s
Army Corps 1944-1945, chronicles the cultural shock of a young woman from
the hills of Alabama who was suddenly introduced to strict Anny discipline.
Henderson took her basic training at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia, and later was
sent to Ellington Air Force Base, Texas, where she trained as an airplane
mechanic and later became a photo lab technician.
A few years ago Henderson found a box filled with jumbled papers and
letters, diaries, and old photos and notes. After putting her "memories" in
chronological order, her manuscript was accepted by the University of South
Carolina Press as part of their "Women's Diaries and Letters of the South."
Even though it should be read for pleasure. Henderson would like for the
reader to keep in mind who she was, where she came from, and the climate of
the times early in the 1940s.
I was able to follow Henderson's experiences - step by step - because I wa~
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a Navy WAVE and published my own collection of "old WAVES tales."
Henderson describes it well - the excitement and anxiety of enlisting, the
camaraderie, the challenges, G.I. Insurance, war bonds, endless hOUTS of marching,
and yes, even garter belts! I wish, however, she would have written more about her
duties as a mechanic and in the photo lab and less about weekends with "Mrs.
Glass and DD l l • her assortment of stray cats, and Texas-size mosquitoes.
The brave women who volunteered for "the duration and six months"
almost sixty years ago will be long remembered, thanks to books such as these.
It has been difficult for me to limit this review to only 300 words!
Marie Bennett Alsmeyer
Tyler, Texas
For Lnve o/Country: The Price ofFreedom, Martha Sue Stroud (Eakin Press,
P.O. Box 90159. Austin, TX 78709-0159) 2000. Contents. IIllis. Notes.
Index. P. 567. $32.95. Hardcover.
Martha Sue Stroud published her first book about northeast Texas three
years ago. It was Gateway to Texas: A History ofRed River County, which tells
the story of an area. Her latest work, For Love a/Country. tells the story of the
people who live in that area.
For Love of Country is an in-depth study of the part that the people of
Clarksville and Red River County played in establishing and defending their
county, their state, and their country.
Through family stories, letters, diaries, newspaper accounts, county
records, and personal interviews with veterans or their families, Stroud has
compiled a massive stockpile of information about the men and women of Red
River County who were involved in three wars - the Civil War, World War I,
and World War II. She ties these stories together with her own rich store of
memories of Clarksville. This information gives us a vivid picture of the
people, places, and times she writes about.
Beginning with the early days of Texas, Stroud portrays the struggles of
these pioneers to settle and develop Red River County and to establish settle-
ments l churches, and local governments. Their continuing struggles to defend
and maintain what they had established is told through their eyes and words.
Northeast Texas participated in fighting for Texas independence and later
for Southern rights in the Civil War. Most men from this area fought for the
Confederacy. Letters and journals of the time, however, show that some
families were divided between the Blue and Gray like the rest of the nation.
The effects of World War I on the people of this area are reported in their
own words. Records, newspaper accounts, and family interviews show that there
wa~ more loss of life from disease than in actual battle. This was especially so
with the Spanish Flu epidemic, which killed soldiers and civilians alike.
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The major portion of the book is devoted to World War II. The author
includes over 500 ftrst-hand interviews with veterans and their families. plus
the author's own personal memories. She was twelve years old at the time of
Pearl Harbor, and her memories of that Pearl Harbor Christmas are sharp and
real. All of these first-hand accounts give a sense of immediacy to the times.
Official records of the time speak to us sixty years later; one Clarksville family
sent five sons and one daughter to the service of their country in World War II.
I must confess that when I was first confronted with the mass of infonnation
that Stroud compiled that I wa,;; intimidated and more than a little put off. Then I
started reading, and I was soon caught up in the lives and times of those people
of Red River County. I saw their adventures through their eyes and heard their
struggles through their voices. The final chapter of For LAve ofCountry is entitled
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